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ABSTRACT

This guide for playing women's volleyball dated July
1971 - July 1973 details rules and standards as well as the Division
for Girls and Women's Sports (DGWS) statemen of beliefs. Specific
articles dealing with teamwork, basic fundamentals, suggestions for
beginners, a volleyball mini unit, and volleyball visual aids ale
included. The booklet discusses DGWS official volleyball rules and
experimental rules, suggested modifications, and questions and
answers on rules interpretations. (J3)
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DIVISION FOR GIRLS AND WOMEN'S SPORTS

The Division for Girls and Women's Sports is a nonprofit educational organization designed to serve the needs and interests of administrators, teachers, leaders, and participants in sports programs
for girls and women. It is one of eight divisions of the American
Association for Health, Physical Education and Recreation. Active

members of the Division are women members of tilt; American
Association for Health, Physical Education, and Recreation who
are
interested in sports for girls and women and who participate in the
work of the Division. These women are professional leaders in
schools, colleges, community centers,
industrial plants, military
services, public and private clubs, and agencies.
The purpose of the Division for Girls and Women's Sports is to
foster the development of sports programs for the enrichment of the

life of the participant.
The Division for Girls and Women's Sports attempts to promote
desirable sports programs through:
I. Formulating and publicizing guiding principles and standards
for
th! administrator, leader, official and player.
2. Publishing and interpreting rules governing sports for girls
IN omen.

and

3. Providing the means for training, evaluating, and rating of
officials.
4. Disseminati2 information on the conduct of girls and women's
sports.

5. Stimulating evaluatiw, and disseminating research in the field of
girls and women's sports.
6. Organizing various units of AAHPER concerned primarily with
girls and women's sports in order to exert effective leadership.
7. Sharing in the interests of other AAIIPER divisions
and/or
sections in promoting sports programs.
8. Cooperating with allied groups interested in girls and women's

sports in order to formulate policies and rules that affect the
conduct of women's sports.
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DGWS STATEMENT OF BELIEFS
and participation in
We believe that opportunities for instruction
of every
the
educational
experiences
sports should be included in
of
the
culture
in
which
we live.
girl. Sports are an Integra! part
and recreSports skills and sports participation are valuable social
our
ational tools which may be used to enrich the lives of women in
society.
levels of skill should be
We believe that sports opportunities at all
of these
available to girls alki women who wish to take advantage
demonstrated in
experiences. Competition and cooperation may be
the comall sports programs although the type and intensity of
participants.
degree
or
level
of
skill
of
the
petition will vary with the
and
An understanding of the relationship between competitionframecooperation and of how to utilize both within the accepted
of sports
work of our society is one of the desirable outcomes
participation.
of physical activity in the mainWe believe in the importance
tenance of the general health of the participant.
contributes to the developWe believethat participation in sports
of desirable
ment of self-confidence and to the establishment
interpersonal relations.
that girls and women of all ages
For these reasons. we believe
community
should be provided with comprehensive school and
programs of sports and recreation. In addition, they should be
strongly and actively encouraged to take part in such programs.
PROGRAM
be

should
We believe that sports programs for girls avi women
levels of skill.
broad. varied. and planned for participants at differing
differThere should be full awareness of the wide span of indivrlual in the
ences so that all types, ages, and skill levels are considered
phases of
planning of sports programs. In conducting the carious principles
guide action. These
programs,
principles
must
sports
should be based on the latest and soundest knowledge regarding
I. Growth and development factors
2. Motor learning
3. Social and individual maturation and adjustment
culture.
4. The values of sports participation as recognized in our
Elementary Schools (grades 1.6)
of
We believe in planned, comprehensive. and balanced programs
These
girl
in
the
elementary
program.
physical education for every
example, skipshould provide experiences in basic movements for
6
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ping and simple dance steps. bending, reaching. and climbing and in

a wide variety of activities which require basic sport skills such as
catching, throwing. batting, and kicking.
We believe that intramural sports experiences m appropriately
modified sports activities shout.' supplement an instructional
program for girls in grades 4, 5, and 6, and that in most cases these
experiences will be sufficiently stimulating and competitive for the
highly skilled girl. We believe extramural sports activities, if included
in the upner elementary grades, should be limited to occasional play
days (sports groups or teams composed of representatives from
several schools or units), sports days, and invitational events.
Secondary Schools (grades 7-12)

We believe that in secondary schools a program of intramural and
extramural participation should be arranged to augment a sound and

comprehensive instructional program in physical education for all
girls. Extramural programs should not at: organized until there are
broad instructional and intramural programs and a sufficient allotment of time. facilities, and personnel for new programs.
Colleges and Universities

We believe that college and university instructional programs
should go beyond those activities usually included in the high school
program. There should be opportunities to explore and develop skills

in a variety of activities, with emphasis on individual sports. It is
desirable that opportunities for extramural experiences beyond the
intramural program be accessible to the highly skilled young women
who wish these opportunities.
Forms of Competition

Intramural eon:pet:Non is sports competition in which all
paiticipants are identified with the same school, community center,

club, organization, institution, or industry, or are residents of

a

designated small neighborhood or community.
Extramural competillon is a plan of sports (.0 mpention in which

participants from two or more schools, community centers, clubs,
kirganizetions, institutions, industries, or neighborhoods compete.
The forms of extramural competition include
. Sports days school or sports group participates as a unit
2. lebigraphic meets results arc compared by wire or mall
3. Invitational events symposiums. games. or matches to which a
school or sports group invites one or more teams or individuals to
participate.

4. Interscholastic, intercollegiate, or interagency programs groups
which are trained and coached play a series of scheduled games
DGWS STATEMENT OF BELIEFS
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cities, or
and/or tournaments with like tt.ams from other schools,
organist ions.
International Competition involves players from different nations
individuals or groups with
and provides sports experiences for
maturity. This type of com-

exceptional ability and emotional

schoo! girls,
petition under some conditions could include secondary
but usually it is planned for more mature participants.
Corecreational activities are designed to give boys and girls opporof like comtunities to participate on the same team against a team
The
do
not
involve
body
contact.
position, provided the activities
play.
should
be
to
promote
good
team
basis for formation of teams prohibited from participating ( I ) on a
We believe that gills should be
boys interboys intercollegiate or interscholastic team: (2) against a

and (3) against a boy in

collegiate or Interscholastic team.
scheduled intercollegiate or interscholastic contest.

a

ADMINISTRATION
to protect
We believe that certain safeguards should be providedhealth
and
the health and well-being of participants. Adequate
First aid
insurance protection should be secured by the institution.during all
medical care should be available

services and emergency
scheduled interscholastic sports events. Qualified professional leaders
safe

should ensure a proper period for conditioning of players, a
environment including equipment and facilities, a schedule with a

limited number of games, and similar measures.
of
We believe, that sports officiating should be the responsibility
should
those who know and use DGWS approved rules. Officials
hold current ratings in those sports in which ratings are given.
sports
We believe that the entire financing of girls and women's
It is sugprograms should be included in the total school budget.
gested that income he handled as a regular school income item.
girls and
We believe that the scheduling of sports activities for that
their

women should be in accordance with their needs and
schedule should not be required to conform to a league schedule
established for boys and men's sports.
should be given
We believe that excellence of achievement
from the
recognition and that the intrinsic values which accrue
believe lhat.
pursuit of excellence are of primary importance. We
of a
when awards are given, they should be inexpensive tokens

symbolic type, such as ribbons. let ters, and small pins.
generate
We bLbeve that expert teaching and quality programs
effective plan
their own best public relations. It is suggested that an
to
be developed for interpreting the values of the sports program
of the
fields,
and
interested
members
parents. teachers in other
8
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school or college community, including the press. A procedure
which has proved successful is to invite key groups to a selection of

demonstrations and sports events at different levels, so that they
may see effective programs in action.

LEADERSHIP

We believe that good leadership is essential to the desirable
conduct of the sports program. The qualified leader meets the
standards set by the profession, including an understanding of ( I)
the place and purpose of sports in education, (2) the growth and
development of children and youth, (3) the effects of exercise on

the human organism, (4) first aid and accident prevention, (5) understanding of specific skills, and (6) sound teaching methods. Personal
experience in organized extramural competition is desirable for the
you :g woman planning to become a leader or teacher of women's

sports. Thc leader should demonstrate personal integrity and a
primary concern for the welfare of the participant.
POLICY-MAKING

And finally, we believe that all leaders, teachers, and coaches of
girls and women's sports should be encouraged to take an active part
the policy decisions which affect planning, organizing, and
conducting sports programs for girls and women. Leaders should
make sure that qualified women are appointed to the governing
sports bodies at all levels local, state, national, and international to
ensure that programs are in the best interest of those who particin

ipate.
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WOMEN
STANDARDS IN SPORTS FOR GIRLS AND
should be based

Standards in sports activities for girls and women
upon the following
should be taught, coached,
I. Sports activities for girls and women

whenever and wherever
and officiated by qualified women
of
possible.
provide every girl with a wide variety
2. Programs should
activities.
judged in terms of benefits
3. The results of competn,on should be
rather
than
by
the
winning of championships
to the participants commercial advantage
to schools or organi-

or the athletic or
zations.

Health and Safety Standards for Players

players must be provided
Careful supervision of the health of all
by
1. An examination by a qualified physician
after serious illness or
2, Written permission by a qualified physician
injury
injured or overlapped or

.3. Removal of players when they are
show signs of emotional instability
for sports activity
4. A healthful, safe, and sanitary environment
geographical area which will

to a
provision of safe
5. Limitations of competition
permit players to return at reasonable hours;
transportation.
play against those of
I. Select the members of all teams so that they
approxmvitely the same ability and maturity.
there will be no more than
2. Arrange the schedule of games so thatfor any one team or girl in
competitive
game
z:
week
one highly
any on sport.
with, a team
practicing with, or playing
3. Discourage any girl from while
sport during the
competing
in
that
for more than one group
same sport season.
forms of
in connection with all

General Policies

4. Promote social

events

competition.

10
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SOURCES OF INFORMATION AND SERVICE

The various services are offered by committees. All requests for
information of services should be addressed to the chairman of the

committee into whose field of work the inquiry falls. Inquiries

which cannot be readily classified should be addressed to the DGWS
vice-president.

AUDIO-VISUAL COMMITTEE Reviews films, advises on produc-

tion, provides lists of up-to-date films 'available for rental or
purchase.

Chan man. JEAN PUTNAM, Central Washington State College,
Ellensburg, Washington 98926

COMMISSION ON INTERCOLLEGIATE ATIILETICS FOR
WOMENSponsors DGWS national and postal tournaments and
establishes procedures for regional development and for sanctioning intercollegiate events.
Chaff man: LUCILLE MAGNUSSON, Pennsylvania State University. Universit. Park, Pa. 16802

DIVISION 1115 ORIAN Maintains file of historical records and
publications /Inch are available on loan.
Ihstorum II .ZEL PETERSON, Univ. of Idaho, Moscow, Idaho
83483

LIAISON Maintains relationships with allied national sports
organizations.
Chau. man' MILDRED BARNES, Central Missouri State College,
Warrensburg, Mo. 64093

NATIONAL INTRAMURAL SPORTS COUNCIL A joint council

of DGWS and DMA to provide leaderQup to initiate and to

improve intramural programs at all educational levels.
Chan man. CATIIERINE GREEN, Dept. of Intramural Activities,
Univ. of Wash., Seattle, Wash. 98105
OFFICIATING SERVICES AREA Tests and rates women officials.
directs policies of local boards.
Chairman. CHARLOTTE WEST, Southern Illinois Univ., Carbondale, 21 62901

PHILOSOI HY AND Si ANDARDS AREA States and interprets
standards for girls and women's sports.
Chau. man: JANET ATWOOD, Pennsylvania State Univ., University Park, Pa. I o602
PUB L ICA T IONS COMMITTEE Solicits, receives, edits, and
pub:ish es special publications and prod uces sports technique
charts
Chan man. NANCY DAVIS, Skidmore College, Saratoga, N.Y.
12866
SOURCES OF INFORMATION AND SERVICE
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advises on
RESEARCH COMMITTEECarries out special studieb,
DGWS
research
articles.
research problems, edits
Pennsylvania State Univ., UniChairman. DOROTHY HARRIS,
versity Park, Pa. 16802
rEERevises
SPORTS GUIDES AND OFFICIAL RULES COMMIT
sports guides and
rules,
edits
and
publishes
and interprets official
technique charts.
College, New O :leans, La.
Chairman' BETTY BROWN, Newcomb

70118
organizes committees for eduSTATE CHAIRMENEach chairman
work
within her state. See list in
cational and informational
current DGWS Basketball Guide.

and

ORGANIZATIONS-Organizational
STUDENT SPORTSGAA's
and WAA's mair.ained through NGAA

program service to
Project and ARFCW,
AAHPER, 1201 Sixteenth St.,
Consultant' BETTY FLINCHUM,
N,W., Washington, D.C. 20036

Publications

inside front
SPORTS LIBRARY FOR GIRLS AND WOMENsee
cover.
SPECIAL PUBLICATIONS see inside back cover.
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DGWS EXECUTIVE COUNCIL
1971-1972

Vice President. JoAnne Thorpe, Southern Illinois Univ., Carbondale,
111. 62901

Vice President-elect: Betty Hartman, Kent State Univ., Kent, Ohio
44240
Past Vice President- Edith Betts, Univ. of Idaho, Moscow, Idaho
83843
Area Chairmen

District and State Services: Marilyn Conklin, Connecticut College,
New London, Conn. 06321

Central. Janet Nuzman, Washburn Univ., Topeka, Kans 66620
(1971-73)
Elect: Ina Anderson, Umv. of Nebraska, Lincoln, Nebr. 68508
(1973-75)

Eastern: Marilyn Conklin, Connecticut College, New London,
Conn. 06320 (1970-72)
Elect. Ann Venezia, Newark State College, Union, N.J. 07083
(1972-74)
Midwest. Lucille Burkett, Shaker flights Public Schools, Shaker
Heights, Ohio 44120 (1969-72)

Llect: Genevieve Ilartzler, Jackson High School, Jackson,
Mich, 49501 (1972-74)
Northwest: Bette Lowery, Montana State Univ., Bozeman, Mont.
59715 (1971-73)

Elect Dorothy Dobie, Marythurst College, Marylhurst, Ore.
97036 (1973-75)
Southern: Roberta Boyce, Miami-Dade Jr, College, South

Campus, Miami, Fla. 33156 (1971-73)
Southwest. Le Ha Ogden, Orem High School, Orem, Utah 84057
(1971-72)
Elect. Loye Painter, Logan Junior High School, Logan, Utah
64321 (1972-73)
Liaison. Mildred Barnes, Central Missouri State College, Warrensburg, Mo. 64093 (1971-73)
Officiating Services: Charlotte West, Southern Illinois Univ., Carbondale, III. 62901 (1971-72)
Elect: Elsie Cobb, North Texas State Univ., Denton, Texas 76203
(1972-73)
Philosophy and Standards. Janet Atwood, Pennsylvania State Univ.,
University l'ark, Pa. 16802 (1970-72)

Elect: Lou Jean Moyer, Northern Illinois Univ DeKalb, Ill
60115(1972 -74)
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Research Dorothy Harris, Pennsylvania State Univ., Universit,
Park, Pa. 16802 (1970-72)
Publications: Nancy Davis, Skidmore College. Saratoga, N.Y. 12866
(1971-73)
Audio-Visual Jean Putnam, Central Washington College of Education, Ellensburg, Wash. 98926 (1969-73)
Periodicals: Jeanne Snodgrass, George Washington Univ., Wash-

ingt"i, D.C. 20006 (1970-73)
Speck. Publications: Judy Devine, Kent State Univ., Kent, Ohio
44240 (1971-73)
Sports Guides and Official Rules: Betty Brown, Newcomb College,
New Orleans, La. 70118 (1969-72)

Associate Chairman. Janice Pearce, Utah State Univ., Logan.
Utah 84321 (1970-73)
Associate Chairman Elect. Joanna Davenport, Univ. of Illinois,
Urbana, Ill. 61801 (1971-74)
Historian: Hazel Peterson, Univ. of Idaho, Moscow, Idaho 83483
Student Sports Organizations Consultant: Betty Flinchum,
AAIIPER, 1201 Sixteenth Street, N W., Washington, D.C. 20036
DGWS Consultant: Rachel E. Bryant, AAIIPER, 1201 Sixteenth
Street, N.W , Washington, D.C. 20036

Staff fiogram Assistant. Elizabeth Hoyt, AAIIPER, 1201 Sixteenth
St., N W., Washington, D.C. 20036
Representatives from Other Organizations:

L11115011

Canada. WIPER, Women's Athletic Section: Margaret Walker,
McGill Univ., 475 Pine Ave. West, Montreal, Quebec, Canada
National Association for Physical Education of College Women:
Carol Gordon, Washington State Univ., Pullman, Wash. 99163

Other 0 GWS Structures

Commission on Intercollegiate Athletics f';,1. Women
(See page 000 for list of personnel.)

National Intramural Sports Council
Catherine Green, Chairman, University of Washington, Seattle,
Wash 98105
Gerald Gregory, Chairman Elect. Highland School, Skokie, Ill.
60076
Carl Pendracki, Past Chairman, Groves high School, Birmingham,
Mich. 48009
Patricia Bonner. Milligan College, Milligan College, Tenn. 37682
Don Cable, Lynchburg College, Lynchburg, Va. 24504
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SPORTS GUIDES AND OF ACIAL RULES COMMITTEE
1971-1972
General Chairman

Betty Brown, Newcomb College, New Orleans,
La. 70118

1969-72

Associate Chairman

Janice Pearce, Utah State Univ., Logan,
Utah 84321

1970-73

Associate Chairman-elect

Joanna Davenport, Univ. of Illinois, Urbana,
III. 61801

1971-74

Aquatics

Joanna Midlyng, Indiana Univ., Bloomington,
Ind. 49701

1971-73

Archery

Margaret Driscoll, Virginia Polytechnic Institute and
State Univ., Blacksburg, Va. 24061
Meer Jacqueline Shick, Northern Illinois
Univ., De Kalb, Ill. 60115

1970-72
1972-74

Badminton

Colleen O'Connor George, North Texas State Univ.,
Denton, Texas 76203
Elect. Doris .Ienderson, Illinois State
Univ., Normal, III. 61761

1970-72
1972-74

Basketball

Nan Nichols, College of Wooster,
Wooster, Ohio 44691

1971-73

Bowling

Docherty, Western Illinois Univ., Macomb,
111. 61455

1971-73

Fencing

Nancy Curry, Southwest Missouri State College,
Springfield, Mo. 65802
SPORTS GUIDE & OFFICIAL RULES COMMITTEE

1971-73
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Elect: Mary Heinecke, Lawrence Univ.,
Appleton, Wis. 54911 .

1971-73

Field Hockey

Mary Lou Thornburg, Bridgewater State College,
Bridgewater, Mass. 02324

1970.72

Flag Football

Carolyn Hewatt, Univ. of Texas, Austin,
Texas 78700
Elect: Mary Grace Colby, Univ. of Santa Clara,
Santa Clara, Calif. 95053

1970-72
1972-74

Golf

Doddy Michalson, 2103 Upper Dr.. Pullman,
Wash. 99163
Elect' Andrea Ilauge, Lockhaven State College,
Lockhaven, Pa. 17745

1971-73
1973-75

Gymnastics

Lu Wallace, Brigham Young Univ., Provo,
Utah 84601

1971-73

Lacrosse

Jacqueline Pitts, Sanford School, l lockessin,
Del. 19707
Elect: Agnes Bixler, Sunny Hills,
Ilockessin, Del. 19707

1970-72
1972-74

Outing Activities

Mildred Lenten, Indiana State Univ., Terre
Haute, Ind. 47802

1971-73

Soccer

Keturah ('ox, Queens College, Flushing,
N.Y. 11367

1970.72

Softball

Connie Claussen, Univ. of Nebraska at Omaha,
Omaha, Nebr. 68132
Elect. Dorothy Doh le, Marylhurst College,
Marylhurst, Ore. 97206
16

1970.72
1972-74
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Speedball

Sarah J. Erbaugh, Purd ,: Univ., Lafayette,
Ind. 47907
Elect: Barbara Lundy, Montrose High School,
Montrose, Mich. 48457

1970-72
1972-74

Tennis

Mimi Knight, Boston-Bouve College, Northeastern
Univ., Boston. Mass. 02115
Elect: Patricia Sherman, State Univ. of Iowa.
Iowa City, Iowa 52240

1970-72

1972-74

Track and Field

Frances Wakefield, College of the Canyons,
Valencia, Calif. 91355
Elect. Donnis Thompson, Univ. of Hawaii.
Honolulu, Hawaii 96822

1970-72
1972-74

Volleyball

Lynne Higgins, Illinois State Univ.,
Normal, Ill. 6176,

1971-73

Winter Sports

Joanne Washburn, Washington State Univ.,
Pullman, Wash. 99163

1971-73

ADVISORY
Past Chairman

Nancy Chapman, Illinois State Univ., Normal, III. 61761
Officiating Services Area Representative

Charlotte West, Southern Illinois Univ., Carbondale, ill. 62901
Consultant

Rachel F. Bryant, AAIIPER, 1201 Sixteenth St., N.W Washington,
D.C. 20036

Staff Editor

Constance G. Lacey, AAIIPER, 1201 Sixteenth St., NM,. Wa,,hington, D.C. 20036
SPORTS GUIDES & OFFICIAL RULES COMMITTEE
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COMMISSION ON INTERCOLLEGIATE
ATHLETICS FOR WOMEN
1971-1972
Commissioners

LUCILLE MAGNUSSON. Commission Chairman, 105 White Bldg.,
Pennsylvania State Univ.. University Park, Pa. 16802
CAROLE OGLESBY, Commissioner for National Championships,
Purdue Univ., Lafayette, Ind. 47907
DORIS SO LA DAY, Onnmissioner for Regional Development, Syracuse University, Syracuse. N.Y. 13210
BECKY SISLEY, Commissioner for Sanctioning, Univ. of Oregon,
Eugene, Ore. 97403
SPORTS ADVISORY COMMITTEE FOR NATIONAL CHAMPIONSHIPS
Badminton

Chairman. DEITY BROWN. Newcomb College, New Orleans. La.
70118
BARBARA BURRIS, East Stroudsburg State College, Last Stroudsburg, Pa. 18301
Basketball

Chairman, LOU JEAN MOYER. Northern Illinois Univ., De Kalb,
III. 60015
JILL HUTCHINSON. Illinois State Unw., Normal, Ill. 61761
Golf

Chairman: BARBARA SANFORD, Pennsylvania State University.
University Park, Pa. 16802
MARY CAVE, San Diego State College, San Diego, Calif. 92115
ELIZABETH MURPHY. University of Georgia, Athens, Ga. 30601
BARBARA HUBBARD. New Mexico State Univ., Las Cruces, N.M.
88001
Gymnastics

Chairman. LU WALLACE, Brigham Young University. Provo, Utah
84601
ELIZA BEA 11 HANLEY, Pennsylvania State University. University

Park, Pa. 16802

CHARIS JACOBSON, Grand View College, Des Moines, Iowa
50316
18
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Swimming

Chairman. BERTHAIDA FAIRBANKS. 126-6 Green Moor Way,

Henrietta, N.Y. 14467
MONA PLUMMER, Arizona State University, Tempe, Ariz. 85281
MARY WOLVERTON, Univ. of Cincinnati, Cincinnati. Ohio 45221
Track and Field

Chairman:

NELL JACKSON. University of Illinois, Urbana, Ill.

61801

PEGGY GAZETTE, Eastern Washington State College, Cheney,
Wash. 99004
NANCY LAY, Univ. of Tennessee, Knoxville, Tenn. 37916
Volleyball

Chairman ROBERTA BOYCE. Miami-Dade Junior College, South

Campus, Miami, Fla. 33156
JOANNE THORPE, Southern University, Carbondale. III. 62901
MARLENE MAWSON, University of Kansas, Lawrence, Kansas
66044
Publicist for National Championships

JOANNA DAVENPORT, Univ. of Illinois. Urbana. III. 61801

COMMISSION ON INTERCOLLEGIATE ATHLETICS FOR WOMEN
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SPORTS GUIDES AND OFFICIAL RULES COMMITTEE
INTEREST INDICATOR

The SGOR Committee is endeavoring to broaden its base of
personnel and to strengthen its services to Guide readers. The
purpose of this form is to offer readers an opportunity to join us
in meeting this need. Please complete this form and send it to the
SGOR Associate Chairman-elect, whose name and address appear
on page 15.
Name

Professional Address
City

State
Zip Code
('heck the Sport Committee(s) which would be of interest to you:
Aquatics
Archery
Badminton
Bisketball
Bowling
Fencing

.

held Hockey
Golf

Softball
Speedball
Tennis

Gymnastics
Licrosse

Outing Activities

Track and Field
Volleyball

Riding

%Vint a Sports

Soccer

Would you hke to serve as a member of a Sports Guide Com-

mittee of your interest?
__Yes
No
3. Would you consider submitting an article to a Guide Committee
as a prospective author?
Possible topic or title

__Yes

_No

4. ('an you suggest topics for articles which you would like to
have included ,a future Guides? (Please indicate sport.)

5. Are there others whom you would recommend for consideration
as possible comm.i tee members or authors? Please indicate below.
(Use additional paper, if necessary.)
Name

Sport(s)

Professional Address
City

State

Zip Code__

Sports Committee Member 0 Prospective Author 0 (Check one)
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DGWS VOLLEYBALL COMMITTEE
1969 -1971
JACKIE WILDE, Chairman, South Junior High School, Fort Dodge,
Iowa 50501

PATRICIA ANN BARRETT, Purdue Univ., West Lafayette, Ind.
47906

MARGARET BLUNT, Miami Senior High School, Miami, Fla.
33156
ROBERTA BOYCE, Miami-Dade Jr. College, South Campus, Miami,
Fla. 33156
JAN BRIGGS, 924 Ryan, Dallas, Tex. 75244
VIRGINIA GREENLEE, Renton High School, Renton, Wash. 98055

MARGARET HAWK, Wichita High School-North, Wichita, Kans.
67203
JEAN HEDBERG, Colorado State College, Greeley, Colo. 80631
LYNNE P. HIGGINS, Illinois State Univ., Normal, IlL 61761

JANICE M. HUDSON, Monahans High School, Monahans, Tex.
79756

MARILYN STAUFF, Past Chairman,Sargent College, Boston Univ.,
Boston, Mass. 02215

Advisory

Canadian Chairman of Volleyball
MARY FOSTER, McMaster Univ., Hamilton, Ontario
Chairman of Volleyball Examinations and Ratings Committee

ELLA "RUSSELL, Sonoma Slate College, Rohnert Park, Calif.
94928

Chairman of Volleyball Principles and Techniques of Officiating
Committee
PAT FEHL, Univ. of Cincinnati, Cincinnati, Ohio 45221
DO WS Representative to United States Volleyball Association
NANCY CHAPMAN, Metcalf Laboratory School, Illinois State
Univ., Normal, 111. 61761
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BOWS VOLLEYBALL COMMITTEE
1971 - 1973

LYNNE 1'. IIIGGINS, Chairman, Illinois State Univ., Normal, 111.
61761

JACKIE WILDE, Past Chairman, South Junior High School, Fort
Dodge, Iowa 50501

PATRICIA ANN BARRETT, Purdue Univ., West Lafayette, Ind.
47907
R. ELAINE DRE1DAME, Univ. of --tyton, Dayton, Ohio 45409
NANCY HICKS, Ithaca College, Ithaca, N.Y. 14850

JANICE M. HUDSON, Monahans High School Monahans, Tex.

79756
ROBERTA PHE1FER, Eastchester High School, Eastchester, N.Y.

10707
GERI I'OLVINO, Eastern Kentucky Univ., Richmond, Ky. 40415
GLORIA RODRIGUEZ, Univ. of Northern Colorado, Greeley, Colo.
80631
CAROL SCIILENTNER, Main Junior High School, Fairbanks,
Alaska 99701
RUSSICA I'. TIGHE, Miami Jackson Senior High School, Miami,
Fla. 33142
Advisory
Canadian Chairman of Volleyball

ANDREA BORYS, Univ. of Calgary, Calgary 44, Alberta
Chairman of Volleyball Examinations and Ratings Committee

NANCY S'FUBBS, Univ. of Tennessee, Knoxville, Tenn. 37916
Chairnum of Volleyball Principles and Techniques of Officiating
Committee

KAY CORCORAN, College of Mount St. Joseph, Mount St.
Joseph, Ohio 45051

DG WS Representative to United States Volleyball Association

NAN('Y ClIAPMAN, Illinois State Univ., Normal, Ilk 61761
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VOLLEYBALL RULES COMMITTEE
1971

1973

NANCY CHAPMAN, Cheurman, Illinois State Univ., Normal, Ill.
61761

JOANNE THORPE, Rules Interpreter, Southern Illinois Univ.,
Carbondale, 'IL 62901

ROBERTA BOYCE, Mnum-Dade Junior College, South Campus,
Miami, Fla. 33156

JAN OLSON, Univ. of New Mexico, Albuquerque, N.M. 87106

JACKIE WILDE, South Junior High School, Fort Dodge, Iowa
50501

Report on National Tournaments

With 17 states represented, the 1971 DGWS National Intercollegiate Championships for volleyball were held February 4-6

at the University of Kansas, Lawrence. Sul Ross State University, Alpine, Texas, came out first in the ,xmtpetition.

Second place went to California State College at Long Beach.
third place to Southwest Texas State University, llouston; and
fourth to the University of Oregon, Eugene. The Commission
on Intercollegiate Athletics for Women sponsored the competition. The next Intercollegiate Championship for volleyball
will be held February 3-5 at South Campus, Miami-Dade Junior
College, Mianu, Florida, Roberta Boyce, meet director.

VOLLEYBALL RULES COMMITTEE
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Teamwork-The Key to Success
MARK WATSON
M Irk

Watson

received /us

BS porn Purdue University.

Lafayette. Indiana and is presently a Manufacturer Represen WI re in Ohio. Ile has been an active USI'IM player since 1958

and has coached at Ohio State University and Cohonbus

YM(A. Ile ir a Player Representative for the USVBA and on
the Board of Directors of the U.S. Volkvball Coaches Asso-

elation.

There are many approaches in volleyball for the development of
individual skills and the emergence of team play. Any team formation should try to overcome the basic problems typical of a team
composed of beginning or semi - skilled individuals. Several of the
more common problems are the following:
(1)
(2)

The superior player is over aggressive.

Front row players have a tendency to stay too close to the
net (luring serve reception and volley situations.

(3)

Back row players do not shift with the movement of the
ball.

(4)

Players not involved in the given play often just watch the
game.

(5)

(6)

Senn-skilled players tend to decide which skills they perform best and allow other players to step in and perform
their weaker skills for them. (Example. a good splicer is
often reluctant to receive serves or set the ball.)
Players tend to let the more developed player over play her
responsibilities.

keeping the above in mind, the following formations tend to
accomplish several goals:
( I)

The mole aggressive or skilled player should be t night to
use his ability to back up has fellow players. and not to take
the ball away from them.

(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
24

Players should learn to use individual skills and to take
pride in playing all court positions.
Any good formation forces all players to make moves and
be involved in every play or ball position on the court.
Hie formation should challenge the player mentally as well
as physically.
Players should move to court positions first, then adjust to
the unexpected, Le., a teammate out of position.
DGWS VOLLEYBALL GUIDE

Symbols:

0

Front row setter

Back row setter

Front row sinker
Back row player
Shaded areas are areas of ball receiving responsibility

Direction of ball or player
Indicates where player has moved from

Serve Reception

Court position for all rotations:

Note that the serve receiving position begins at nndcourt. As soon as
the serve is handled, sinkers should remove themselves from the

court and the backcourt players who have not received the serve
should be ready to cut the ball off and set if the ball does not get to
the set ter. Setters should be discouraged from roaming. Backcourt
players should call for the second ball back of the 10' line and make
the set themselves.
TEAMWORK -THE KEY TO SUCCESS
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Examples of a serve reception by a Spiker'

I. The spiker on the opposite
side gets off the court as soon
as she sees the serve is away
from her zone.

2. The two back court players
farthest from the ball prepare
to cut the ball off for a set.

3. The back court player nearest the ball turns to cover in
case of a misplayed ball to

the rear.
4. As soon as the spiker handles
the ball she steps off the
court.
Serve to Middle Back Row

0
Ap
A

I. Both spikers get off court.

2. Both backcourt players
position to
and set it.

cut the ball off

\A
A

NOTES.

I. Since reception is deep, minimum cover of
is required.
2. All players have responsibilities - none canreceiver
watch the game.
3. The spikers get in position to spike as soonjust
as possible. I hey do
not handle the second ball unless it conies off court to them.
26
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Cones of Cover
OFFENSE
Spike from strong side

(

I)

(2)

Spike from off side

The theory of cover positions is to Insure a second chance at
the ball if the defense blocks your spiked ball.
All players have a position to cover when their teammate. is
spiking.

(3)

Maximum efforts should be made by all players to reach their
cover positions on every ball.

(4)

/ ,00d offense sp'eads the defensive block with wide sets.

(5)

.,ets should he back from the net by approximately 2 to 3 feet
(this keeps the ball from an aggressive block, Experimental
Rula 4,2).

(6)

Back court players should cut ball off back of 10' hoe and
make sets. This develops confidence in their passing, keeps
setter from roanmg and makes for a more accurate pass since
they are moving their body Into the pass.

TEAMWORK -THE KEY TO SUCCESS
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DEFENSE

ALTERNATE DEFENSE

Typical Defense on Streig Side Spike

OA

CA

a

I
1. The spiker opposite the block drops back to approximately 7'
from the net.
2. Both the spiker and backcourt player opposite the block are
responsible for spikes which occur inside the block.

3. The middle back court player is deep in the court on big sinkers
or hard hitters. She covers everything over and off the block.
4. The block is responsible for keeping the ball out of the center of
the court.
5. The back court player can be shifted up as shown on the alternate
diagram.

Free Ball X Position
1. When it is obvious the op-

ponents will not spike but

will pass the ball easily Into
your court, the free ball
position should be assumed
prior to the ball crossing the
net.

28
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In summary, the intent of this system is to.
I. Force all players to use and develop total court skills.

2. Teach players to assume specific court positions and responsibilities on and during every play.
3. Reduce player specialization during early stages of skill development.

4. Promote desire oil the part of all players to create team play and
instill in each player the importance of aggressively reaching

assignments.
The above pla -es emphasis on players learning court positions and

responsibilities first, or at least while they develop individual skills.

Players who understand court play and positions can then _on-

centrate on the execution of skills during their play.
As a side benefit, any player developed in this type of system has
a foundation to teach others. if required to do so at a later date.

TEAMWORK - THE KEY TO SUCCESS
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Principles That Govern Good Play
WILLIAM T. ODENEAL
William 7'. Odeneal received his Ph. ID. in physical education
Ile is
from Springfield College, Springfield.
director of athletics at the State University College, New Fultz,
New York. Ile is on the Board of Directors for the USVIM,
has written numerous articles on volleyball, and has been a

contributing author for several volleyball books. Ile has
coached three men's national collegiate championship teams
and has conducted several overseas climes for the armed
forces. In /956, he was voted "Leader in Volleyball" by tile
US VIM.

Volleyball is a fun game and it is played on a more organized basis
than any other sport in the nation. It is an easy game to play and can
be even easier if sound mechanical principles are used when playing
the ball. Experience teaches us that we do not get the best results by
swinging as hard as possible when hitting a golf ball or baseball. this
is because we cannot keep our balance and get the proper tuning.
Two of the basic principles which apply to volleyball skills will be
discussed here. The first principle is: A ball struck closest to its
center of gravity will travel further than a ball struck by the same
force nearer ita edge. If we want a ball to have many revolutions
to put spin on the ball we hit It near its outside edge; if we want
distance, we hit It near its center of gravity.
SO lbs

With this principle iii mind let's start the game. The first play is
the serve. Many physically strong beginners cannot serve the ball
over the net. Usually they do not know the simple principle of how
to hold or toss the ball in order to ha it over the net. First, girls
30
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should be taught to bit the ball solidly; next, they should be taught
how to hit the ball at the proper angle for it to travel up and over
the net. An underhand serve hit solidly, but on the bottom of the
ball, will send the ball into the ceiling; a ball hit too near its top will
not cross the net.

Consider the two arm bump pass which most teachers insist must
be used when receiving the serve. When properly done it is easy and

accurate. Remembering the first principle, a girl need only get to
where the ball is coming down, place her arms in position at the
proper angle, and raise her shoulders and arms when the ball touches
them. Some important considerations are getting the hands clasped

together so the elbows come close together, moving to where the
ball falls, bending the knees to help make the proper angle of deflection when the ball strikes the arms, and raising the arms trom the
shoulders while the knees straighten (lifting the ball from the inner
part of the arm).

Girls should not try to strike at the ball too soon. When the ball is
contacted prematurely it is not struck solidly and this results in a
bad pass. The player should bend her knees and let the ball come

into her arms about two or three feet from the floor or at about
waist level. The ball rebounds off the arms from the inner part of the
forearm, mostly from the force of the serve. It is not necessary to
bat at the ball
merely lift the arms primarily from the shoulders.
The force is through the center of gravity of the bah,
PRINCIPLES THAT GOVERN GOOD PLAY
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with the fingers but is similar in
The overhead pass is made
Often
girls bat at the ball too soon and
principle to the bump pass.
force with minimum effort. The ball
do not get the maximumdown
to face level directly in front of the
should be allowed to come
sufficiently
spread so that the ball can come
player. The fingers are
the
wrist
backward. By pushing away
down into them and flex intended line
of flight, the ball will be
directly in line with your
is required. Most
struck through its center of gravity, and little efforttheir
wrists 'flop"
strike
at
the
ball,
letting
girls have a tendency to
Instead, the elbows should
when
the
pass
is
made.
or flex completely
straight through the
be extended, with the hands and fingers moving
of the ball. A good technique is to flex the

ball in line with the flight
the ceiling. By
wrists backward as the ball approaches, palms towa
to the ball
players
have
more
time
to
foove
not rushing into the pass
develop good
hands.
This
helps
them
and to let it settle into the
timing for a better and more accurate pass.
is: The longer
The next principle that players should understand
For example. when
the lerer, the greutei the possible propulsion.
the faster
striking or throwing a ball, the longer the arm is extended
body is steady
provided
the
center
of
the
the ball will be propelled,
force. When hitting the
or moves toward the intended direction of
and the speed of
serve, if the elbow bends it will decrease the arc, elbows as they
Some
girls
will
bend
their
the ball will be diminished.
through the center
strike the serve or spike, which results in a hit not
1,'es
of
the
ball.
This
action puts many
of gravity but toward the c
revolutions oa a ball but deer --ff. its speed.
it it by bending the e!bow; then,
In practice, toss the bal:
that it takes more force
,
illustrates
i.
hit it with the extended arm.
elbow than when the
to hit the ball over the net when you bend the
spiking makes it
arm is extended. Extending the arm overhead when
court with force. A
easier to lut the bail over the net and into the
there is no rule
good example of this is that when serving in tennis from waist level
being
bounced
and
served
that prohibits a ball from
from overhead. Howrather than throwing it in the air and serving
because it is easier to receive a lobbed
ever, the former isn't doneadvantage
of the angle and force.
ball than a ball that has the
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In spiking, players should face the net and hit the ball with the
open hand directly in back of the ball, letting the fingers and wrists
follow through over the top of the ball. This gives maximum force to
the ball, with some top spin driving the ball downward. It is
important that the ball be directly over or slightly in front of the
head on the spike or serve (the
action then takes less power and
gives maximum performance).

When practicing

the

spike,

players should try to reach or
extend the arm when hitting the
ball.

These are only two principles
which apply to some basic skills.
There are other principles and other skills but none more important

than these. There is no shortcut to becoming a good player other
than learning fundamentals based on sound principles and plenty of
practice.

PRINCIPLES THAT GOVERN GOOD PLAY
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The Dink: Power Volleyball's Soft Shot
LINDA MURPHY

Linda Murphy is a teacher of physical education at John Muir
Junin High School, Long Beach, California, and a player for
tlw Long lieu( h Shamrocks. She has been on the National
Champumilhp team eight tunes, and has been selected as a
player Jr o '14 Pan American, Olympic, World Games, and

other internatioflal teams. She was named to the first All
American team Jive nines and has been a member of one of
the All American rearms every year since 1960. She was
.STA A A U Player of the Tourney in 1964 and 196,5.

Since volleyball became an Olympic sport in 1964, the techniques
and strategics of the game have undergone drastic change. Increasingly, players and coaches arc borrowing techniques from
around the world: that, coupled with progressively changing rules
and rule interpretations, have led to diversified changes in strategy
on both offense and defense. Some of these changes have affected

total team oft ensc or defense, while others allow more or less

freedom within the execution of certain techniques. 1 his process has
evolved a more effective soft shot, or change of pace, that affects all
phases of the game, This skill is most often called the "dink."

The actual technique used to execute the "dink" depends upon
the individual player. Internationally, the open hand is commonly
used players of lesser skill may choose to form a fist. In any case,
the dink is a deceptive move in which the player initiates a spike but
slows down the arm motion and softly places the ball in front of the
backcourt defense. It can be compared to a change-up or bunt in
baseball that may catch the opposing team off guard. In volleyball,
the defense traditionally prepares itself for the most power their
opponents can muster, that is, a hard driven ball called a "spike."
They attempt to block the ball at the net, but if this fails, the back
row players must be ready to field the hard driven downward hit.
Occasional use of the dink has made it impossible for the defense to
be completely ready for the power shot, and therefore has made the
offense more diversified and effective. A third baseman cannot be
he must
ready for a bunt and a hard line drive at the same time
favor one at the expense of the other. It IN much the same for a
defensive volleyball player who must be ready to held a 50 mile an
hour spike or a slow soft
Just as the baseball pitcher must have a good fast ball in order for

the change of pace to be effective, so must the splicer be proficient
34
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enough at spiking to draw a block and tense the defense in order for

the clink to be effective. At lower skill levels, the clink may, and
probably should, never be used as an offensive weapon. It is more
important to learn to overpower the defense at first. Then a clink,
used only once in a while, will force the defense to change so that
even the power spike will become more effective. 'I he clink and spike
nmst work together as offensive weapons, just as a pitcher must use
a variety of pitches to fool the batter.
The use of the clink in recent years has given power volleyball an
added punch without any added power. Sinkers have an extra option
while defense has become more complicated and challenging. This
technique is one that highly skilled players cannot ignore, but one
that lower skilled players must be aware GI only after the other basic
skills have been mastered, because it is merely a change of pace, not
the pace itself.

THE OINK: POWER VOLLEYBALL'S SOFT SHOT
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Basic Fundamentals of VolleyballA Progressive Teaching Approach*
DONALD S. SHONDELL
JERRE L. MCMANAMA

Mr. Alt Manama is physical education instructor and assistant
volleyball coach at Ball State Unweisity, Muncie. Indiana. Ile
has served on the United States Olympic Committee, and has
teceived several honors from the Alulwest Intercollegiate
Volleyball Association and the NA/A. Ile is currently president of the U.S. Volleyball Coaches Association and author of
several articles on volleyball
Mi. Amlet! is assistant professor of physical education at Ball
State University. Ile has served as a member of the U.S,
Olympic Committee, is a past president of the Mid west Intercollegiate Volleyball Association, and was honored by them as
"Coach of the Year" foul tunes. Ile is vice-presulent and
Guide editor. Jot the USl'13,1, and is author of seveial articles
on volleyball

At the beginning level, the majolity of the points won or lost in
is the result of ineffective ball handling. Until ball
handling techniques are mastered, serving will dominate play. and
the exciting fundamentals of the spike and the block will not be
used effectively. Ball handling must be considered the prime factor
volleyball

in successful volleyball play.

Beginning ball handling fundamentals include the forearm pass,
the overhead pass, and the set. AdvanctAi ball handling fundamentals

are the forearm pass combined with the dive or roll, the one arm

recovery pass, and sets of various heights frequently used in top-level
play.
The Forearm Pass
The forearm pass, sometimes referred to as the "bump" or "dig,"
is one of volleyball's newest fundamentals. This pass is used when
playing served balls and hard driven spikes. It is also excellent for
passing any ball which cannot legally be handled by using the oxer-

hand passing technique.

Donald S. Sliondell and Jerre

I.. NIL

pp. 15-23. By permission of Prentice-Hall. In
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Introduced in the late 1940's as a desperation type of play, the
forearm pass is now rated by many as the most important fundamental in volleyball. In international competition, it is used well
over 50% of the time.

Why has this pass become so popular in modern volleyball?

Several distinct advantages can be cited. First, strict officiating has
increased the probability of a ball handling violation being charged
each time the overhand pass is used in receiving the serve. Second,
the area of court which an individual can cover is greatly increased.
Combining the forearm pass with a dive or roll, a player can reach
out and play balls which, a few years ago were considered unplayable.

The objectivity of the forearm pass creates a degree of frustration
for the beginner. if the pass has been incorrectly executed, the ball is

likely to rebound off the forearm in any direction. The beginner
quickly observes he is doing something wrong and attempts to
correct the error. With the overhand pass, this objectivity is not
present. For example, a ball may be illegally handled, according to
the rules, but if it travels in a general forward direction, the passer
often feels satisfied with his execution. He continues to use the same

poor technique until eventually corrected by the instructor. Selfanalysis has therefore become a more difficult task because of the
inability of the passer to recognize his own deficiency.
The torearm pass will at first appear to be a difficult fundamental

to master. Success with this pass is dependent upon complete con-

centration, correct positioning of the body prior to and during
contact, and relaxation of the arms and shoulders.
Mechanics of the forearm pass include body positioning and ball
contact.
1,
Body Position. Attempt to position the body directly in front

of the ball. This allows a set pattern to be established which
facilitates consistency.

A. Ready Position. Assume a semi-squat position with the
angle between the upper and lower legs approximately 90°.
1. Spread the feet to shoulder width with one foot slightly
ahead of the other.
2. Shift the body weight to the balls of the feet. The heels
are raised slightly off the floor.
3. Trunk is vertical.
4. Extend hands and arms loosely in front of the body with

the body relaxed but muscles of the over leg on a

stretch.
B. Playing position.
1. Place the back of one hand in the palm of the other. The

fingers of one hand should be perpendicular to the
fingers of the other hand.

BASIC FUNDAMENTALS OF VOLLEYBALL
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the palms and pla:ed side
2. The thumbs are rotated over
by side so the palms are no longer visible. the body until
loosely in front of

3. bxtend the arms

position.
parallel with the thighs as you assume the squat
and the trunk

The angle between the extended arms
should be approximately 90'.
aligning the fore4. Rotate the elbows toward one another,
"fleshy" surface of the
force
the
soft
arms. This Iielps
forearms toward the oncoming ball.
the wrists to aid in arm extension.
5. Loosely hyperextcnd
be
types
of passing, the ball contact can
Ball Contact. With all
II.
absorption and acceleration.
phases
divided into two distinct
contacted, is facilitated
Absorption, or giving with the ball as it is
and hands.
to the ball
by conscious relaxation of the armsof
Acceleration is the application forward momentum
is that prolonged
A
or
int
to
remember
as it reverses direction.
ball. Just as a rifle's barrel
contact will result in better control of the than a pistol, prolonged
length makes it a more accurate weapon
also aids in am], acy.
contact in making the pass in volleyball
the
forearms
of the loosely extended
A. Contact the bah on
inches
above
the
wrist.
arms two to six
are
to be sure the legs
B. Reach out after the ball. Check
and the
flexed to 90', forearms are parallel to the thighs,
arms are loosely extended.
after contact.
to, during, and
C. Keep eyes on the ball prior
helps ro keep the
front
of
the
body
Playing the ball well in
ball within vision.
and almost parallel
D. During contact, the arms remain straight
toward the floor assists in
Pointing
the
hands
to the floor.
hip

knee, and
of the ankle, the
arm extension. Extension
ball in the
force
in
redirecting
provide the primary
which
becomes
opposite direction. A secondary factor,
spike, is the speed of
of
the
hard
driven
primary in the case
the oncoming ball.
hard hit spikes or serves can be atE. Absorption in playing
playing
the ball on the soft fleshy part
tained by relaxation,
falling
upon contact. The
of the forearms, anddifficult backward
to master. As
for
beginners
latter technique is rapid raising of the shoulders during
contact is made, a
acceleration.
contact assists in both absorption and
and Correction
Common
aults,
Cause,
Cause
Ill.
ball is deflected in different directions.
A. Faith
when the ball is
contact.
This
often
occurs
poor ball-arm
type of error will cause
played too close to the body. This
the
arms, and consequentball, flex
you to lose sight of thethe
fists rather than the forearms.
ly contact the ball on
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C'o,ieelior
stay amay from the ball, squat to 90' and
reach out after the ball, playing it at waist height or lower.
B. Fault
ball is passed straigi" ahead rather than in the
desired upward direction.
Cause
often beginners stand semi-erect and swing the
arms into the ball. Fins results in a hard pass which travels
directly to the receiver with little noticeable arc.
Of/rectum
assume the 90' squat positron and extend the
mins in front of the body until parallel to the ground.
Visualize your arms as a board you will use to lift under the
ball. Remember, the arms are not swung, but lifted into the
ball as a result of the extension of the ankles, knees, and
hips. Maintain a 90r relationship between the arms and the
trunk throughout contact.
C. Nutt
ball rebounds much higher than desired. Cause
the principle of absorption is being violated by swinging the

arms into the ball. The addition of the rebound force to
that of the swinging arms results in a high, hard, uncontrolled pass.

Collection

relax the arms, flex the legs to 900. and place

the arms in front of the body, parallel with the floor.

Gently lift the entire body without swinging the arms.

The Overhand Pass

The overhand pass is still the primary pass used III handling balls
which are lobbed across the net, and in setting the ball fora spiking
attempt. '1 he overhand pass provides a greater opportunity for

accuracy than the forearm pass because there arc more control
points resulting from positioning the fingers on the ball and the
extended absorption and acceleration period. The longer the contact
period, the greater the accuracy.
I.
Body Position. As the ball approaches, the passer must move
rapidly to position his body directly under the downward
trajectory of the ball.

The body must be in proper position, with the vertical
midline of the body in a direct line with the ball. '1 his
facilitates consistency and provides for a legal pass under
current rules interpretations. A ball played off to the side
of the head, using the overhand technique, is generally
penalued as a ball handling infraction by an alert official.
The position of the lower body is identk 1 to that required
in the forearm pass. Assume a seen -squat p ,sition with the
angle between the upper and lower kg approximately 90'.
BASIC FUNDAMEN I ALS OF VOLLEYBALL
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A Playing Position

apart and slightly stag1. Spread the feet shoulder width Ilk
balls of the feet. All
gered, with the body weight on
movement is forward as the ball is played.
of the legs aids in
Prom the 90° squat, additional flexion
")
facilitated
by extending
abscrption, and acceleration is
the 1;gs during the release of the ball.

of as a.1 atBall Contact. Again, the ball contact is thought
movethe
ball
by
use
of
backward
tempt to absorb or cushion
forces. Ball
acceleration
by
the
contacting
ment preceding
high degree
contact in the set is quite exacting and requires a

II.

of skill to allow a legal contact.
contacted directly in front of
A. Ball Positioning. The ball isto
either side, behind, or below
the forehead. Any variance
"redirected" or

the forehead may result in the ball br.ng
the rules. The ball
"thrown," winch is an infraction
a Dove the forehead, and
contacts the fingers six inches
force
because of finger and wrist hyper-extension from the
of the ball, comes within two io three inches of touching
the forehead.
must be relaxed for
Finger Positioning. The fingers
length
of contact. The finger
absorption and for maximum
if an
positioning must always be consistent upon contact
accurate pass is to result.

the ball with the
1. Proper positioning or "cup." Grip
triangle
in the center of
fingertips, forming an equilateral
index fingers serving as the
the ball with the thumbs androtate
the index fingers two
sides of the triangle. First, thumbs
two inches a part,
inches apart and then the
shift comfortably
to
fingers
allowing the remaining
around the ball. The thumbs arc at a 1700 angle, and
the
never less. This same "cup" is required every time
ball is contacted.

fingers,

2. The ball is contacted on the digital areas of the
and shcald never touch the palm.
contact and the force of
3. The fingers arc relaxed upon
around its surface. The
the ball causes them to shift
force also causes the fingers and wrist to hyperextend as
the arms flex for added absorption. The thumbs, index
areas,
fingers, and forefingers arc the main contactingonly
to
with the ring fingers and the little fingers serving
stabilize the contact.

Ill.
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the
Contacting Forces. At the moment tine ball is contacted,used
are
levers of the fingers, wrist, elbow, hip, and knee Joints
the ball to acin one synchronized movement, which forces
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celerate in the opposite direction. This synchronization allows
for prolonged ball contact, which in turn allows for maximum

ball control and accuracy. (Note: Care must be taken in the

areas of ball control and contacting forces so that the ball does

not visibly come to rest in absorption and is not thrown in

acceleration.)

A. The big muscles (leg extensors and shoulder rotators)
provide the energy for the acceleration, but the smaller
muscles (fingers, wrists, and forearms)

are the most

important, as they provide accuracy in addition to limited
acceleration.
B. A complete extension (follow-through) for all levels is most
desirable, even to the extent of leaving the floor slightly in

the direction that the ball is set. All movement in the
"forward set" is forward upon completion of the fundamental.

IV.

C. Synchronization is very important, as an early extension by
a lever does not allow for maximum ball contact
(accuracy), and a late extension by a lever resuas in the ball
being contacted too long a rule infraction for permitting
the ball to visibly come to rest.
Common Faults, Cause, and Correction
A. Fault ball is passed without control.
Cauw
poor ball -hand contact. This occurs when the ball
is slapped without any concern for absorption.
Cotteetton
be sure the hands are correctly cupped, and
the ball is played near the forehead. Work against the wall.

Practice giving with the ball and then rolling the wrists

forward to give acceleration. 'sassing straight up to yourself
is also excellent practice.
13. Muth
ball is passed straight ahead rather than at a proper
,1S" angle.
Cause
probably standing too erect and flipping at the ball

with the wrie's and finger tips.
Correction
bend legs to 90'. Flex arms and rotate elbows

outward, so the ball can be played off hairline of forehead.
As the ball is contacted, extend legs, body, arms, and wrists
to give ball upward direction.
C. Faith constantly overshooting receiver.
Cause angle of pass is too flat.
Cott-y(4ton

same as 13.

Every beginning player must be made to realize that ball handling
techniques are the key factors in playing volleyball. Ball handling
skills are learned by analyzing mistakes and correcting them through
practice. If these basic fundamentals are applied, proficit nt play will
result.
BASIC FUNDAMENTALS OF VOLLEYBALL
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Outline Suggestions for a Beginners
Volleyball Clinic
BERTHA LUCAS
Bertha Luc is has been nationally recognized as both a player
and coach. For the past 15 years she has been especially active

in the Chicago area. She has been a member of the Olympic
Selections Committee for the USVBA, and was team manager
for the Americans when they played against the Russian team
cn tour in Canada. She hosted the Japanese women's teams ilz
Chicago and has conducted numerous clinics for schools and
re,Teational centers. She has been honored as a "Leader in
!"olleyball" by the USVBA.
I.

Preliminaries
A. Ilave a game in progress as participants arrive.

I. Play six against six or six against three.
2. Make the game look as good as possible.

a. Encourage spikers to hit balls at the players so they

can be picked up.
b. Encourage servers to serve to the best receivers.
B. Opening remarks

I. Every sport is more fun to play when played correctly.
2. Good skills can only be learned through a lot of drilling.
3. In each two hour practice, about one and one-half hours
should be spent in drills and only half an hour allowed
for game play.
4. Good conditioningof players is most important for good
IL

game play.
Demonstrate warm-up exercises
A. Stretching exercises
I. Stretch arms up toward the ceiling.
2, Circle arms forward, backward, in large and small circles.
3, rwist from side to side and then bend and twist.
4. Perform any stretching exercises.
B. Running warm-ups

E Jog around the court.
2. On a whistle, switch from Jog to fast two-step and back
to jog.

3. Sprint from corner to corner.

4. Run three quick step,: forward and then three quick
steps backward.
5. Run from side to side across Die court.
42
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III.

Demonstrate lead-ups to the overhand serve
A. Have player stand 15 feet av-ty from a wall.
1. Hold ball above head in serving hand.
2. Throw the ball at the wall.
3. Do not let the elbow drop below shoulder.
B. Throw the ball up carefully in front of the hitting arm and
hit to the wall.
1. Dig into the ball with the heel of the hand.
2. Keep the elbow high.
3. Beginners may need to use the fist for more power.
C. Stand at half court and throw the ball over the net with the
serving hand.
D. Stand at half court and hit the ball over the net.

E. Stand on serving line and throw the ball over the net with
he serving hand.

F. Stand on the serving line and hit the tossed bail over the
net.
1. Emphasize that a well hit ball will be felt
shoulders.

in the

2. A solidly hit ball is necessary for a good serve.
3. A well tossed ball is necessary for a good serve.

4. Have players who are having difficulty toss the ball

IV.

repeatedly without hitting it.
Demonstrate lead-ups to the forearm bump pass
A. !told the hands together in a comfortable manner.

B. Extend the arms forward from the body and drop the
wrists down.

C. Bend knees and keep one foot slightly ahead of the other.
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D. Watch the ball until it comes in contact with the forearm.
with
E. The upward action comes from the shoulders along
follow
through.
the knees
1. Do not bend the elbows.
2. Do not use an uncontrolled arm swing.
F. Drills (two to each ball)
it
1. Throw an easy underhand lob to partner who bumps
back.

a. Repeat at least 50 times.
have her bump to a
b. As bumping partner improves,the
court.
specific spot such as a circle on
and her
1.. Have one girl throw from half court over the net of the
partnei bump the ball so it stays on her own half
court.
the net
3. Have one girl hit the ball from half court over
court.
and her partner bump it into her own
4, Have one girl go to serving area and hit the ball over the

the ball into her own

V.

her partner then bumps
net
court.
Demonstrate lead-up to the set
triangle
A. Place the ball in lap and put hands on it making a 2 to 3
fingers.
Pull
the
triangle
apart
of the thumbs and first
inches.
I. Raise the ball in hands above forehead.
2. Stand with one leg in back of the other, knees bent.
3. You are now in position for correct passing and setting.
the
B. Holding the ball just above the forehead, throw it into
again.
air, catch and throw
I. This should be a soft touch on the ball and not a pecking
action.
2. Notice the natural wrist action.
C. Drills (two girls to a ball)
I. Throw balls back and forth slowly, getting faster and
faster with releasing action.
a. Extend arms all the way up following the release.
b. Be sure the knees are bent as the ball is contacted and
extended as it is released.
for good setting.
c. A flow of the body is needed
this are needed to develop a

d. Hours of repetition on

VI.
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good touch.
Demonstrate lead-ups to the spike
A. Hold ball above the head with both hands.
I. Throw the ball hard to the floor.
2. Be sure the body is used.
OGWS VOLLEYElf ..L GUIDE

B. Hold the bail above the head with one hand.

I. Throw the ball to the floor.
2. Be sure the body is used.
C. have the player raise the hitting arm above head.
i. Whip wrist as fast as possible.
2. Swing arm through and snap wrist at height of reach.
D. Toss the ball into the air to self.

I. lilt on top of the ball driving it to the floor.
2. Be sure that the body is in the action.
L. Stand about three feet in front of the net and toss the ball
up with both hands.

I. Reach up and pretend the left hand is going to hit the
ball.

2. Drop the left hand then come through with the other
arm in a whipping action.
3. Drive the ball into the net.
b. Repeat the same action standing on a chair or table.
I. Think 01 the heel of the hand trying to meet the other
side of the ball.
2. Body must follow through.
3. Repeat 20 times.
G. Have each player take a two- or three-step approach and
jump off both feet.
I. Emphasize that knees bend as arms swing backward
pi tor to Jump.
2. Reach as high as possible.
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3. Jump to the net or to a line on the court.
a. Sonic players get higher with a spring jump (like a
diver jump), springing off the balls of the feet.
b. Some players roll off the heels and push off the toes.

c. Use the jump which gets the best results for the

individual.
II, With a partner

I. One partner tosses the ball up and the other takes an
approach and catches the ball at the peak of the jump.
a. Be sure the approach is done correctly.
b. Jump up not forward.

2. Next, take the approach and slap the ball over the net
with two hands. This teaches players to raise the arm
which is not hitting as well as the hitting arm.
3. Finally, approach with a complete spike.
a. Insist on correct approach.
b. Do not worry if you hit the net or miss the ball.
Vii. Walk through a variety of floor plays
VIII. Show a variety of drills
IX.

Let students try the various skills demonstrated and, if
possible, have one experienced player with each group of
girls

46
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Development of Volleyball Skill
Tests for College Women
RUTE MAIJA HELMEN
Rute Helmer! received her B.S. degree from the University of
Minnesota and her M.S. from Mankato State College. She is
currently an instructor at Maca !ester College, ,5t. Paul.

Minnesota. Mrs. Hamm has taught on die secondary and
«illege level and has conducted volleyball workshops and

demmistrations in the Twin Cal' and surrounding areas. She is
an active player in the Latvian Sports League and in US
Region 10.

With the introduction of power volleyball in the colleges and
secondary schools, effective and meaningful tools for measuring
become necessary. The modern approach to physical education tells

us that testing with valid reliable tools is part of good teaching
practice. "I he purpose of this study was to develop a battery of
volleyball skill tests for college women. A need for research in
women's volleyball skill tests was indicated by the present Interest,
the new trends, and the lack of modern volleyball skill tests. 1 he

study was limited to specific skills present m volleyball. Only

practical volleyball skill tests that could be administered within
reasonable time and with reasonable equipment were considered.
Seventy-six Mankato State College women, enrolled in volleyball
classes during the fall quarter of 1968, participated in the study.
The skills included in the battery of tests were determined by the
responses of 31 experts returning a skill rating sheet. The experts
;hose the forearm pass, the face pass, and the spike as the three most
important skills to be tested.
Three separate skill tests using the forearm pass, the face pass,
and the spike were developed. The tests were administered to small

groups in four pilot studies to evaluate their face validity. A final
test battei y was selected from the experimental tests. It included the
overhead volley test (face pass), the bump-toself test (forearm pass),
and the will spike test.
Test 1

The Overhead Volley Test (lace pass)

'1 he overhead volley test was administered to test 1 he subject's
ability to set, pass, and control the ball with the I mger pads of both
hands.
DEVELOPMENT OF VOLLEYBALL SKILL TESTS
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Lc/zap/nen/. The necessary equipment included tape for marking
lines, measuring tape, one stop watch, one ball per area, score sheet,
pens, and one chair for each area.
Test markuzgs. The test areas next to the wall were marked off in
15 foot squares. A line 12 feet high was marked on the wall by cacti
area, as illustrated in Figure I.

I

Wall

Floor

15'

----.>

/

12'
Overhead Volley Test
(Face Pass)

and
4,

Pump-to-Self Test
(Forearm Pass)

Wall

Figure 1, He Imen's Overhead Volley, Bump to Self, and Wall
Spike Test Markings
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tests. One official
Officials. Five officials administered the
counted and scored at each of the four test areas, as illustrated in the

floor plan in Figure 2. The officials sat directly in front of and four
feet from their areas. The fifth official was centrally located and
served as the tinier. She started each trial with the command "ready,
go" and used a whistle to indicate the end of each trial period.
Test doections. Two non-consecutive 30-second trials were given
to each subject. The subjects were instructed to toss the ball up to
begin each trial and to volley the ball above their heads with two
hands, with finger tip control, and with a full extension of the arms.
To score, the ball had to reach or go above the 12-foot line, and the
subjects had to remain in the area with at least one foot,. Each time
that control was lost, the subjects recovered their own ball with the
count restarting at zero. Dropping the ball, catching the ball, using
one hand, bumping the ball, or using an open underhand hit concome to
stituted loss of control. A subject who permitted the ball to
called on a
a visible rest in her hands was warned the first time and
loss of control the second time. If the ball hit the wall, of was below
the 12-foot line, or both of the subject's feet were out of the area,
the volley was disallowed. This did not return the count to /era
Test 2

The Bump-To-Self Test (forearm pass)

The bump-to-self test was administered to test the subject's
ability to control the ball with the correct underhand pass, the fore-

arm pass. The equipment, test markings, officials, and scoring were
the same as for the overhead volley test. The test directions were
also the same with the exception that the forearm pass wns used
rather than the face pass. The subjects were instructed to execute
the
the forearm pass by joining both hands and receiving the ball on
ball,
catching
the
ball,
forearms for the best control. Dropping the

using only one arm, using open hands, or using the face pass
constituted loss of cont rot.
Test 3 The Wall Spike Test
The wall spike test measured the performer's ability to repeatedly
hit the ball with controlled power and accuracy against the wall. The
equipment and officials were the same as foi tests number one and

two, with the exception that the tour officials stood on the side of
cacti area, opposite the iestraming line.
Test maAtngs. A restraining line. 15 feet in length and 13 feet

froi» the wall, was marked on the floor as illustrated in Figure 1.
behind the
Test direr turns 1 he subjects started and remained
the
restraining line during the test. I he spiking hand was cupped and
the
shoulder.
The
ball
was
ball was contacted from a height above

started with a toss to self. As the subject spiked it, the ball hit the
floor and, alter making contact with the wall, rebounded directly to
each time the ball
the subject. "l he subject repeated the action
DGWS VOLLEYBALL GUIDE
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returned to her. If control was lost, the ball was restarted and the
spikes were added to the score. As the ball returned from the wall, it
could not legally be spiked from a bounce off the floor, The subject

was mstructot to catch the ball and restart it with a toss to self.
Three non - consecutive 20-second trials were administered.

Scoring. The total number of times the ball legally hit the wall

during each trial was recorded.
Analysis of Data

The 76 subjects were rated with a nine-point rating scale on their
general playing ability. Three experienced volleyball players com-

posed the rating team. The intercorelations of the judges' ratings
were computed by the Pearson Product-Moment method, and the
coefficients indicated a sufficient degree of consistem among the
ratings of the three judges.

The test and retest method was used for computng reliability.
The fudges' ratings and the test scores were correlated ,o determine
validity coefficients for the individual tests and batteries (1 able 'L
In addition, correlations between the test scores and the height if
the subjects, and the test scores and the general motor ability se( es
were computed (Table II).
The most reliable and valid battery was formed by the total of
test one, two, and three with a reliability coefficient of .84 and a
validity coefficient of .73. This indicates that It is a valid and reliable
tool for evaluating general volleyball playing ability of college
women. If only one test is to be administered, the total of the trials
of test one, the overhead volley, gives the best indication of measurement value with a reliability cod hewn t of .76 and a validity coefficient of .69.
Indwidtia: height

Vv as not an influencing factor for the three tests.
The eight coefficients varied between .00 and -.09, indicating that
there was no relationship between the height of the subject and the

scores obtained.

When Scott's three item general motor ability test scores' were
correlated with the volleyball test scores, the coefficients varied
from .25 to .40. This indicated a low positive relationship between
the subject's general motor ability and the ability to perform the
volleyball skill tests.

This study was carried out with 76 subjects. Forthel work in this
area could follow with an increased number of subjects, with high
school, junior high school. and upper elementary gills using the same
testing procedure, but with modification to the line on the wall, the

restraining lines on the floor, and the length and number of trials.
Also, a similar study could be culled out foi men.
I rvl. Gladys Scott, and Esther Iretult, Measurement and Evainanon in
Physical Ethwan)n. Dubuque, loW.11: William C. Ilrowts Company, 1959.
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Total of best two trials
Batteries
Tot:-.1 of tests one, two and three
Total of best trials of tests one, two and
three
Total of better trial of test one, better
trial of test two, and the sum of best
two trials of test three
Total of better trial of test one, better
trial of test Iwo, and the total of test three

Best trial

Total of three trials

Test 3 - The Wall Sptke

Test I - lw Oterhead f'odejlotal of both Urals
Better trial
Test 2 - The Rump-to-Self
Total of both trials
Better trial

.56
.70

.82
.81

.68

.73

.84

.43

.71

.56
.55
.56

.50

.76
,66
.64
.68

.69
.67

Validity
Coefficients

,76
.67

Rchability
Coefficients

RELIABILITY AND VALIDITY COEFFICIENTS FOR
THE POWER VOLLEYBALL SKILL TESTS

TABLE I

-.05
-.06

Test 3 - The Wall Spike
Total of test three
Total of retest three

basic correlation coefficient
general motor ability

GMA

r

Total of tests one, two and three
Total of retests one, two and three

-.09
-.06

-.08
.00

Test 2 - The Bump-to-Sell
Total of test two
Total of retest two

Batteries

-.09
-.09

Height r

Test I - The Overhead Volley
Total of test one
Dotal of retest one

Tests

COEFFICIENTS OF CORRELATION BETWEEN THE
VOLLEYBALL SKILL TESTS AND HEIGHT
AND VOLLEYBALL SKILL TESTS AND
GENERAL MOTOR ABILITY

TABLE II

.37
.40

.38
.39

.28
.29

.25
.35

GMA r

Organizing A Volleybb

Tournament
BRUCE WILDE

Bruce Mick rs a grad

17 years he
organizer of ,wilerba
past

of Indiana State (inrrersuy. kor the

wen an attire player, coach, and

1)urrng these years he has been the
director for many tournaments and bus assisted in the organrzation and sunning of other meets on a local, tevonal, and
neuronal /ere!. 1k is a neuronal °Mewl for the USI'L',1 and has
o, :elated in A(' roal neuronal and orldwuh tournaments.

Running a volleyball tournament may seem like a difficult job,
but a little know-how and a lot of advanced planning can make the
task much easier. Often teachers and coaches arc called upon to hold
a tournament, and when experience is lacking, the tournament may

be thrown together with very little orgamiation. The poorly run
tournament discourages both players and spectators. Many people

relate the popularity of volleyball

II.

the United States to tie

conduct of volleyball tournaments. The gAidelines set 1'01 th here will
help to produce a good tournament.
Many jobs must bc done well in advance ot the tournament date.
One of the first responsibilities, of course, is to set the date and
inform teams sufficiently in advance for them to get the information
on their schedule.

1 he type of tournament that will work best must be determined
early. Volleyball tournaments are run in many ways, but the roundrobin or (10111)1C C111111M111011 method seems to be the most popular.

Many things should be considered in making a choice, such as the
number 01 teams entered, the distance teams have (Riveted to play
each other, the number of playing courts available, the availability of
qualified officials, and the ..umber of gai, es that the teams will want
to play.
A single elimination tournament usually is not satisfactoly. II
teams travel any distance to play, they usually prefer to play mole
than one match, to avoid risk ot being eliminated alter less than an
hour of play. A double elunwation will assure everyone of at least
two matches before they ail eliminated. II either ot these methods is
used, attempt to seed the best teams so they will be playing each
other for the final game.
The iound-robin (and variation,
Is the best assurance of
arriving at the number one team, since each team has to play evciy
other. With six of 1110.e teams, a populai variation is a two division
round-robin. When a playoll between the Iwo divisions is desned, it
DGWS VOLLEYBALL GUIDE
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I.

is best to seed the teams in opposing divisions. I xample: reams are
rated according to expected ability or previous records.
DIVISION I
DIVISION II
learn A (=-1 tanked)
Icahn F (-;72 ranked)
G
B (;:3)
C (-'75)

II (*it

I
(:,-;8
D (#7)
I I 49/
J (-7-10)
A iound-robin is played within each division, followed by a playoff between the two teams in each division with the best won-lost

eon d.

1st Place Division I

2nd Place Division II
I st Place Division I

I ourna ment

Champions

2nd Place Division II

It this method is used, a single game in the round-robin would assure

evelvonc of playing four games and (hi champion would have to
play six gaT ,es. Ilene again, attention should be given to the number
of games the teams desire to play. If more play is needed, the
round-robin could be two games with every other team and match
play for the play-oft.
II a play oft is undesirable, it would be better to place the five
highest milked teams in Division I and the live lowest ranked teams
in Division II. In this way a diampion for each division is deter-

mined. Flus type of bracketing will usually result in more equally
balanced competition.
Several committee assignments

will lessen the tournament
director's work and make a smoother running t,mrnament. Part of
the assignments can be made to individuals and some to committees.

Ilse sve of the tournament will determine how many committees
are needed.

Outline of Responsibilities
Tournament Director
I. Overall responsibility for tournament.
2, Posting al scores on master chart during tlh. tomnament.
ORsANIZING A VOLLEYBALL TOURNAMENT
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3. Make sure all other persomn1 and committees function
properly.
4. Make sure the tournament doesn't lag.
5. Be firm and fair in all decisions.

Publicity Chairman or Committee
I. Responsible for all news releases to the press before and after
the tournament.
2. Print programs, if necessary.
Equipment Committee
1. Make sure all equipment is present and serviceable.
a.

Balls

b. Whistles
c. Scoreboards
d. Timing devices

f. Referees stands

g. Taping of c(iorts
h. Awards

if necessary

1.
Scorebooks
j. Pencils and paper
2. Be sure nets and courts are set up properly.
3. Be responsible for maintenance of equipment during the
tournainent.

e

Nets

Officials Chairman

i. Be sure enough officials are available so that each may have a
break from duties during the day.
2. Provide a hosint;lity lounge away from playing site.
3. Make assignments of matches with the tournament director's
help.

4. Meet with the officials and tournament director to decide on
ground rules, if necessary.
Court Manager(s)

I. Necessary if several courts are used.
2. Major responsibility is to keep tournament moving.
3. Makes sure all personnel and equipment are on her court.
4. Notifies the next team to play as soon as a match is finished
on her court.
5. Collects all scoresheets and turns them over to the tournament
director for posting of scores.

Hospitality Committee
I. Greet teams when they arrive.
2. Show players to locker rooms, courts. etc.
56
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3. Be on hand to answer questions and offer help.
4. Provide snacks, party, etc.
A schedule for advanced planning follows. Keep in mind that the

larger the tournament, the more organizational effort required. If
just a few teams are involved, then the organization is relatively
simple.
One to two months ahead of tournament

Print and send out entry blai.4 and tournament information.
Order supplies, medals, trophies, etc.
Get tournament committees formed and working.
Start lining up officials.
Three to four weeks ahead of tournament

Start local publicity

('heck equipment and make sure balls, nets. scorebooks and
timing devices are available and in good condition.
Meet with committee ...hairmen to check progress
One to two weeks ahead of tournament

Contact all teams and officials to be sure they are informed on
place, starting time, type of tournament, schedule of matches.
food availability, etc. Include a list of motels and maps, if
necessary.

Arrange for scorers, tuners, and linesmen.
Release several news items if tournament entries are newsworthy

(don't underestimate teams, but be honest on reporting the

caliber of play expected).
Have master bracket drawn and prepared to use at the tournament
site,

flave programs designed and printed if you plan to have one.
Prepare for press coverage of tournament, if possible.
Make all final committee checks.

During the tournament many little things will make the day

successful. Some pointers to help plan for the big day are.
I. Inform players and coaches of administrative details. Do this
by way of printed information sheet of a Meeting just prior to
the first match of the day.
Items to cover could include.
a. Snacks or lunch and rest areas.
b. Traffic patterns to avoid congestion of tl.e playing floor.
c. Method of play and time elements involved.
d. Ground rules of playing courts.
ORGANIZING A VOLLEYBALL TOURNAMENT
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e. Introduction of officials. (If teams are inexperienced, the
officials should talk about interpretations and answer
questions about methods of play.)
f. Method of breaking ties, should they occur.

2. Try to start play on time.
3. Remind court managers to keep the scoresheets for posting
game and match results on master sheets.
4. Use practice courts for warm-up if available.
5. Do not allow excessive tint 'set ween matches (three to five
minutes is ample warm-up time.)
6. Have a tournament committee assigned to handle questions
and problems.
If there is one key factor to a successful tournament, It is, "Keep
the play moving." Players and spectators lose interest when things
are allowed to drag along.
When tb ; play is completed, the tournament director still has
duties to perform.
Present awards to the winning teams.
Be sure all news media get the results. This should include any
all-star tet.ins. most valuable players, sportsmanship awards, or
any other special awards math_
Send final results to all teams involved and thank them for
participating.
Send all results to any higher office or sanctioning body that
would he interested.
Send thank you notes to helpers and workers.

A point to keep in mind throughout the event is your responsibility to the participants. You owe them your best efforts to hold a
good tournament. Good volleyball tournaments are the best way to
promote good players. If athletes are challenged to play top vo!lovball in well run tournaments, they tend to stay with the game and
grow with the sport.
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Improving Officiating for
Tournament Play
JOANNE THORPE

JoAnne Thorpe is coach of the women's volleyball team at
Southern Mourn University, Carbondale. She is a past chairman of the Officiating Seri ces Arca am! 1,s rice-President of
the Division for Girls and Women's Sports.

As competition for women develops into the tournament rather
than the sportsday organization for play, attention must be devoted
to improving officiating. Certain problems complicate officiating for
tournament play, and these problems may be identified under the
following categories.
I. Problems related to the experience of the players
2. Problems related to the complement of equipment and
officials other than the referee and umpire
3. Problems related to the qualifications of the referee and
umpire
4. Problems related to the process of officiating the match
Identification of the various problems and sonic possible
solutions follow.
Problems related to the experience of the players
A team's failure to adjust to (he level of officiating can be a most
disconcerting 1 oblem for the off lcial. the players. and the coach of

the team. Often this failure to adjust is the direct Jesuit of insufficient pra'
in good fundamentals. Players must be taught to play
to the stanuard (amenity being enforced When anticipating playing
in a tournament, teams should practice a type of play which might
be used specifically, if officiating is extremely rigid with h respect to
the illegal hit. I his kind of f.,ey would involve the use of the bounce
pass more than the overhead pass when ideal positioning prior to the
Ii t is not possible. In fact, an overhead pas% would be avoided at

anytime that fear of fouling existed. If the officiating permits
latitude in using the overhead pass, its use should be encouraged,
except when receiving the serve. Although it is possible to pass the
ball legally on occasion with an overhead pass when receiving the
serve, the use of the bounce pass should be encouraged because it
provides a greater percentage of legal hits and greater safety for the
fingers. The ability of teams to adjust to the level of officiating being
IMPROVING OFFICIATING FOR TOURNAMENT PLAY
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enforced can be accomplished only through repeated practice of

good fundamentals.,Many disagreeable situations may be avoided by
coaching teams to be flexible in their styles of play.
Players should be encouraged to call their net fouls and touches
on the block when they are confident that they have been in error in
such a play. Pressure to call these faults when unsure should not be
exerted since an inexperienced player often cannot tell as well as the
official that the net has been pushed into her, rather than that she
has gone into the net. Honesty in calling these sure faults can be

extremely helpful and can establish between the official and the
players a good working relationship which will contribute to better
officiating.

Problems related to the complement of equipment and officials
other than the referee and umpire

Without the aid of linesmen, trained scorers and timers, visible
scoreboards, clocks, and line-up sheets, the task of the referee and
umpire is greatly complicated. For tournament pray, one linesman
from each team can be used, and linesmen should be provided with
sheets containing the numbers of players in their set ving order. A
visible scoreboard facilitates the early detection of errors, as does a
visible timing device. !laving both teams keep a scorehook apart
from the official hook can also help correct a score which is in error.
Scorers and timers must have some practice before attempting to
offmate in a tournament match. It is wise to stress to the scorer that
"game point" should /lc,/ be announced, since it is disconcerting to
both teams and is not an official technique. For some unexplainable
reason. inexperienced scorekeepers often stop the game to announce

to the official that It is "game point." Practice with the help of a
rated official will usually remedy the situation.

Problems related to tha qualifications of the referee and umpire
The rules provide for using as referee the official wit li the higher
rating whet, two officials do not have equal ratings. Although other

inequalities such as previous tournament experience, number of
matches called during the curlew season, recency of renewal, and
other such indices could be used lo determine which of two equally
rated officials should referee. caution is advred, since two officials
with equal ratings are theoretically equally qualified and therefore
should expect equality in assignment if duties. Two extremely
desirable criteria for qualifying to °file ate tournament matches
would be the verification of a current national or honorary ia,ing

and experience during the current season. It is questionable whether
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officials with ratings below the local category should be used as
either referee of umpire for tournament competition.
Problems related to the process of officiating the match
Problems inherent in officiating the match are directly concerned

with the lack of a uniform standard for calling illegal hits and with
inconsistency in calling the illegal hit, whether it be within a single
match, from match to match, from tournament to tournament, or
from region to region. The problems of the lack of a uniform
standard and inconsistency might be solved by some agreement to
accept the standard which dominated play at the most recent United
States Volleyball Association National Championships. Although the
DGWS and the USVBA hir.e sonic different rules. the differences
would in no way nccessitat' the need fora difference in the standard

for calling illegal hits. Caution should be exercised, however, in
interpreting rules uniformly, as ;Pismterpretations could be frequent.
The standard for USVBA play does change occasionally from year to
year, partially because of the involvement of teams and officials in
:nternational play: therefore, attendance at the championships each
year is necessary in order to interpret the current standard. Since not

everyone who conducts tournaments or coaches volleyball can
attend the national championships, an attempt to interpret the
standard by means of a film for boards of officials is planned by the
Officiating Services Area of the Division for Curls and Women's
Sports.

Although the standard of the USVBA National Championships
probably will be acceptable for most tournament play, some tournaments or individual matches may be held for inexperienced teams

for which a different standard might be nitre appropriate. in this
situation, a decision to call to the level of the better of the two
teams, so that the majority of the players are playing legally most 01

the tune, is advisable. In a tournament of several teams, officials
should watch the number one and number two seeded teams in
practice to determine a reasonable standard for the entire tournament. In individual matches, officials should be very attentive to the
level of play during the warm-up drills. ('are should be exercised to
be sure that the standard is set for the better teams, and that a team
with Inferior ball handling could not win Over a team with supermi
ball handling as a result of improper officiating.
Once the standard is agreed upon and is understood, several
procedures will facilitate standardisation within a match, and from

match to match within a given tournament. A practice session M
which officials call fouls while one of the better teams practices is
beneficial. Officials should confer on the hits where decisions differ.
IMPROVING OFFICIATING FOR TOURNAMENT PLAY
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the same as judges confer on their scores for the first event in a
gymnastics meet.
Until the DGWS National championships have been in existence
for a few years, It may be advisable to ask each team to bring one or

two officials. This would not only standardize officiating for the

National Championships, but, also, the experience of these officials
would contribute to improved uniformity when officiating in their
geographic regions.

Summary

I, Players must be well practiced in fundamentals so that they can

adjust to the standard of officiating, regardless of what that

standard may be.
2, A full complement of linesmen, trained scorers and timers, visible
scoreboards and clocks, pinnies with numbers. and line -up sheets
must be provided for official matches in tournament play.

3. When officials have unequal ratings, the one with du, higher
rating should serve as referee for the entire match in a tournament game.

4. Acceptance of the standard used in the USVBA National
Championships is advised for most tournament play, however, if
this level is too strict, officials should confer while observing the
number one and number two seeded teams practice, and should
establish the standard by the performance of the better players.

Preceding any tournament, officials should confer as they disagree on the legality of certain plays. I.or individual matches
apart from tournament play, officials may set the standard lor
play by con I erring while observing play during t he warm-up
period prior to the game.

As competition increases because of the change in orgamration
from the sportsday to the tournament, offici ff,lig must improve
aLLordingly. High level play and high level officiating arc inseparable.
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A Volleyball Charting Method
SANDRA S. HADDOCK
ARDENNE KOMINIC
11m Haddock teemed her 13.S. horn Southwest Missouri State

College and her 11.1.d. from the Uniret say of Arizona. She
see red as (halt man of the Rock River Board Of Women
Officials .11 Northern 1 (limns Umretsity in 1 969. She has
coached rolleyball for sir 1 ears. k or the past Hite(' ?ears, she

has coached the solleyball team at Northern Illinois University. Dc Kalb.
Miss Kerman( is a senior physical education mafor at ,Northern
Moons Uniret.sity. Pot the past year she has stored as manage,
of the rolleyball team. keeping shamus and team records,

The DGWS official scoring method for volleyball is concise and
simple, but by merely looking at the score, a coach or player cannot
visualiic the results of individual efforts nor specific team accomplishments. Basket ball has its shooting charts, turnover records, and
rebounding statistics, but thus far no charts or statistics have been
Amiable to the volleyball player or coach except those few that eat,
be derived front the official seorebook. A coach can use her team

manager or a substitute to keep these statistics. This charting is

based upon the of ficial scoring method, adding various marks to the

tallies and reroes to Indicate team performance. A i,.:tho,1 of
charting individual performance will be presented later.
1 he symbols used ( Figure A) to indicate points are as follows.
point scored on a serve

point scored on a volley

1

r

point scored on a spike

putting

small elide on the top of these symbols.
the indication is made that the offensive player
sending the ball over the net scored an ace point
one that was
completely implayable by the defense. !he symbols used to indaate
By
()

a

P

side-out are as lollow,s.
side-out due to server's fault

0

e

side-out due to team's fault
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Suggested Analysis

Serving

From the tallies recorded on the chart, serving percentages may
be calculated in two ways: total serving percentages and ace serving
percentages.

1. Total serving percentage

Example: Game I, Player Fowler (Table 1) 7 of 7 serves were
successful in that .tthey crossed the net into the opponent's
court. 7 successful .7 7 attempts x 100 = IOU
Example: Game 2, Player Miller (Table 1) 2 of 3 serves were
successful in that they crossed the net into the opponent's
court. 2 successful

3 attempts x 100 = 66.7`,;,

2. Ace serves (a serve unsuccessfully controlled and returned by the
receiving team)
Example: Game I, Player Harper (Table 2)
if 6 serves were ace serves
1 ace '4-6 serves x 100 =
Example: Game 2, Player Klepke (1 able 2)
2 of 9 serves were ace serves
2 ace +9 serves x 100 -= 22.2'
1

Table 1

Team and Individual Percentages of Good Serves

Game 1

Fowler
Gobm
Grey
I lamer
Klepke
Morris
Miller
Peters

7-7 100.0
2-2 100.0
2-3 66.7
6-6 100.0
2-2 100.0
3-3 100.0
2-2 100.0
2-2 100.0
26-27 96.3

Game 2
1-2

50.0

2-2 100.0
1-1 100.0
9-9 100.0
3-4 75.0
2-3 66.7
18-21 85.7

A VOLLEYBALL CHARTING METHOD

Game 3

Match

88.8
2-2 100.0
4-5 80.0
7-7 100.0
100,0
6-7 85,7
4-5 80.0
2-2 100.0
8-9

44-48 91.7
6S

Table 2

Team and Individual Percentages of Ace Serves

Game 1

Game 2
%

%

50.0

3-9 33.3
0-2
0.0
0-4 0.0
1-7 14.3
2-11 18.2
2-7 28.6
2-5 40.0

%

Fowler
Gobin
Grey
Harper
Klepke

28.6
0-2
0.0
0-2
0.0
2-7

1-6

1-2

0-2
OA/
0-I
0.0
2-9 22.2
2-4 50.0
2-3 66.7

16.7

0.0
0.0
0.0
1-2 50.0

0-2
0-3
0-2

Morris
Miller
Peters

Match

Game 3

1-2

11-47 23.4

7-21 33.3

4-26 15.4

50.0

Method of Scoring Points

The offensive effectiveness of the team effort can be calculated
through determining the methods by which points were scored.

These methods generally can be divided into three categoiies. serves.
spikes, and volleys. All points scored with a bump or with a dig in
the examples were categorized under volleys; however, they could be
recorded individually in a category of their own as indicated in
Charting Individual Effectiveness.
Serves. One method of scoring is through effective serving. This
may be illustrated by charting the number of points made exclusively by the serve (Table 3).
Table 3
Percentage of Points Made by Serves

Blue
Aces
66

Game I

Game 2

Game 3

5-15 33.3

8-15 53.3

13-30 43.3

4

7

11

Match
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The above statistics arc derived from the ,A.orebook using the
suggested tallies. The table can be read from left to right: Blue

scored 5 of the 15 points in game I from serves, which is 33.3% of
the scoring. Game 2 and the match totals are read in the same way.
In game I, 4 of the serves that scored were ace serves, wheleas
game 2, 7 of the 8 serves that scored were aces. The match totals are
read in the same way.

Spikes: Another method of scoring is through effective spiking.
This may be illustrated by charting the number of points made by
spiking (Table 4).
Table 4
Percentage of Points Made by Spikes

Game 2

Game 1
Blue
Aces

4-15

26.7

4

Game 3

Match

%

%

5-15

%

33.3

9-30 30.0

4

8

The above statistics zlre derived from the chart using the suested
tallies. The table can be read from left to right. Blue scored 4 of the
15 points in game 1 prom spikes, which is 26.7% of the scoring.
Game 2 and the match totals are read in the same way. In game 1, all
4 of the spikes that scored were ace spikes, whereas in game 2, 4 of
the 5 spike, that scored were aces. The match totals are read in the
same way.

Volleys: The third method of scoring is through volleys, bumps,
or digs. Grouping all these under "volleys," this may be illustrated
by charting the number of points made in this manner (Table 5).
Table 5

Percentage of Points Made by Volleys

Game 2

Game I
%

Blue
Aces

Match

Game 3

%

0%

6-15 40.0

2-15

4

I

13.3

8-30 76.7
5
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John O'Donnell, 58 Congress Ave., Ilolyoke, Mass. 011140
2. New York and New Jersey
Socrates Mose, 272 N. Railroad Ave.. Staten Island, N.Y. 10301
3. Pennsylvania, Delaware, Maryland, D.C., and Virgim t
Joseph Sharp less, Dept, of Recreation and Parks, M NCPPC, 6600
Kenilworth Ave., Riverdale, Md. 20840
Y. West Virginia, Ohio, Kentucky, and Western Pennsylvania
1 '108
Roland Stone, 2199 Forest Grope, Caraopolis, Pen
S. Tennessee, Alabama, Mississippi, North Carolina. :;o, Calohna.
and Georgia

W. L. Wright, Georgia Power Company, North !mulct. 4404 N.

N.F. Chamblee, Georgia 30005
Miallowtord
6. Florida
Petet Tieniann, 201 401 ii Stieet, North, St. Po'ersburg, Florida
33713

f he above statistics are derived from the chart using the suggested
tallies. The table can be read from left to right. Blue scored 6 of the
15 points in game 1 from volleys, which is 40.0 of the scoring. Game
2 and the match totals are read in the same way. In game I, 4 of the
6 volleys that scored were ace volleys, whereas in game 2, I of the 2
volleys that scored was an ace. The match totals are read in the same
way

Less of Service

i he loss of the serL me can be &lammed through two general
either the server was unsuccessful in her initial attempt or
the sLic nig (vain failed to successfully play the returned ball. Ihis
may be illustrated by Limiting both these errors as below (I able 6)

causes

Table 6
Cause of Service Loss
Game 2

Game 1

Game 3 j

Match

(7,

Blue
Server's

8.4

3-6

50.0

4-18

22.2

1 -12 91.6

3.6

50.0

14-18

77.8

1-12

rrors
Blue Team's
Errors

I

I he above statistics are derived from the chart using the suggested
tallies. I he table can be read front left to right 01 12 Blue serves lost

in the first game, I LL as due to an et of by the serLer, lot a total of
8.4 of the total serves lost during game I I he remainder of the chart
May be read the same %%a).

Charting Individual Effectiveness

Separate charts may be made indicating Individual Molts on

specialmed skills, such as receiving I he serve, (license oinks, etc.
I hese charts are kept by an individual other than the one keeping

the team chart. Ind fulnal eft'rts such as spiking for ( ample. can
be dimly /ed by charting ( table 71, and computed as illustrated
in I able 8,
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Table 7

Spiking Charting

Game I

Game 2

lit

? trl
0

I ow ler

Gobi!,

Game 3

Grey
Harper

11 i"

II-1

0 (I

0

klepke

I ID

Mot ris

IQ

Miller

?t?

Peters

00

14-101?
I

(I) +

I he opposing team's spikes arc recorded in like manner.
( ()ding

a good spike which is reLened
an unsuecesstul spike attempt
t = good si,.ke earning a point
= a good spike earning a side-out
The analysis of Table 7 is charted on Fable 8.
=
=

.1

Conclusion
I he analyses tram the suggested methods of reLording an be
imaluable in assisting the boat h in planning practice sessions.
working with individual players, and in keeping season-to-season

team and indhhlual records. With the analyses available to the

players, eaLii can determine het ow n areas of strengths and weaknesses.

votley ball is such a complex game that no simple method could
be devised to record every play that ocLurs, but perhaps through a
bash. record such as this, some of the indRidual and team progresses
Lan be recorded and 1Mb/ed. I his is by no means the only method
that could be used, nor is it a complete record usme t he methods
e d here, but perhaps it is enough to benefit cc aches and

players who otherwise have not been able to record team and
Individual efforts and to analy ie the results of those el torts
A VOLLEYPALL CHARTING METHOD
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Volleyball Mini Unit for
Junior High Girls
SANDY THORPE

Sand!. Thin pe is a physical
ation graduate of the Urnrersity of Northern Iowa, Cedar Falls. She has taught physical
education on the junior high and high school levels, and is a
player on a U5173,1 women's team and coach of a Des Moines
high school girls' team.
Situation
36 Students
2 Volleyball c(
6 Volleyballs
Unit Progression
Setting and Passing

jump

two hand positions

Overhand Serve

two hand positions
Court positions
Rotation
Strategy
two court positions
Advanced skills
Daily Progression

50-Mmule ( lass Periods
1. Introduce setting and nassing
2. Review setting and pa sing, introduce bump, and drills.
3. Review setting and passing drills, bump drills, and intri.duce
ip or punch.

4. Review bump drills, introduce overhand serve, rotation, and
scoring. Phiy ga me.

5. Review serve, introduce strategy position A. Play game ( IS
minutes).

6. Review selling and passing drills and strategy position A.
Play game (30 minutes, 3 game matches).

7. Review bump drills, introduce strategy position

13.

Play

game (30 minntes3 game matches)
VOLLEYBALL MINI UNIT FOR JUNIOR HIGH GIRLS
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8. Serving drill, rem. strategy position B. Play game (30
mmutes, 3 game matches).
9. Inter-class tournamei.t.
Setting and Passing

A. Finger tip control. Palms never contact the ball.
B. Arms and body react in an uncoiling 'Limn, as in a spring.
C. Hands fol in a window prior to COIlta_;)ng the ball.

I). Get body positioned under the ball and get set.
E. Knees bent, weight and momentum is brought upward,
starting from the feet, to contact the ball.
F. Ball is contacted above the head. !lands should be m line with
the forehead or the hairline.
(I Follow-through is upward, arms recoil back to set position.
Drills
A. Wall Drills

I. Individual sets the ball against the wall as many consecutive
times as possible.

2. A line of players sets the ball against the wall, each player

setting the ball in turn and then going to the end of the
line.
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.).

rr

XXXXXX
B. Circle Dolls
A

X8

Circle with a player in the
center. Center player sets
the ball to player A. Player
A sets ball back to center

playa. Center player sets
ball to player B. Player B
sets ball back to center
player, and so on around
the circle. After one successful turn around the
circle, the center player

switches positions with a
player in the cut le and
drill continues.

C. Line Drill

Pass the ball. Player A to
13.
playa B to C, etc.

When the ball gets to
player I. she pa,ses the
ball back up the line
to I), I) to C, etc.

VOLLEYBALL MINI UNIT FOR JUNIOR HIGH GIRLS
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Frequent Cues
High sets.
Bend the knees.

Get under the ball and plant feet firmly on the floor.
Keep arms up.

Follow through upward, arms back to set position.
Anytime it is possible, the ball should be set-up.

Teaching Aid

If a player has trouble contacting the ball correctly, the instructor
can set her hands in the window position and have the player set her
hands in a like manner. Then the instructor and player contact hands
in the same manner the ball would be contacted. This way the player
gets the feeling of the correct contact and hand position.

Either hand position is acceptable. With the arms extended. hands

in the correct position, and elbows rotated inward, the ball should
be contacted on the forearms, not down on the hands. Ilands re nam

locked to avoid a double hit. Position body directly ii: front o: the
ball. Body and arms move upward in the direction the ball is ti go.
Follow through. 13umps are used to receive hard serves and wher the
player is not in posit ion to set.
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Drills

A. Line Drill

Player A throws the ball underhanded to player 13. Player B
bumps the ball back to player A.
Player A throws ball to player C.

BX
CX

DX
EX
F X

Player C bumps ball back to
player A and so on down the

ox A

line. When A again becomes the
thrower. charue the toss to an
overhand toss.

13. Circle Drill

I. Bump the

x

ball

across the

circle.

2. Bump ball up and closest
player calls for the ball.

/

3. Center player bumps ball to
A

player A. Player A bumps ball
back to center. Center player

bumps to player B. Player B
bumps ball back to center.
and so on around the circle.

x

C. Individual Drills
1. Bump ball up to yourself.
2. Bump ball against the wall.
Frequent Cues

I. Get under the ball and get feet planted firmly on the floor.
2. Flbows rotated inward.
3. Bend knees and play the ball low.
4. Keep eyes on the ball
5. lilt the ball on forearms.
6. Keep forearms level.
7. Bump the ball up.
Tip or Punch
"I he tip or pima is used when the ball falls close to the net. 1 he
player simply jumps straight up near the net and, with fingertips or a
closed fist, makes contact under the ball, sending the ball up and
over the net or up to one of her teammates.
VOLLEYBALL MINI UNIT FOP JUNIOR HIGH GIRLS
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Overhand Serve

A. Two hand positions

I. Open hand see
Fingers are held together and firm. Thumb is held alongside the index finger. Eland r slightly cupped to fit the
contour of the ball.
2. Seim-open hand serve

Fingers are together, thumb alongside the index finger.
Fingers are bent at the first and second knuckles to form

tl semi-open position.
B. Ser.e

The mechanics of the overhand s,. ye are like those of the
tennis serve. The ball is tossed abov the head about 8 inches
front of the body and in line with the shoulder of the

serving arm. The serving arm drops to side, and then back and
upward into a cocked position. the arm is then brought upwad into an extended position. The hand contacts the hack of
the ball, following through in a whipping motion.

Drill
Players line up aloi.g serving line at each end of the court. In turn,
each player serves to players across the court. I'layers continue
serving hack and forth across the net.
Frequent Cues

Keep wrist locked when contacting the ball.
Follow through.
loss the ball higher than the arm can reach.
Keep eyes on the ball.
Players and Rotation

tar
cy
RF

X

LF

/

X

\
I.X

te
X

X

R8

''' X

Extra players can be rotated in Irom the side lines.
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Simple Strategy
Center Back

Deep

4 I.
NS 7"

CF

T

T

1,

Itr
Ita

La

<--- Cis 4.
LB and RB cover center area on short serves or hits.
CB covers entire back court deep and backs up LB and RB.
LI' and RI' cover their side of court and the net.
CI' covers net area for tip or punch.

('enter B ck

4 CF )

Up

Nil-

I

I
RF

L.P

RtA
CF

v- Le. --7

tr--- ga -)

LI3 and RB cover the area behind CB.
CB covers middle of the court.
LI' and RI' cover sides and net.
('F covers net.

Advanced Skills

Spiking
Blocking
Interchange of players

VOLLEYBALL MINI UNIT FOR JUNIOR HIGH GIRLS
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The AAHPERUSVBA Joint Committee
WILLIAM T. ODENEAL

The first meeting of the AAIIPER-USVBA Joint Committee in
Volleyball ccas held in Detroit, Michigan in 1967 at the annual
meeting of the USVBA. This committee is composed of three
members of the DGWS-DMA representing the AMIPER, three
members representing the USVBA, an AAIIPER consultant, and the
USVBA Development Chairman. The purpose of the committee is to
implement procedures to improve instruction volleyball in order to
enrich the physical education offerings in schools and colleges
throughout t he nation.
The chairman is elected biennially for a two-year term. The chairmanship is held alternately by the two organizations. The secretary is
appointed by the chairman for a one-year term. Committee members

serve for three years. rotating terms of office, with one member

designated as senior representative of his organization's delegation
for the year.
The official committee meeting takes place annually eith r at the
National Convention of the AAIIPER or the USVBA, as dec.ed by
it has
the chairman who evaluates the most convenient location.

t ailed out, t he meetings have alternated between the two annuat
meetings of each organization. The committee met at the USVBA
conference in 1967 at Wayne State University and at the University
of Tennessee in 1969. The committee met at the AAIIPER meeting
in 1968 at St. Louis and in 1970 at Seattle, Washington. Leadership
was held by the USVBA in 1967-69 and by AAIIPER in 1969-71.
The officers are William T. Odeneal, Chairman; Nancy Chapman.
secretary, and Mary Francis Kellam, senior representative. The
USVBA representatives arc Don Shondell and Jerre McManama.

G. P. McDonald and Rachel Bryant serve as,ex-officio members.
Some of the outstanding work of the committee has been to press
the AAIIPER for articles on volleyball in the Journal and to develop
a resource list of qualified people throughout the country who cao
and will be able to assist the schools in teaching. demonstrating, and
conduct ing

It was felt that volleyball. being an Olvinpic sport and having
national champh aships sponsored by the DGWS, NA1A and the
NCAA, should be exposed to the schools by those uho are knowledgeable about the game. 1 he game is too popular and exciting not
to take a place among Ammica s top sports.
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Volleyball References
Revised by ROBERTA BOYCE
Miami, Florida

3ooks and Pamphlets

sencan Assocwtion for Health, Physical bdueation, and Rec.reatmn her. rrdmcs 0; the I mirth Aational Institute un Girls
Sports Washington D.0 the Association, 1968
Boyden, I I) and Burton Roger St.iging Sus t ssiul
naments.
Nos, 1 ork Association Press 1957. (54.75)
.

Boyden,

I

Si Habits

I)

Burton

Berm

IS 50)

Ind

Roger

and ()clerical W I I irllerball
United States Volleyball Association, n d

Brat ton Robert 1) Po, et 1 ones ball lot Pho tr. heather and Coat n
forum() ( V A Publications 1968 (51 50)
( r. ebetni Gabritl t oils s bail It thing:it's
( alit
( reative Sports Books 1968 (S3 00)
( ohen Ilarlan Pols et I ones ball ills Hollywood ( alit ( reatne
I (Mona! Service, 1966 152 00)

gstiom Glen II and Schaalsma, I ra ,e, I tills s hall Dubuque,
lo'' a. 1Vtlhant ( Mown ( o Publn.her,, 1966 (S 95)
liar! man

Paul

I'

I one ball I untla int n

( lwrles Mtn ill Publishing ( o
Keller

1968

( (Minibus

Ohio

Val Pomt, (,s me, and With' Hollywood ( alit ( reshot
Sport, Books 196S (S3 50)
I aveaga Robert I lolls s ball. 2d ed New
'le Ronald Pres,
( o 1960 (52 95)
Mc(,own ( art NI. cc! /is Pone/ 1 ullt I
Palisades (
(limed States Volley ball Association Ponttr 1968 (St SO)
Neal, Patsy ( oat lung
thuds
It'o Int n. Reading Ntas,
Add son-Wesley
( o 196 )
Odeneal V I ano Wilson, 11.1 Begin/11m:
hall 13elnionl
( slit W adsw of t h Publishing ( o. 1969 SI 001
Pre tutu( I 011( s ball. 11011 w ood
( reatice Sports Books n d
(c-1 00)
Sandclur Rand
1 0// sbull, P
( alit. (Jood
Publishing Co 197(' (sl 2S)
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Seate1, ANC!) and Ward, Jane.

I

H69.61.251

and Baton,

ollet hall. Boston

Shondell, Donald and NIL N.111J111.1, Jerre. 1 4)/ki ball.

I riglev.00d

Chit's. N.J. Prentice-Hall, 1971.
Sl.t)mal.rr, I homas and Brown. 1, irgaina Pon er
) ball.
Philadelphia. W.B. Saunders ( o , 1970.
I higpen, Janet. Pots e, Voile% ball for Girls and Women. Dubuque,
Iowa. William C. Bum n ('o., Publishers, 1967. 152.95)
hotter Betty Jane. I
ball lot Girl+ and Monett. Now \ orl
I he konald Press Co.. 1965. $5.50)

%gamic Articles
Bailey. J. -X. I culling the Spike in Volk; ball." Journal o' Health.
Pin szial I (111(,,11rin. 1:e( reana n 35 57.58, No%. 1964.
Bo) den, I . I). and \\ elch, J. I . "01 I relating 1'olle),
Coa( h ,Ittd
filth le 32.28-31, bb. 1970.
Johnston, J. N. "Progressive 1 olle) ball I eat. !ling.- /Weft( Journal

4( 48+. March 1%9.
keiser, Helen. "Volleyball ('runt I raining.- //n Mirth tl I au«11,,r
24 69-72, Nla; 1967.

horse), Don. "Singles Vollo

I he
d I I (Moll, 't
132-33. Ot t. 1967.
Mt \lanania, J., Ind Shonder.,
1 cat In,g oIle) ball hinds
mentals.- .l
II(ulth, Pin na/ / ,/rt( anon. k( (r(anor.
40 43-50, Nlark111909.

24

Might!,

Itonberg, (; "Pla) ing it the Japanese X1,1y.
26 10-31. Jan. 5.190.
1 Pass is Dead
XX, 1(.11. J
I.
Ills, t.,

nil/ 4h 24-2i. Det

1967.

Guides, Tests, Publications
I o,.kliar I,

Ilene, ed..%( r«

.1

I

ball

I

hs

ashnigton 1),(

Dnision for (oils and \\ omen's Sports of the X merit
viatin lot I !calf 11. 1'11%5It al I dirtat ion. and IZet rear ion I 9(,0,

Slid)

( la) tun. 1 ,,ll, 11(4; .\/,ills
XIII'l L. 19(,9

I ( (1

Mimi&
1)oirald S cd. (///n hz; kuh
nth (I \Ix( s I 4/4 bull I
tan
I 50`
1
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Volleyball Visual Aids
Revised by LYNNE P. HIGGINS

Normal, Illirais
1 lk 11;(gal flit ur I'ollerball (1971). 16 min. 110 ft., si., b&w Sale
510 JoAnne 'Mime, Southern Illinois Umv., Carbondale, III.
62901. Prepared by JoAnne Thorpe and Virginia Gordon. IPtorn.ation sheet about use of film included.
mpu P16.1.16 min, 3 reels. each 35 mm., tit., b&w. Re:11,0525.
Region 13 USV BA, Sol II. Marshall, P.O. Bos 1264, Hollywood.

( all. 90028. Him shows Lillis of the best men and women
players of the world at practice. Includes men's and women's
makhes between Russ,a and Japan,
.5,1

a

Rassza.

i ca mm, 34 mm.,

color. Rental S 1 2. Roger G.

Button, Midway YMCA, 1761 University Ave., St. Paul, Mm n.
55104. Shows men's and women's match play between the USA
and Russia.

and Pith ti«-. 16 inns, 12 min., sd., b&w or color.
Sale odor 575. b&w S35. 1 ilnt Associates, 11559 Santa Monica

1 ,16 a ball

13ivd., Los Angeles, Calif. 90025. Basic skills of underhand volley,
oveihand volley, spike net volley. overhand serve, and underhand
sec\ e demonstrated by elementary st..hool girls and bo: to a playground situation. Uses normal .need action as well as slow

motion. At the end of cad' skill session

.1

piaon.e period is

show n.

I ,,ll(i ball, 1 S,I. 16 mm, 17 man., sd., li&w. Sale ;s95, rental 56
daily. A.sociation Instructional Materials, 600 Madsion Ave.. New

York \ N. 10022. [races origin of the spoil, slow motion and
':ntalle
stop action. !mimics highlights o the national n.
for f itiAlig and MOtry I tOnai Use with 1111111)1 high and high school
levels is well as college level.
R
Mt. i)onald. Pubh,
( hampromham. Rental S12
11,,
Champion St., Youngstown,
Relations Director, t SV BA. 17
Ohio 44101. I dins of the 1970 Ilorld Championships held in

Sophia,

dinstrips
th coming 1 /lit ball. I out slide-111w units III rotor. Sale 0111).. Sr.
\\ 0 33 I 3 re:ordings S42.+0. uionipanying
536.70, sd.
instructor's gunk. Athletk Institute. Met, nandise 1.111, Rum. 805,
(
60654.
VOLLEYBALL VISUAL AIDS
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a brief history and
UNIT I: The Game. Introduces game with specifications,
and a
development of sport, court and equipment
rt. lew of simple rules, demonstrating sonic playing fundamentals.
UNIT II. The Pass. Demonst,ates the chest pass, dig pass, under-

hand pass, and fist recovery and stresses the importance of

directing ball well on the set pass.
UNIT III: The Serve. Presents undeihand and overhand methods
of serving ball with description of the niechan'cs.

UNIT IV: The Attack. Spike presented as the attack in game
play. Mechanics of the spike and examples of its strategic use in
game play are demonstrated by men players.

Power Volleyball. Loop film ser:os. Members of the gold medal

men's and women's U.S. Pan American Volleyball teams
demonstrate the latest techniques used by volleyball teams
around the world. Super-8 or standard 8. For sale only, S 13 each
or $58.50 per set of five. The Athletic Institute, Merchandise
Mart, Rm. 805, Chicago, III. 60654.

Volleyball. Loop fan. series. Collegiate All Americans demonsirate
providing a comprehensive analysis of the basic skills for either
competitive or recreational volleyball. Super-8 cartridges. For sale
only; S24.95 each of SI49.70 pc. set of six. Ealing Corporation.
2225 Massachusetts Ave., Cambridge, Mass. 02140.
Technique Chart.,
x I I photographs
showing volleyball skills and positioning with printed descriptions
of mechanics. Sale S1.00 per set with di:counts on bulk order' 01

Pictorial Volleyball. A series of twenty-six

ten or more. Creative Editorial Service, P.O. Box 2244, it ,liywooJ, Calif. 90028. The black and white photographs pres,mt
elear, sequential shots of a girl performing the underhand serve,
overhand serve, chest pass, dig pass, set -up spike, and link. I nere
re also five illustrations of girls' team play int:luckily the positio
of readiness, the first, second and third contact with the oat!. amid
a successful spike. Piet ores would be very suitable for bulletin
board dispky or as teaching aids for secondary level students.

Volleyball T.'ehnique Charts ( Revis S 1967). 'I welvc 81/2 x I I black
"rid white illustrations of basic skills and positioning with volley-

ball banner for bullet.ti board. Sale 51.00 per set. Division for
Girls and Women' Sport:. AAIIPER, 1201 16th St., NAV.,
Washngt on, D.C. 2003 ". l'he packs' includes materials designed
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for bulletin board displays which can be used as good
tional and teaching aids. Basic skills illustrated in the motivacharts
include the sidearm, overarm, and underarm serves with emphasis
on different hand positions, the overhand and underhand volleys:
net recovery, set-up, spike; and block.

EYBA: L %PSI'''. AIDS
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Officiating Services Area
one of seven in the
OSA 10fficuning Services Arca) This area,and
rating of officials
DGWS structure, is devoted to the training
Its Exe ut we Board. which meets annually prior to the AM1PER
minimal convention. is composed of

The
A dwirman, a chairman-elect, an; a part chairman.
at the national

1

hinrman-clect is elected in an open ince:ling
convention.
cards to boards a, d receives

2 A secretary. who sends rating is elected by ma" ballot in
applications for new boards. She
alternate years by the local hoards of officials.
collecting board dues She
3 A treasurer, who is responsible foralte-nate
years by the local
also is elected by mail ballot in
board- of offichs
of Olf.cianngi This
P & T of 0 (Principles and Techniques
committee is concerned with the methods used by referees.

of
umpires, and judges to officiate games and matches, The P &
selected
by
the
xecutive
0 chairman is a member of and is responsible for evaluating
Board. A subcommittee in each sport is
and revising the officiating techniques and

for writing the

Techniques of Officiating article published in its respective sports

guide. Membership is by appointment. If you have questions
concerning the techniques of officiating, write to the appropriate
P & T of 0 chairman.

There is an E & R commit tee
F & R (Examinations and Ratings) which
ratings are given, Each
for eich of the nine sports in
responsible
for preparing,
are
sham nan and her committee
examinations.
revising. and analyzing the officiating theoretical
&
The general chairman and an associate chairman (who is the Ethe

subcommittees and compile
R cis Orman- elect) coordinate the
R Is
general material for the sports packets. The ehinn»an of E & need
of
the
OSA
Executive
Board.
If
you
.1r, appointed member
the Guides or a

information regarding the study questions inappropriate E & R
questio in the examination, write to the

chairman,
F & P (Editorial and Publications) This ec runuttee is responsible foris
Guides. The chairman
editing the OSA portion of the
office and is a member of the

appointed for a two-year term of

Executive Board.
of
DOC (District Officiating ('oordinator) There is one DO(' in cactithe
the six districts of AAIWEIC Sin :. serves as liaison between
boards of officials in tier district and the OSA Executive Board.
88
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The DOC is elected at her AAHPER district convention and
serves on the Executive Board.

Boards (A ffiliated and Provisional Hoards of Women
Officials)- These boar& are made up of organized groups of
women throughout the United States who are authorized to give
ratings. A listing of these boards follows.

OFFICIATING SEPVICES AREA
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Officiating Executive Board 1971-1972
Chan-man

Oft\ R LOTH' wsT. Southern

Cn1)011-

(ik% III. 62901 ( 1971-72)
Past C/1111011011 MARY W. FORD Winthrop College. Rock MIL S C.
29730 (I 970 -71
Chairman-de( t
LSI I

J C01313 North Fevis State Univ., Denton.
l'exas 76203 (1972-73)
Seoetarv, LAURI! NiABR Y. Illinois State Unit . Normal. 111, 61761
(1970-72)
/ ream,
ANNI- ROW LANDS. 215 I. Isnun e St . Concord. Mass
01742 (1969-73)

Chairmen of Standing Committees

PmfloPies and Te(hinques of 011otanng
SI NI. Pennsyi..101.1
State ilni.. Unnersny Park. ra. 16802 (1970-72)

cet I'A I RICIA DUNCAN Ft Hayes State College. Ft I 1.tes.
%MIS 67601 (1972-741

t4! >unatums and Ranno 1.11. ANOR SANDI RSON. Southern
( onaect Kul State College. Nee: Hat en. ( ann. 06'15 (1971-72)
Issouate Channtan Carol Swim. Bemidji State College. Benudii.
Ninth 566(11 ( 1972-73)

I ditora1 and Puhluattons MARY 131
DeKall).111. 60115 (1971-73)

I. I

. Northern Illinois Unit .

District Officiating Coordinators

(Writ!' JUDY ( I ARK(
(1')70-721

//e( t WANI)A

of Iowa. lotto

I N. l'iin of Northern

lima 50613 ( 1972-7-1)
tastc,a 11)1111 COBANI
N.Y, 1 2203 11971-731

lott a 522.10

I. Cedar 1-alls,

Statc Unit, of NON YOlk,

PA I ROY, I ast Gary 111,.1.. School. List Gar
(1971.7;)
\ottlmest J AN B()INGS. Central Washington State ( ollegc.
I Ilenshmg. Wash 98926 1970.-2)
/ let t
AN NI I I_ Y. I astein Oregoi ( ollege I,. (,tande. Ole
,111Ths( it

97850 (1973-75)
.Southern J111, (11'10N. Box 1400 Mississippi
( ()liege tat
Women, ( olum bus, Miss 3970; (1.'70:72)
//e4t A1111 N RIM I ON, 1.(loard White Senior Iligh Schaal
I la. 32210(1-172-74}
Jaas(ar
ut/incy
N JOHNSON, ( altlottmt State Colleve. 1 as
A neeles, (',flit 900;2 (1970.72)
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Canadian Representative

Patricia Laing. Pelham St So . Fontlii!I. Ontario
Advisory

kACIII L BRYAN I. 1,111P/ k Consultant in Pill situ( Ldueati ,z
and Gills and Women s Spans. 1201 16th St.. N W Washington.

I).(. 2003

JOANNI IIIORP1 /)Gft'S I fle President. Soutl.zrn Illinois limy..
Carbondale. III. 62901
131
I Y BROWN, Charynar. /)(; KS Sports Guides and Olin lilt ult s
moottee. \c comb ( ollege. New Orleans, La. 70118
LOt .11 AN N1OY
/ ooner Past Chapman, Oltuptung Script's
Ilea, Northern Illinois
. DeKalb. III 60115
1

PRINCIPLES AND TECHNIQUES
OF OFFICIATING COMMITTEE
I

Si \ Chainan, Penns,15ania Stale t

lAusersity Park, Pa

16802

Bad/imam,

DOIZIS III N. I)! RSON, Illinois Scats Ulm , Normal

III 61'61

Basketball. Y1RCIN I A HUN I, ( ()liege of Wooster Wooster, Ohio
44691

(,inuzaszui
K I 1Y
Kul LUST N, t ins of Massa:husetts.
Amherst, Ma,, 0100;
S'//thall I LSII Wt 1 1 Franklin I %sp. Junior high Sthool.
Wanamaker. Ind 4(.239
.Si% 1m/flow

( \ROI COOPI R, Southell

'us

.

( arbon-

dale III 62901

si/n/y/m/.7ed Sic '/////wrz MARY KALLt SK) , Mt IfoLsoke
( allege. South !Lunt*. Mass 0075
/, um%
( A1111 RINI A WILKINSON Nolth High School
Phociax, An/ 85014
hd, k and 'rrLI 11( ) \ II 1'ARE:1101 SI , t nit of Minnesota.
Minneapolis. Minn, 5c4C 5
I oth I hall K
( ()R( OR AN. ( ollege at Mt S1 J .iseph Mt St
Joseph Ohio -1505 1

EXAMINATIONS AND RATINGS COMMITTEE
I I I

(

\\ )R SANDI RSON ( haflman Southern ( omit%

ut `;tote

Ness liasen ' onn 065 I s

OF:',ICIATING EXECUTIVE BOARD 1971-1972
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CAROL SWIM. 1 ssot tate Chan man, Bemidji State College, Bemidji.
Minn. 5 660 1

Badmm ton PM SY ( A LDWI LL, Box 7023, North 1 exas State
U ,is ')onion. Texas 76203
Ba,,,e am!! DORIS ( OPPOCK. McPherson college. McPherson.
Kans 67460
nil of Kansas,
LL NI- NIAWSON,
M
.4 son tale
L
Lass rente, Kans 60044

I. Box 245, Forest Grose.

(;rrnnustiec VA RINA FRi NCII,
Ore. 97116
ssotrate

_I-N IIMMERMANS, Ur,v of South Carolina.

Columbia. S (' 2 /208

Sottball LORI NL. RAMSL Y, Illinois ( entral College, Dirksen
Ilall. I ast Peoria. III 61611
Su 'min ing CAROL COOPI-R, Southern Illinois (Jim Carbondale, Ill 62901
SInthtttni:td Snrrnnong Co-chairmen 1 R FSA C
AND! RSON, 2109 Fa-twat St , Des Moines. I( sa 50310, and
JAN11 MOLDENIIALL R. Wisconsin State Um% , Oshkosh,
Wis 54901
Tennis CURLY NE-AL. Stanford (lm s

bat k and

1 :eh!

.

Stanford, Calif 94305

KA I IIRYN RUSSELL, Uwe of Aruona,

u>.son. An/ 85721
i' Ales ball NANCY Si U1313S, Unn

of

ennessee, Knoxsille.

lean 37916

"I S SO( rate NA N. CY , Univ of Tennessee, Kula\ Ilk. I eon
37916

VOLLEYBALL PRINCIPLES AND TECHNIQUES
OF OFFICIATING COMMITTEE
KAY CORCORAN. Chan man, College of Mount St. Joseph, Mount
St. Joseph, Ohio 45051
PA I RICIA 1.1 III_ Past Chairman, Univ. of Cincinnati, Cincinnati,
Ohio 45221

CHRIS AR"( US, Univ at I exas, Au tin, I ex. 78712

NAOMI DAY, Park way Junior High School, 2349 N.W, 175th St.,
Opa-Locka, Fla. 33054
LCIi L LA LILLY, 7113 Wmlock, Citius Heights, Calif. 95610
92
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What Is The USVBA?
NANCY L. CHAPMAN

Nano Chapnuin received her B.S. degree from the University

of Om intiti, her M.A. from Ohio State Univet szty, and is

presently teaching at liiiinmrs State Univer sio. She serves on
the DGIVS-USrllA Joint Committee for the promotion of
volleyball, the United States Woolen's Olytnpu olleyball
Committee, and 13 the DGIVS liaison to the US V13,1. Lditw of
the 1967-69 DG WS Volleyball Guide, Miss Cluipman has served

as chairman of the DGIIIS Sports Guide and Official Rules
A rca.

I he uutials USVBA are the abbreviated title for an organization
that is fc,rnially known as the United States Volleyball Association.
Ihis is a nationally recognized amateur organization which is con-

cerned with the promotion and expansion of volleyba'l Interest
throughout the country, the development of an understanding of
skillful play, and the representation of United States volleyball
interests in national and international play. The USVBA is the sports
governing body of our country, as designated by the International
Volleyball Federation.
Business of the organization is primarily conducted at the annual

meeting which is held in conjunction with the national USVBA
tournament each year in May. 'I he total assembly of this group
consists of a 21-member Board of Directors (seven elected each year
to serve a three year term), governing members selected by 19 affiliated organizations, 3 governing members selected by players, 15

Regional Commissioners, and up to a maximum of 50 governing
members at large. In addition, all former presidents are entitled to
serve as governing members.

The AAIIPLR, as one of the affiliated organizations from which
governing members arc selected, has a total of five representative
delegates. Among the other 18 organizations having selected member
representation are the American Latvian Association, Boys' Clubs of

America. National Amateur Athletic Association. NAIA, NCAA,
National Council of YMCAs. National Federation of State High
Athletic Associations, National Jewish Welfare Board,
National Recreation and Park Association, National Catholic Youth
Organization Federation, and the Armed Services.
School

USVBA Standing Committees help further the functions and
responsibilities of the total organization. Among the 16 committees
are those dealing with such matters as Budget and Finance. C'olleWHAT IS THE USVBA?
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VOLLEYBALL EXAMINATIONS AND
RATINGS COMMITTEE
NANCY Is. STUBBS. ( hainnan. Univ. of Tennessee. Knoxville.
1 enn. 37916

NANCY LAY, Co-Chairman. Univ. of Tennessee, Knoxville, Tenn.
37916

FI,I,A mussELL. Past harman, Sonoma S'ate College, Rohner:
Park. ('alit., 94928
CLAUDIA J. BLACKMAN, Southern Illinois Univ., Carbondale,
62901

GAYLE ORNI R. Fullerton Junior College, Fullerton, Calif. 92634

garde and Scholastic Volleyball, Equipment and Supplies, International Relations, Of ficials and Certification, Player and "leant
Eligibility, Rules and Interpretations, Studies and Development, and
Women's, Girls', and Coed Volleyball.

Members are appointed to committees according to their interests, background, and willingness to serve. In most cases, meetings
are open to anyone who wishes to attend. One of the exceptions to
this policy is the rules meeting that is open only to the appointed
rules committer. members. It is the responsibility of this group,
through continuous study of the rules, to arrange for experimentation and trial of new ideas, prepare recommendations for changes,
and interpret questions regarding rules through the committee chairman, as well as to study international rules development. Prior to the
closed rules session each year, all members are permitted to attend

an open rules nwning at which time interpretations are discussed
and concerns expressed.

The Committee on Studies and Development is concerned with
research in volleyball in addition to overseeing progress in the
development of the game through clinics. It is their commission to
compile an annual report of clinic activities throughout the United
States as well as formulate, conduct, and supervise the research
related to volleyball. The compilation of an annual report on studies
and research activities throughout the United States is also a
function of this committee.
It is the responsibility of the USVBA to certify the players as
amateurs ..nd to select the players, coaches, and managers for volleyball world tournaments and other nternational events except the
Pan American end Olympic teams. The volleyball Olympic Committees select the players and name managers and coaches for Pan

American and Olympic Gaines. Although many of the Olympic
Volleyball Committee members are USVBA members, there are

many others who serve as representatives from outside agencies and
organintions. This committee meets annually, and during Pan
American and Olympic years, chooses the site for the selection of
players. Often the site named is consistent with that of the USVBA
National Championship Tournament that is held each May.
The United States Volleyball Association is dedicated to the sport
it represents, and serves volleyball enthusiasts throughout the
country. There are 15 designated geographic regions, each under a
regional commissioner. These commissioners can provide information about membership, tournament dates, sanctions for open
tournaments, and any other information pertinent to volleyball. The
regions and commissioners are listed below.
1. Maine, New Hampslure, Vermont, Massachusetts, Rhode Island,
and Connecticut
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AFFILIATED BOARDS OF OFFICIALS
1971-1972

.Lit hoard !Ned !whom. Otters ratings as mthiaterl Affiliated
boards may liae rated oftici,d, at emit grade !eve' Mont National
oth,tal to Int ;animal otlni,d lhovisronal boards may have rated
()lilt lak at
the A ssok.
alld Intramural grade levels. they are
111d
alcd belom, by an asterisk t' ) tit m request. the board
It

can supply a list t ' names, addresses, and telephone
numbers of Ili:se OHL hit%
Whelk'
Is tudftated that the annual report was not teL med. the
I
annual lOris and Ranlltls h,J171111) will not send the current
esammation pak ket I'' the hoaid haunian unttl she re Le .es this
annual tepoil
L hair I11,111

II

Iowa City Board of Women Officials
Chairman: Sue Gnagy,, Women's Gym, State Unw. of Iowa, Iowa
City 52240
Volleyball chairman: Judy Clarke, Slate Univ. of Iowa, Iowa City
52240

Ratings given in basket ball, softball, swimming, synch: anzed

swimming, volleyball.
Northeast Iowa Board of Women Officials

Chairman: Wanda Green, Women's Physical Education Dept.,
Univ. of Northern Iowa, Cedar Falls 50613
Chairman-elect: Wanda Green (same as above)

Volleyball chanman. Wanda Green, Univ. of Northern Iowa,

Cedar Falls 50613
Ratings given in basketball, softball, volleyball.
KANSAS

Emporia Board of Women Officials. (No report received)

Chairm,,u: Jeanne C. Galley, Kansas State Teachers ( ()liege,

Emporia 66801
Ratings given in basketball, volleyball.
Lawrence Board of Women Officials
Chairman Marlene Mawson, Robmson Gym, Univ. of Kansas,
Lawrence 66044
Chaff/name/cc t: Marlene Mawson (same as above)
Volleyball (lmina,' Marlene Mawson (same as above)
Ratings given ;11 basketball*, volleyball

Western Kansas Board of Women Offici.is
Chairman: Patricia L, Duncan, Ft. Ilays Kansas State College,
I lays 67601

Chan man-elect: Doris Coppock, McPherson College, McPherson
67460
Poi:Q.1v:11 chairman: Patricia Duncan (same as above)
Ratings given in basketball, volleyball.

Wichita-South Central Kansas Board of Women Officials
Chan man. Sue F. Bair, 8005 F. Clay, Wichita 67207

011( 1 ball chap man: Georgwnna Baker, 2640 S. Oak, Wichita

0217

Ratings given in basketball, softball*, volleyball.
MINNESOTA
Arrowhead Boaro of Women Officials (No report Deceived)
Chan maw Lois
916 Ebony Ave., Duluth 55811
AFFILIATED BOARIX: OF OFVICIALS
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bull chairman. Mina Lonx, ('ollege of St, Seholastica.
Duluth 55811
Ratings given in basketball swinimme, volleyball.
Minnesota Board of Women Officials
Chan man. Dee Whitlock, St. Cloud State ('ollege. St. Cloud
56301

Folic; ball chart man. Mane Berry. 1007 15th Ave. S.. St. Cloud
56301

Rviings given in basketball. swimming*. gymnastics, synchronized
swimming, volleyball.
Red Riser Valley Board of Women Officials

Chairman: Donella Palmer. WP1- D. Moorhead State College,

Moorhead, Minn. 56560
Ratings given in basketball, gymnastics, volleyball.
Southwestern Minnesota Board of Women Officials
Chan man: Georgene Brock, Mankato State College. Mankato
:6001
Chan num-elect.Jane Roberts, Mankato State College, Mankato
56001
1 ills v ball clan man Mary Willerscheidt, Mankato State College,
Mankato 56001
RAings given in basketball, gymnastics, volleyball.

MISSOURI

Northwest Missouri Board of Women Officials
Chau man: Betty Welch. Graceland College. Limon'. Iowa 50140
I'c,lleiball chimman, Dorothy \Valk Cr, Northwest Missouri St ate
College. Maryville 64468
Ratings given in volleyball.
Southeast Missouri Board of Women Officials
Clay man: Connie Spears, 1544 I% Riverside, ('ape Girardeau
63701

Chou man-e/e( 1. Marione Paben, Southeast NI issoun State, Cape

Girardeau 63701

1

4/cr./mil chairman. Irma Deice. Southeast Missouri State, Cape
Girardeau 63701

Ratings given in basketball*. volleyball

Southwest Missouri Board of Women Officials
Chan man: Reba Si ns, Southwest Missouri State, Springfield
65802
Chairman-de( t: Pat Kroenung, Park view Iligh School, Springfield
65802
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Volleyball chairman: Jacque Unified, Marshfield Junior lligh
School, Marshfield 65804
Ratings given in basketball, volleyball.
St. Louis Board of Women Officials
Chairman: Judy Lourey, 419 S. Clay, St. Louis 63122
Volleyball chairman: Rosie Mulvihill, 7'45 Wed, St. Louis 63119
Ratings given in basketball, softball*, volleyball.
.
NEBRASKA

Lincoln Board of Women Officials
Chairman: Ruth Levinson, Univ. of Nebraska, Lincoln 68508
Chairman-elect: Viola Bahls, Concordia Teachers College, Seward
68434

Volleyball chairman: Ruth Osterhaut, WPE, Univ. of Nebraska,
Lincoln 68508

Ratings given in basket ball, soft ball, volleyball.
SOUTH DAKOTA

South Dakota Board of Women Officials
Chairman: Diane Evans, 1620 S. 3rd, Aberdeen 57401
Chairman-elect: Judi Hood, 2208 Western, Yankton 57078
Volleyball chairman- Judi I food (same as above)
Ratings given in basketball, volleyball.
EASTERN DISTRICT

DISTRICT OFFICIATING COORDINATOR:
Edith Cobane, State Univ. of New York,
Albany, N.Y. 12203
(1971-73)
CONNECTICUT

Connecticut Central Board of Women Officials (No report received)
Chairman: Pauline Gosselin, Central Connecticut State College,
New Britain 06050
Ratings given :n basketball, gymnastics, volley%all.

Southwest Connecticut Board of Women Officials

No report

received)
Chairman: Patrilia Mac....ia, Amity "igh School 4 ooibridge,
Conn. 06525
Volleyball chairman. Anil Fariss, Arnold Collet.t. Univ. a Bridge-

port, Bridgeport, Conn. 06602
Ratings given in basketball, softball, volleyball.
AFFILIATED BOARDS OF OFFICIALS
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Chairman-elect: Becky Hudson, Unw. of Louisville, Louisville
40208

Volleyball chairman:
Louisville 40220

Dolores Mullins, 3718 Stanton Blvd.,

Ratings given in basketball, track and field, volleyball.
LOUISIANA

AcadianaLafayette Board of Women Officials
Chairman: Patricia Sylvester, P.O. Box 4128, Univ. of Southern
Louisiana, Lafayette 70501
Volleyball chairman: Sandra Wilkinson, 105 Marion Ave.,
Lafayette 70501
Ratings given in volleyball.
N

DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA

District of Columbia Board of Women Officials (No report received)

Chairman: Lynn George, 6200 Lone Oak Dr., Bethesda, Md.
20034
Volleyball chairman: Theresa Bentz, 10313 Julip St., Silver
Spring, Md. 20902
Ratings given in basketball, gymnastics, softball, swimming,
volleyball.
MARYLAND

Baltimore Board of Women Officials (No report received)
Chaffin= Joanne Murray 3900 Beech Ave., Baltimore 21211
Chairman-elect: Joanne N.urray (same as above)

Volleyball chairman: Margo Ver Kruzen, 1803 Roland Ave.,

Ruxton 21204
Ratings given in basketball, softball, swimming*, volleyball.
Eastern Shore Board of Women Officials (No report received)

Chairman: Mariuna Morrison, Box 634 Salisbury State College,
Salisbury 21801

Volleyball chairman: Joyce Bishop, Rte. I. Box 239 A, Denton
21629
Ratings given in basketball, volleyball*.
MASSACHUSETTS

Boston Board of Women Officials (No report received)
Chairman: Rose Somensini, 14 Carol Ave., Burlington 01803
Chairman- elect: Janice Bruce, 310 Lowell St., Reading 01867
Volleyball chairman: Jeanne Rowlands, 215 Elsinore St.,
Concord 01742
Ratings given in basketball, gymnastics, softball, track &
volleyball*.
Central Massachusetts Board of Women Officials (No report received)

Chairman: Dorothy E. Tivnan, 29 Knowlton Ave., Shrmsbury
01545

Chairman-elect: Nancy Anderson, 167 Whitney St., Northboro
01532

Volleyball chairman: Donna Hebert, Worcester State College,
Worcester 01602
Ratings given in basketball, volleyball*.
NEW JERSEY

Central New Jersey Board of Women Officials (No report received)
Chairman: Jill Carson, Old York Rd., Columbus 08022
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Western North Carolina Board of Women Officials (No report received)
Chairman. Betty Westmoreland, Box 1645, Cullowliee 28723
Chairman-elect: Betty Peek, Box 158, Cullowhee 28723

Volleyball chairman: Jan Watson, Appalachian State Teachers

College, Boone 28605
Ratings riven in volleyball.
OK LA HOM A

Oklahoma Board of Women Officials

Chairman: Christian Smith, Oologah School District, Oologah
74053
Chairman-elect: Pat Wathen, Harding Junior High School,
Oklahoma City 73118
Vollryhall rhatrman- I mill Nickr11, Nsailv Srhonl Oklahnuia

Volleyball chairman: Joyce Cochrane, 1445 Oak Tree Dr , Apt.

Ii, North Brunswick 08902
Ratings given in basketball, softball*, volleyball.
North Jersey Board of Women Officials
Chairman: Marilyn Taigia, 166 B Main St., L,ttle Falls 07424
Volleyball chairm-n: Joyce Austin, 32 Van Wagnenen Ave.,
Jersey City 0730o
Ratings given in basketball, gymnastics. softl all, swimming, track
and field, volleyball.
NEW YORK

Capital District of Women Officials
Chairman: Faith Meyer, Dept. of P.R., Russel, Sage College. Troy
12180
Volleyball chairman: Sheila Coyle, Russell Sage College, Troy
12180
Ratings given in basketball, softball*, volleyball.
Central Hudson Valley Board of Women Officials
Chairman: Jo Ann Faulds, 22 Gilmore Blvd N., Wappingers Falls
12590
Volleyball chairman: Arden Pcck, Bennett College, Millbrook
12545
Ratings given in basketball, volleyball.
Central New York Board of Women Official::
Chairman: Margaret Robb, 23 Circle Dr., Cortland 13045
Vollet ball chairman: Margo Anderson, 26 Crocker Ave., Johnson
City 13790

Ratings given in basketball, gymnastics, swimming, track and

field*, volleyball.
Central Western New York Rating Board
Chairman: Flame Brigman, 911 Dewey Ave., Rochester 14613
Chairman-elect:

Shirley Bowen, 5839 Chili Ave., Chureliville

14428
Volleyball chairman: Joyce Wechsler, Schrader Gym., State
University College, Geneseo 14454
Ratings given in basketball, gymnastics, swimming, volleyball.
Hudson Valley Board of Women Officials
Chairman:

Doris McCaffree. 7 Westminster Dr.. White Plains

10604
Ratings given in basketball, gymnastics, volleyball.
Long Island Board of Women Officials
Chairman:

Mary Jane Beatty. 115 Birchwood Dr., New Ilyde

Park 11040
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Chairman-elect: Ann Adam chik, 170 Grant Ave., Farmingdale
11735

Volleyball chairman: Robin Chase, 189-29 37th Ave.. Flushing
11358

Ratings given in basketball, gymnastics, softball, swimming,
volleybalL

New York Board of Women Officials
Chairman: Helen Allen, 68-10 108 St., Forest Hills 11375
Chairman-elect: Helen Allen (same as above)
Volleyball chairman: Claire Papentneyer, 36-01 31st Ave., Long
Island City 11108
Ratings given in basketball, gymnastics, softball, swimming,
volleyball.
Suffolk Board of Women Officials
Chairman: Patricia Tiurns, 281 S. Bayview Ave., Amityville 11701
Chairman-elect: Muge Van Wart, 22 Candlewood Path, Dix hills
1

i 746

Volleyball chairman: Sue Coller, 75 Salem Ave., W. Babylon
11704

Ratings given in basketball*, gymnastics, softball*, volleyball*.

PENNSYLVANIA
Central Pennsylvania Board of Women Officials
Chairman: Virginia G. llarpstcr, 2089 N. Oak Lane, State College
16801

Chairman-elect: Lonna Preskitt, 105 White Bld., University l'ark
16802

Volleyball chairman: Patricia Marsney, 105 White Bldg.,
University l'ark 16802
Ratings given in basketball, gymnastics, volleyball.
Philadelphia Board of Women Officials
Chairman: Eleanor Spell, Lucas Road, R.F.D. 4'0., Phoenixville
19460

Volleyball chairman: lean Kipple, 7715 Fillmore St., Pniladelphia
_19111

Ratings given in basketball, gymnastics, softball, swimming,
synchronized swimming, volleyball.
Pittsburgh Board of Women Officials
Chairman: Carol Claus, 2359 E. Beckert Ave., Pittsburgh 15212
Volleyball chairman Sue Nicholson, 150 Gilmore Dr., Pittsburgh
15235

Ratings given in basketball, softball, volleyball.
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York County Board of Women Officials
Chairman: Marion Blair, 1551 Wayne Ave., York 17403
Volleyball chairman: Marion W. Blair (same as above)
Ratings given in volleyball.
RHODE ISLAND
Rhode Island Board of Women Officials
Chairman: Gladys Brightmon, 40 Usher Terrace. Bristol 02809
Chairman-elect: Gladys Bright mon (same as above)

Volleyball chairman: Gail Davis, 172 Linwood Ave., Providence
02907
Ratings given in basketball, volleyball.

VERMONT
Vermont Board of Women Officials
Chairman: Muriel Jondro, Brattleboro
Brattleboro 05301

Union

High School,

Volleyball chairman: Janice Lange, Southwick Bldg., Univ. of
Vermont, Burlington 05401
Ratings given in basketball, softball*, volleyball.
MIDWEST DISTRICT

DISTRICT OFFICIATING COORDINATOR.
Pat Roy, East Gary High School, Last Gary, Ind. 46405
(1971-73)

ILLINOIS
Central Illinois Board of Women Officials (No report received)
Chan man: Barbara Cothern, Searle Dr., Normal 61701
Volleyball chairman. Nancy Chapm4n, Metcalf Schott:, Normal
61701

Ratings given in badminton, basketball. gyinnast.,:s. softball.
volleyball.
Eastern Illinois Board of Women Officials (No report received)
Chairman: Patricia Flaugher, McAfee Gym., Pastern Illinois
Univ., Charleston 61920
Volleyball chairman: Helen Riley, McAfee Gym., 1 astern Illinois
Univ., Charleston 61920
Ratings given in basketball, volleyball.
Northern Illinois Board of Women Officials (No report received)

Chairman: Judy Kretischmar. 7301 Fullerton. Elmwood Park
61920
AFFILIATED BOARDS OF OFFICIALS
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Ratings given in basketball, gymnastics, softball, swimming, track
and field, volleyball.
Rock River Board of Women Officials (No report received)
Chairman: Mary M. Bell. Northern Illinois Univ., De Kalb 60115
Chairman-eleci: Lou lean Moyer, Northern Illinois Univ.. De Kalb
60115

I'ollerball chairman: Rosalie Giffhorn, Northern Illinois Univ..
De Kalb 60115
Ratings given in basketball, gymnastics, softball, volleyball.
South Suburban Board of Women Officials
Chairman: Barbara Sche.barth, Iloinewood-Flossmooi
School. Flossmoor 68422
Ratings given in swimming, volleyball.

High

Southern Illinois Board of Women Officials (No report received)
Cluzirrn:::: Kay Brechtelsbauer, Park towne Gardens Bldg. B., Apt.
E., Carbondale 62901
Chairman- elect: Kay Brechtelsbauer (same as above)
Volleyball chairman: Kay Brechtelsbauer (same as above)
Ratings given in basketball, swimming, volleyball.

Western Illinois Board of Women Officials (No report received)
Chairman: L. Westendorf, 213 S. Mechanic, Macomb 61455
Chairman-elect: Dorothy Cohen, Western Illinois Univ., Macomb
61455
Volleyball chairman: Vuginia llayter, Western Illinois Urns.,
Macomb 61455
Ratings given in basketball, soft ball*. volleyball.

INDIANA
Eastern Indiana Board of Women Officials
Chairman: Sandra Multi, Ball State Univ.. Muncie 47306

Chairman-eku: Nikki Assmann, Ball State Univ_ Muncie 47306
Volleyball chairman: Vivian I ;Air, Ball State Univ., Muncie

47306
Ratings given in basket ball. swimming*. track and field*,
volleyball.
Indiana Lakes Board of Women Officials
Chairman: Ruth Gunden, 1911 Woodwind Place, Goshen 46526,

Co/k ball chairman: Lois Ilovinga, 421 Vistula. Pik hart 46514
Ratings given in basketball, gymnastics, volleyball*.
Indianapolis Area Board of Women Officials (No report received)
Chairman. Priscilla I:. Conway, 1200 N. Girls School Rd..
Indianapolis 46224
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Chairman - elect: Priscilla E, Conway (same as above)

Volleyball chairman: Barbara Greenburg, 4600 Sunset Blvd.,

Indianapolis 46224
Ratings given in basketball, volleyball.

Northern Indiana Board of Women Officials

Chairman: Patricia Roy, Last Gary High School, 3304 I'arkside
Ave., East Gary 46405
Volleyball chairman: Sue Thompson, Lowell Senior High School,
2051 I:. Commercial Ave., Lowell 46356
Ratings given in basketball, gymnastics, track and field',
volleyball.
Southern Indiana Board of Women Officials (No report received)
Chairman: Naomi Leyhe, Indiana University, Bloomington 47401
Chairman-elect. Kay Burns (same address as above)
l'o/ft yball chairman: Leanne Grotke, Indiana Umv., Bloonnngton
47401
Ratings given in basket'Iall, volleyball.
Wabash Valley Board of Women Officials (No report received)
Chairman: Judy Campbell, Laboratory School I,S.U Terre Haute
47809

rolleyball chairman: Cindy Jones, Indiana State Univ., Terre
Haute 47809
Ratings given in basketball, volleyball,

MICHIGAN
Central Michigan Board of Women Officials

Chairman: Charlotte A. Denman, 4444 State A-303, Saginaw
48603

rolleyball chairman: Planore Thompson, 5030 S. Reinhart Line,
Bay City 48706
Ratings given in basketball, swimming, volleyball.
Ingham County Board of Women Officials (No report received)
Chairman: Jean Robinson, 1244 N. Foster, Lansing 48912

rolleyball chairman. Carol Davis, W.M.I. Bldg., Michigan State
Univ last Lansing 48823
Ratings given in basketball, volleyball
Southeastern Board of Women Officials
Chairman: (Iffy Debs, 4800 Kensington, Detroit 48224
Chairman-elect; Joanne Shirk e y, 704 Voakes Rd., Ilaisens Island
48028
rolloball chairman: Lou Stehhk, 6600 Cronin, Dearboin
Heights 48127
Ratings given in basketball, volleyball,
AFFILIATED BOARDS OF OFFICIALS
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Southwestern Michigan Board of Women Officials
Chairman: Connie Spoils, R1. 1, Clark Lake 49234
Chairman-elect: Connie Spoils, Rt. 1. Clark Lake 49234
Volk yball chairman: Connie Spoils (same as above)
Ratings given in basketball, volleyball.
Washienaw County Board of Women Officials

Warner
Chairman: Elizabeth Menzi, Eastern Michigan Univ.,
Gym., Ypsilanti 48197
Chairman-elect: Alice Kildea, Wayne State Univ., Detroit 48202
Volleyball chairman: Jan Schmitt, Eastern Michigan Univ.,

Warner Gym, Ypsilanti 48197
Ratings given in basketball, gymnastics, synchronized swimming,
volley ball.

Western Michigan Board of Women Officials
Chairman: Patricia M. Ashby, 626 Forest, St., Kalamazoo 49001
Chanman-elect: Patricia M. Ashby (same as above)
Volleyball chairman: Marcia Desinga, Grand Rapids Community
College, Grand Rapids 14302
Ratings given in basketball. softball*, volleyball.
OHIO
Officials
Central Ohio Board of Women

Chairman. Charlotte Basnett, 1677 Rosa] 11 Rd., Reynoldsburg
43229
1691 Shan ley Dr. =4,

l'olleyball chairman: Jane Walter.

Columbus 43224
Ratings given in basket ball, volleyball.
Clev clabd Board of Women Officials

Falls
Chap man: Jane Forbush, 17598 Millbrook Dr., Chagrin
44022
Chairman-deo. Joanne Shiley. 4553 I.merson Rd., South Euclid

44121
l'olleyball chairman: Mary I Ilen Lent y. 4761 Dale bridge Rd.,
Apt. L-5, Warrensville Heights 44128
Ratings given in basket ball, gymnastics, softball, track and field,

volleyball.

Eastern Ohio Board of Women Officials
West
Chairman; Norma J. Shalvey, West Liberty State College.
Liberty. W. Va. 26074
College.
Volleyball chairman; Hanle Blasko, West Liberty State
West Liberty. W. Va. 26074
Ratings given in basketball, volleyball.
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Kent State Tri-County Board of Women Officials (No report received)

Chairman. Laurel Wilcox, Wills Gym., Kent State Univ., Kent
44240
Volleyball elm? man. Judy Devine, Wills Gym., Kent State Univ.,
Kent 44240
Ratings given in basketball, swimming, volleyball.
Northwestern Ohio Bowling Green Board of Women Officials
Chairman. Sue !lager, 131 State St., Bowling Green 43402
Chairman-elect. Sue !lager (same as above)
Volleyball chairman: Sue Hager (same as above)
Ratings given in basketball, tennis,
Quint County Board of Women Officials
Chairman: Helen Ludwig, Ohio Northern Univ., Ada 45810
Volleyball chairman: Sheila Wallace, Ohio Northern Univ., Ada
45810
Ratings given in basketball*, softball*, volleyball.
Southeastern Board of Women Officials

Chairman: Lynn A. Simon, Ohio Univ., Grover Center. Athens
45701
Volleyball chairman: Catharine

Brown, Ohio Univ., Grover

Center, Athens 45701
Ratings given in basketball, volleyball.

Southern Ohio Board of Women Officials
Chairman: Jane De Groff, 5835 Shadynnst, Cincinnati 45239
Chairman- elect: Maureen Kovich, 5474 13ahama Terrace,
Cincinnati 45223
Volleyball chairman: Linda Goldbach, St. Ursula Academy,
Cincinnati 45206
Ratings given in basketball, volleyball.
Southwestern Ohio Board of Women Officials
Cha ?man: Mary Lllen Landon, 158 Hilltop Rd., 0,,foid 45056
Chairman-elect. Caroline Zinim CrIll an, Wittenberg Univ., Spline,field 45501
Volleyball c Murmur!: Pamela Diehl, 96
Woodinff, Columbus
43201
Ratings given in basketball, volleyball.

Wooster-Berea Board of Women Officials (No report received)

Chairman: Joanne G. Rosenberger, Ashland College, Ashland
44805
Volleyball chairman: Jeanne Johnson, Ashland College, Ashland
44805
Ratings given in basketball, volleyball.
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Youngstown Area Board of Women Officials (No report received)
Chairman: Eleanor Roller, R.D. #5, Salem 44460
Volleyball chairman: Sandra Ketcham, 751 Wilbur, Youngstown
44502
Ratings given in basketball, swimming, track and field,
WEST VIRGINIA
Northern West Virginia Board of Women Officials
Chairman: Kitts J. Blakemore, West Virginia Univ., Morgantown
2650o
Chairman-elect: M. Gene Neptune, Fairmont State College,
Fairmont 36554
l'o Iley ball chairman: Doris Prete, 3081 University Ave.,
Morgantown 26505
Ratings given in basketball, volleyball.
Southeastern Wet t Virginia Board of Women Officials
Chairman: Georgia Swan, 2091/2 Vermillion, Athens 24712

Volleyball chairman: Betty Basilan', P.O. Box 295, Athens Star
Rte., Princeton 24740
Ratings given in badminton, track and field, volleyball.

Southern West Virginia Board of Women Officials
Chairman. Dorothy ilicks, Marshall Univ.. iluntington 25701
Chairman-elec t Mrs. Forrest Stewart, 6!97 Birkewood Rd.,
Huntington 25701
Volleyball chan man: Betty Roberts, Marshall Univ., Huntington
25701

Ratings given n basketball, volleyball.
WISCONSIN

Fox River Valley Board of Women Officials
Clunrnmn: Helen II. Biwa, Wisconsin State Univ., Oshkosh
54901

Volleyball- chan man: Mary Zmkgrat, 81 S. Bell St., Eondu Lac
54935
Ratings given in basketball, track and field, volleyball.
La Crosse Board of Women Officials (No report received)
Chairman: Lee Stephenson, \Valid) hall, Wisconsin St.itc
La Crosse 54601
l'ollerball chairman: Lee Stephenson (same as 'Move)
Ratings given in badminton, basketball, gymnastics, swimming,
synchroni/cd swimming, track and field, volleyball.
Madison Board of Women Officials

('lion man: Joan 1. Green, 2318 Chalet Garden Rd., Madison
53711
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Chairman-elect, Sally Leme, Univ. of Wisconsin, Madison 53711
Volleyball chairman: Sally Leme (same as above)
Ratings given in basketball, volleyball.
Milwaukee Board of Women Officials (No report received)
Chairman: Carol Wolter, 3862 N. 75th St.-, Milwaukee 53216

Volleyball chairmon: Jeanne Rusch, 3917 N. 76th St.,

:742,

Milwaukee 53222
Ratings given in basketball, softball, track and field, volleyball.
Southeastern Wisconsin Board of Women Officials

Chairman: Marcy Weston, Wisconsin State Univ., Whitewatel
53190

Chairman-elect: Mary Ann Riccio, Wisconsin State Univ., Whitewater 53190

Volleyball charrman: Nancy Nelson, Milwaukee Lutheran Iligh

School, Milwaukee 53200
Ratings given in basketball, swimming, track and held, volleyball.

NORTHWEST DISTRICT

DISTRICT OFFICIATING COORDINATOR.
Jan Boyungs, Central Washington State College,
Ellensburg, Wash. 98926
(1970-731
Elect: Jean Neely, Eastern Oregon College, La Grande, Oreg. 97850
(1973-75)

ALASKA
1aska Interior Board of Women Officials
Ratings given in basketball, gymnastics, volleyball.

IDAHO
Blue MountainTreasure Valle.; Board of Women Officials
Chairman: Gayle Carmel., R 3, Caldwell 83651
Chairman-elect. Jean Neely, Lastein Oregon College, La Grande,
Oreg, 97850
Volleyball churn/ran. Charleda Frost, 200 W. 40th St., Boise
o3704
Ratings given in basketball, volleyball.
Southeastern Idaho Board of Women Officials
Chairman: Lottie Williams, Rime 83443
Volleybal: chairman: Ann Ihncock, Rexbuig 83440
Ratings given in basketball* softball*, volleyball.
AFFILIATED BOARDS OF OFFICIALS
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OREGON
Northern Oregon Board of Women Officials (No report received)

Chairman. Oma Blankenship, S.W. Park and Hall, Portland 97207

Chairman-elect: Fran Gannon, Madison high School, Portland
97207

Volleyball chairman: Ruth Kilgore, Rte. 2, Box 145, Newberg
97132

Ratings given in basketball, gymnastics, tennis, track and field,
volleyball.
Willamette Valley Board of Women Officials
Chauman: Sylvia Moore, Oregon State Univ., Ccrvallis 97331
Ratings given in basketball, gymnastics, synchronized swimming,
volleyball.
WASHINGTON

Central Washington Boar'! of Officials
Chairman: Jan Boyungs, Rte 1-Box 777, Ellensburg 98926
Chairman-elect: Cat hey Webb, Wapato Junior High School,
Wapato 98951
Volleyball chairman' Carol Finney, 8181/2 S. 35th Ave , Yakima
98902
Ratings given in basketball,, volleyball.
Inland Empire Board of Women Officials

Chairman: "..rlene Adrian, Washington State Univ., Pullman
99163
Chairman- elect: Marlene Adrian (same as above)

Volleyball chairman: Virginia Wolf, Univ. of Idaho, Moscow

83843
Ratings given in basketball, volleyball.
Northwest Washington Board of Women Officials
Chairman: Nancy Duke, P.O. Box 993, Ferndale 98248

Chairman-elect: Cheryl Brandt, Evergreen Mobil Park, Ferndale
98248
Volleyball chairman: Mar ly Ewing, Western Washington State

College, Bellingham 98225
Ratings given in basketball, tennis, track and field, volleyi ,:11.
Puget Sound Board of Women Officials

Chairman: Lenore Wilkinson, 3401 37th S.W., Apt. 8, Seattle
98133
Chairman-elect: Mary F. McNulty, 2315 N. 115th, Seattle 98133

Volleyball chairman. Ruth L. Smith, 5018 Puget Blvd. S.W.,

Seattle 98108
Ratings given in basketball, softball, volleyball.
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Spokane Board of Women Officials

Chairman: Mara lee Foss, Rte. 3, Box 293, Coeur d'Alene, Idaho
83814
Volleyball chairman: Len Atwood, Kt . 2, Box 97, Hayden ,..,ake,
Idaho 83835
Ratings given in bask'et ball, volleyball.
Tacoma Board of Women Officials (No report received)
Chairman: Margaret Heinrick, 2342 S. Trafton, Tacoma 98405
Chairman-elect: Joyce Wolf, 8128 Bridgeport Way S.W., Apt. 5,
Tacoma 98499
Ratings given in basketball, softball, volleyball.
SOUTHERN DISTRICT

DISTRICT OFFICIATING COORDINATOR:
Jill Upton, Mississippi State College for Women,
Columbus, Miss. 39701
(1970-72)
Elect. Aileen Britton, Edward White Senior High School,
Jacksonville, Fla. 32210
(1972-74)
ALABAMA

Auburn University Board of Women Officials
Chairman: Aletha W. Bond, Auburn Univ., Auburn 36830
Chairman-elect: Nanellen Lane, Auburn Univ., Auburn 36830
Volleyball chairman: Sandra Bridges, Auburn Univ., Auburn
36830
Ratings given in basketball, tennis, volleyball.
North Alabama Board of Women Officials (No report received)
Chairman: Angeline Nazaretittn, Athens College, Athens 35611
Ratings given in softball, track and field, volleyball.
University of Montevallo Board of Women Officials
(No report received)
Chairman: Bernice Finger, Univ. of Montevallo, Montevallo
35115
Chairman-elect: Miriam Collins (same address as above)
Volleyball chairman: Margaret Blalock (same address as above)
Ratings given in basketball, volleyball.
ARKANSAS
Arkansas Board of Women Officials
Chairman: Pat Gordon, Arkansas Polytechnic College, Russellville
72801
AFFILIATED BOARDS OF OFFICIALS
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Chairman-elect: Pat Gordon (saute as above)
Volleyball chairman: Bettye Wallace, Henderson State College,
Arkadelphia 71 923
Ratings given in tennis, volleyball.
FLORIDA

Gateway Board of Women Officials

Chairman: Connie Durden, 1729 Dibble Circle E., Jacksonville

32216
Chairman-elect: Connie Durden (same as above)
Ratings given in basketball, volleyball*.
Greater Miami Board of Women Officials
33014
Chairman. Carol G. Clements, 1871 W. 68th St., Hialeah
10,
Foster,
110
E.
10
St.,
Apt.
Volle vball chairman: Gloria
Hialeah 33012
Ratings given in basketball, softball, volleyball.
Tallahassee Board of Women Officials
32306
Chairman: Martha Moore, Florida State Univ., Tallahassee
Chairman-elect: Martha Moore (same as above)
Volleyball chairman: Martha Moore, (same as above)
Ratings given in basketball, volleyball.
GEORGIA
Georgia Board of Women Officials

Chau man: Elizabeth Murphey, Univ, of Georgia, Athens 30601
Chatrman-eket: Elizabeth Murphey (same as above)
Volleyball chairman: Lyan Cordell, Univ. of Georgia, Athens

30601
Ratings given in ')asketball*, volleyball.
Milledgeville Board of Women Officials
31061
Chairman: Martha Walton, Georgia College, Milledgeville
Chairman-2lect: Jean Osborne, Georgia College, Milledgeville
31061
Georgia College,

Volleyball chin? man. LeVonne Tayloi,
Milledgeville 31061
Ratings given in tennis, volleyball.

KENTUCKY

Kentucky Board of Women Officials
40220
Chan man: Dolores dulhns, 3718 Stanton Blvd., Louisville
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Upper East Tennessee Board of Women Officials (No report received)
Chairman: Janice Shelton, Box 2482 East Tennessee State Univ.,

Joh son City 37601
Ratings given in volleyball,
West Tennessee Board of Women Officials

Chairman: Linda Kay Simpson, Memphis State Univ., Memphis
38111

Chairman-elect: Harriette Lavenue, Memphis State Univ
Memphis 38111
Volleyball chairman: Linda Simpson (same as above)
Ratings given in basketball, volleyball.
TEXAS

Central Texas Board of Women Officials (No report received)
Chairman: Martha Artus, Univ. of Texas, Austin 78712
Chairman-elect: Martha Artus (same as above)

Volleyball chairman: Barbara Moffitt, Univ. of 1 exas, Austin

78712
Ratings given in badminton, basketball, swimming, tennis,
volleyball.
Denton County Board of Women Officials (No report received)

Chairman:Jean Pekara, North Texas State Univ., Denton 76203
Chairman-elect: Betsy Tandy, Texas Women's Univ., Denton
76204
Volleyball chairman: Elsie Cobb, North Texas State Univ.,
Denton 76203
Ratings given in badminton, basketball, tennis, volleyball,
Houston Board of Women Officials
Chairman: Betty Allison, 5911 Peg, Houston 77018

Volleyball chairman: Patsy I1awell, 7939 Glen Vista, llouston

77017
Ratings given in swimming, tennis, volleyball.
Southeast Texas Board of Officials

Chairman: Jeanette Miser. Sam Houston State Univ., Huntsville
77340
Volleyball chairman: Betty Alexander, Sam Houston State Univ.,

Huntsville 77340
Ratings given in badminton, basketball, tennis, volleyball.
Southern Texas Board of Women Officials
Chairman: Betty Jean Brewer, 4109 Allen Dr., Kingsville 78363

Volleyball chairman: Helen Schultz, 429 W. Corral, Kingsville

78363
Ratings givzn in basketball, tennis, volleyball,
AFFILIATED I OAROS OF OFFICIALS
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West Texas Board of Women Officials (No report received)
Chairman: Mary S. Owens, Texas Technological College, Lubbock
79409
Chairman-elect:

R.

Jeannine Me Haney, Texas Technological

:-ollege, Lubbock 79409
Volleyball chairman: Jeannine Mellaney (same as above)
Ratings given in badminton*, basketball, tennis, volleyball.
VIRGINIA
Fredericksburg Board of Women Officials

Chairman: Rachel Benton, 1309 Ilanover St., Fredericksburg
22401
Chairman-elect: Rachel Benton (same as above)
Volleyball chairman: Rebecca Woos ley, 201 Stonewall Dr.,

Fredericksburg 22401
Ratings given in basketball, volleyball.
Lynchburg Area Board of Women Officials (No report received)
Chairman: Mary A. Heintz, Longwood College, Fanny' Ile 23911
Ratings given in basketball, swimming, volleyball
Southwest Virginia Board of Women Officials
Chairman: Kay Duffy, 1701 West,,,,ea
24015
Chairman-elect: Virginia Lost, Blacksburg 24061

S.W., Roanoie

Volleyball chairman: Carol Johnson, Colonial Ave., Roanoke
24015
Ratings given in basketball, volleyball.
Virginia Northwest Board of Women Officials

Chairman: Tresa Quarles, Ilarrisonburg High School, Harrison-

burg 22801

Chairmun-else Tresa Quarks (same as above)
Volleyball chairman: Margaret Horn, Madison College, Ilarriso:1-

burg 22801
Ratings given in basketball, gymnastics, swimming, volleyball.
SOUTHWEST DISTRICT
DISTRICT OPI-7CIATING COORDINATORS:
Karen Johnson, California State College, Los Angeles, Calif. 90032

(1970-72)

ARIZONA
Central Arizona Board of Women Officials

Chaffinan: Kaye McDonald, Mesa Community College, Mesa
85201
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Killeyball chairman: Jan Rouwenhorst, 10429 W. Glendale Ave.,
(..dendale 85301

Ratings given in badminton, basketball, softball, swimming,

volleyball.

Southern Arizona Desert Board of Women Officials
(No report received)
Chairman:

Jean Metcalfe, Cholla High School, 2001 W. 22nd.,
Tucson 85705
Volleyball chairman: Cecelia Vasquez, 400 N. 2nd Ave., Tucson
High School, Tucson 85719
Ratings given in badminton, basketball, softball, volleyball.

CALIFORNIA
Central California Board of Women Officials
Chairman- Judity llolland, Sacramento State College, Sacramento
95819
Volleyball chairman: Beverly England, 2344 Moraine Circle #3,
Rancho Cordovo 95670
Ratings given in basketball, softball*, swimming*, volleyball.
Coastal Va Pey Board of Women Officials (No report received)
Chairman: Donna Nichols, 48 Washington, Santa Clara 95050
Volleyball chairman: Patricia Moore, Univ. of Santa Clara, Santa
Clara 93153
Ratings given in basketball, soft ball, swimming, volleyball.
DeltaStanislaus Board of Women Officials
Chairman:

Betty Johnson, San Joaquin Delta Collere, 3301

Kensington Way, Stockton 95204
Chairman-elect:

June S. Downer, San Joaquin Delta C. liege,

3301 Kensington Way, Stockton 95204
Volleyball chairman: Bernice Finley, Grace Davis High Se tool,
Modesto 95350
Ratings given in basketball, softball*. volleyball.
Long Beach Board of Women Officials (No report received)
Chairman: Sharon Love, 9611 Oasis Ave., Garden Grove 92644
Volleyball chairman: Daelen Aldrich, 17111 Golden W. #A3,
Humngton Beach 92647

Ratings given in basketball*, softball *, swimming, track and

field*, volleyball*.
Los Angeles Board of Women Officials (No report received)
Chairman: Barbara West, 975 Encanada Dr., La Ilabra 90631
Volleyball chairman: Gene Tadlock, 1445 Sycamore Ave., Apt. 4,
Los Angeles 90019
Ratings given in basketball, softball, volleyball.
AFFILIATED BOARDS OF OFFICIALS
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Marin County Board of Women Officials (No report received)
Chairman. Beth Juri, 114-A Hawthorne Ave., Larkspur 94939
Volleyball chairman: Anne Scott; 1388 Sir Francis, San Anselmo
94960
Ratings given in basketball*, gymnastics, swimming*, volleyball*.
Mid Coast Board of Women Officials

Chairman: Melva Irvin, California State Polytechnic College,
San
Luis 93401
Volleyball chairman: Melva Irvin (same as above)
Ratings given in basketball, volleyball.
North Bay Board of Women Officials
Chairman: Martha Yates, 3036 Magowan Dr., Santa Rosa 95405
Volleyball chairman: Marcia Hart, 1232 Fair Oaks
Ave., Santa
Rosa 95404
Ratings given m basketball, volleyball.
Orange County Board of Women Officials
Chairman: Ow line Gregory, 10072 Hill Rd., Garden Grove 92640

Chairman-elect: Billie Moore, 3121 Quartz Lane #I, Fullerton
92631

Volleyball chairman: Carol Weinmapn, 7082 Melrose St.

Buena Park 90620
Ratings given in basketball, softball, volleyball.
Peninsula Board of Women Officials

Chairman: Joeann Ingraham, College of San Mateo, 1700
W.
Hillsdale Blvd., San Mateo

94402
Chairnzanelect: Joeann Ingraham (same as above)
Volleyball chairman: Ann Sutherland, 55 Newell Rd. #111,
Palo
Alto 94303
Ratings given in basketball*, softball*, volleyball.
Redwoo 1 Board of Women Officials
Chairman: Karen l'arlato, 339 9th St., Fortuna 95540
Chin, man-elect: Elizabeth Parrott, 4747 Arabella Ave.,
Eureka
95501

Volleyball chairman: Evelyn Doke, Humboldt State College,
Arcata 95521
Ratings given in basketball, softball*, volleyball.
San Fernando Valley Board of Women Officials (No report received)
Chairman. Shirley Knipe, 11019 White Oak Ave., Granada hills
91344
Chairman-e'ect: Linnea Ilass
Ratings given in basketball, softball, swimming, volleyball.
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San Francisco Bay Counties Board of Women Officials
(No report received)
Chairman: Judy Steele, 4736 El Centro Ave., Oakland 94602

Volleyball chairman: Anne McIntyre, 2145 Donald

Dr.

#2,

Moraga 94556
Ratings given in basketball, gymnastics, swimming, volleyball.
San Joaquin Board of Women Officials
Chairman: Lei lain Overstreet, 1310 W. Mcsa Ave., Fresno 93705
Chairman-elect: Diana Perry, 735
Noble. Apt. 2, Visalia 93277
Volleyball chairman: Lydia Cantrell, 487 W. Scott, Fresno 93704
Ratings given in basketball, gymnastics, tennis. ',one yball.

Santa Barbara Tri-Counties Board of Women Officials (No report
received)

Chairman: Millie Andress, 700 Wendy #15, Newbury Park 91370
Volleyball chairman: Bobbie Diehl, 170 Camarillo St., Lamautto
93010
Ratings given in basketball, swimming. volleyball.
Superior California Board of Women Officials
Chairman: Mary Ann I lamson, 1853-16th St., ()royale 95965

Volleyball chairnm. Betty-Ann Swart, 2166 Mariposa Ave.,
Chico 95926
Ratings given in basketball, swimming, volleyball.
HAWAII

Hawaii Board of Women Officials (No report received)
Chairman: Wendy J. Pitcher, Box 146 C'('I1, Laic 96762
Chanman-elect: Donna M. Chun, Radford High School, 4361 Salt
Lake Blvd., Honolulu 96818
Volleyball chairman: b. Domini, Box 32 C('II, Laic 96762
Ratings given in basketball, volleyball.
NEVADA
Nevada Board of Winner. Officials
Chairman. Luella Lilly, 605 Imperial Blvd., Reno 89503

Volleyball chairman: Luella Lilly, Univ. of Nevada. Reno 39507
Ratings given in basketball, volleyball.
Southern Nevada Board of Women Officials

Chairman: Nancy Molignoni, 4517 Palencia Ave_ L,s Vegas

89109
Chau mon-e/ect. Lynn Thoth, Rancho High School, Las Vegas
89109

rollo'boll chauman: Bonnie Ilaagan, J.1). Smith Jr. 110 School,
Las Vegas 89109
Ratings given in basketball *. sot t ball*, volleyball*,
AFFILIATED BOARDS OF OFFICIALS
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NEW MEXICO

New Mexico Board of Women Officials (No report received)
Chairman: Arlene Kilpatrick, Western New Mexico Univ., Silver
City 88061

Volleyball chairman: Janice K. Olson. Univ. of New Mexico,

Albuquerque 87106
Ratings given in bt .,ketball, gymnastics, swimming, volleyball.
UTAH

Utah State Board of Women Officials
Chairman: Lo ye Painter, Logan Jr. Iligh, Logan 64321
Volleyball chairman: Carol Day, 363 North 1st N., Brigham City
84302
Ratings given in basketball, gymnastics, softball, volleyball.
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STANDARDS FDR DFFICIALS RATINGS
Badminton, Basketball, Softball, Swimming, Tennis, TrackField, and Volleyball

1 here are five officials ratings Each is designed to meet the needs

of various levels

of sports events and to stimulate interest of

individuals who desire to officiate All ratings are transferable, and
none is a prerequisite to any other rating.
The Innanneal mating qualifies the holder to officiate games in

the school in which she is enrolled or games of comparable level
l'he sun late mating qualifies the holder to officiate games which
may' be adequately controlled by a lesser experienced official.
The / mal rating signifies that the holder is capable of off iciating
the typical interschool or recreational league game

he Honorary rating denotes at least ten years' service as a

National official and represents maturity and experience
'I he Nanonal mating signifies that the holder is capable of
officiating any game anywhere in the United States, This rating is for
the most highly skilled official
Specific requirements for all iat ings are outlined below
Intramural Official

Minimum grades theory, 70. practical, 70
1 heoretical examination special intramural examination or

I

2

3.

national examination, minimum 70.
Practical examination satisfactorily calling one contest

4 Age no requirement
5 Duration two Yeats from next June I.
Recommended tees minimal lees as established by the nisi]
tut ion, 1/ dewed

Associate Official
I
Minimum graces average of theory and practical, 75
2. Theoretical examination national examination, muumuu 7
3 Practical examination given by at least one National official,
.

minimum 75.

4 Age no requirement
5. Duration two years *Joni next June I
6. Recommended fees maximum S5 plus traveling expenses for
,

a single game, match, or meet.'

I hese fees are recommended by the I secutuse Board as a guide to
Affiliated boards I hese boards may set fees to"er or higher than tit use
suggested above \shell the local situation demands an adjustment from die
recommended fees

*No re
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Local Official

Minimum grades average of theory and practical. 80
2. Theoretical examination national
examination, minimum 78.
3 Practical examination
given by at least two members with
National ratings. minimum 80
I

4 Age no requirement
5 Duration two years from
next June I

6 Recommended tees. S7 plus traveling
expenses for a single
game. match. or meet
Junior National Official
I

Age below 20 years

At 20 years.

rating automatically
becomes a National rating.
2. bor other requirements. see Natrona/ Official
below
National Official

Minimum grades average of theory and practical. 85.
heoretical examination national examination.
minimum 82
3 Practical examinations
a.
IR di examination given by at least three members
with
National ratings, minimum 85.
b Alternate plan for basketball or volleyball !second
year of
Mal) alter holding a National mating with the
same board
for lour consecutive years, the ot icial may request
that
seven different coaches evaluate
her of ficiating (see
appropi tate spoils packets tut
details), rn lieu of the
practical rating session
4. Age minimum 20 years by Jun I of the year rating
is taken
5 Duration Iwo years from
next June I
6. Recommended lees S9 plus traeling expenses tot
game. match, or meet If only one of f mat is used, a single
should be S i 8 plus thic cling expenses for a single game.*the ice
_

National Honorary Rating

An applicant

is eligible to apply after earning het
/Atli
rating at Iteo-rear intend 's
Hie application
should be made to the past chairman
of
Services Area by the al I Mated hoard chairmanthe Official mg
d should be
in the hands 01 the past chairman by March I
2. Alternate requirement when a lapse of
one year has ()coined
in the holding of a National mating twelve
yea's of service as a
*S..e Cynninstits Cul& for mlormdtion about pnies'

«mSei Wive

and fee InLeption%,
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National or Junior National Official are required This would
he a span of 13 years Apply after earning the sixth 'Ming.
3. Durat ma as long as the official remains active (actively
officiating games. training officials. or acting as a rater for an
affiliated hoard). For reinstatement after being inactive more

thin one yen. the official must pass the national theoretical
examination %call a minimum score of 86
Levels of ratings for gymnastics and synchronized swimming are:

1//mmums
rheOreneal
PraC tutu

Gymnast/es

National .
Loaad

65
50

Minimums
Practical

Si in hi om:ed St., minim;

National.

80

90
80
70

.

Regional

I hem e (nal

00

.

Regional

SO

I oral

70

85
75
65

FEE EXCEPTIONS

Swimming The recommended lees for Nationally rated sw1111111Ing
oink 1,11S aze

When there ale I hrec (Mk MIN S6 plus trawling expenses per
single meet (cchethei dual or group), Y) plus
official tot
trawling expenses per official for meets such first and second
teams part 'omit mg,

Wheie there are lesser than duce of hem's SO plus tiaeling
expenses pet of 6. Nil lot a single meet (vlicther dual or group).
S12 plus ra eh ng expenses per official I or meets with hist and
second teaim
Tennis. In compliance sstth the United States Law n Iemir, Ay,oetanon polio,. no tees gill be charged for officiating tennis matches.
although trace] expenses nta, he accepted
Track and Field. It is customar, for one official to be paid a
inininnon
Per Session (a session shall be defined as a period
of

time appioximately three hours in length) plus traveling

expenses. In the case of shorter sessions, lees should be adjusted
accordingl. When possible. other of fkials may be paid.
REGISTRATION OF OFFICIALS
.\ number of states require those cho of I ielate either bo, N 01 girls
utterscholastIL contests to be registel ed with the State Iligh School
STANDARDS FOR OFFICIALS RATINGS
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Athletic Association or other administrative body. Holding a DGWS
rating ordinarily does not exempt an official from complying with
this regulation.
All DGWS officials who officiate any high school or junior high
school games are urged to cooperate fully with their state regulatory
body by registering with the proper organization and paying any
required fee, by wearing the official emblem in addition to the
DGWS emblem, and by complying with all requirements for sports
officials.
AMATEUR STANDING OF OFFICIALS'

An official who wishes to maintain her amateur status as a

participant in a sport must be aware of the ruling(s) on amateur
status established by the governing body for that sport.
Amateur status may be defined by groups governing high school
and college level competition. National organizations governing
amateur competition may also have established rulings on the

amateur status of the participant.
The official who wishes to maintain her status as a participant is
respe ible for investigating the specific regulations of the governing
body who has Jurisdiction...over her eligibility as a participant.
Amateur Standing in Basketball, Track and Field, and Swimming

A -onling to the Amateur Athletic Union, which has lunsdict ion
ove amateur basketball, track and field. and swimming, any person
receiving compensation ior officiating in any sport renders herself
ineligible for further arateur competition.
An official, without jeopardizing her amateur standing, may
request. receive, or accept expenses in connection with her participation in any event which shall not exceed (a/ her actual expenditures
for travel (eight cents per mile or first class public transportation
fare) and (b) her actual expenditures for maintenance up to a
nonitemired total of S 10 per day,
Amateur Standing in Softball

The Amateur Softball Association has taken the position that
umpires who officiate softball games and are paid for their services
do not professionalite themselves and are thereby eligible to
participate m ASA competition,
Amateur Standing in Volleyball

According to the United States Volleyball Association, volleyball
officials may get only transportation, meals, and lodging and may
receive no honorarium if they wish to retain their amateur standing
11

Or more complete details, see .1011PER 39 24.27, October 1968.
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HOW TO BECOME A RATED OFFICIAL

Study the rules, the article on the techniques of officiating,
and the study questions.
2 Attend interpretations meetings and officiating clinics
1.

or

training courses conducted in your vicinity.

3. Practice often. To sonic, officiating comes easily.
to others it
comes only as the result of hard work and concentration.
Welcome criticism and work hard to improve.

4. Find out from the chairman of the nearest
affiliated board
when examinations for

ratings are to be held, (Consult list of
affiliated boards )
5. Contact the chairman of the
nearest affiliated board for
materials necessary to give Intramural
ratings.
G. Remember that it is the aim of the Officiating
Services Area to
maintain a high standard for National officials.
Do
discouraged if you do not receive a National rating not be
on your
first attempt Welcome suggestions
frmi the examiners,
practice more, and try again
INFORMATION FOR AFFILIATED

AND PROVISIONAL BOARDS

An alpluned board is a board which has at least three
National
officials in a given sport, it is authorized to give
ratings at all levels in
that sport.
A provisional board is a board which has at least thiee
Associate
officials in a given sport, it is authorized to give ratings
at the
Intramural and Associate levels in that sport.
When OSA rating films are used as a medium for
synchronized swimming and gymnastics. these :roads rating in
may award
ratings at

any level and do not need three National or three

AssoLiate officials.

An affiliated board which finds it cannot fulfill the
requirements
for retaining full affiliation may request permission from
chairman to become a provisional board. An affiliated the OSA
request provisional status in sports in which it has fewer board may
National officials, while retaining full affiliated status than three
in sports in
which it has three National of ficials Boards giving
gymnastii. , and/or
synchronized swimming ratings have affiliated status
in those sports
Boara aie urged to ptomote the rating of Intramural
officials by
supply)
examinations and practkal rating forms to teachers
in
nearby schools bees to cover operating
may be charged to
the candidates for these cervices. Recoidsexpenses
of all ratings must be kept
by the boards.
Please write to the Officiating Services
Area secretary for
assistance in the organization
ill of new groups desiring to become
affiliated or provisional boards.
STANDARDS FOR OFFICIALS RATINGS
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Badminton, Gymnastics,' Softball, Swimming, Synchronized Swimming,'
Tennis, and Track and Field Ratings

A board does not nee() to have a specific number of officials in
order to initiate ratings in 1 ,ese sports. Examinations will be sent to
the board chairman when s e makes application to the chairman of

the Exam mat ions and Ratings Committee of the sport in which
ratings are to be given

Examination packets are mailed according to the following

schedule

September 1Sbadminton, basketball, swi..nriung, synchronized swimming, tennis, and volleyball
When rating film booking has been confirmedgymnastics
November 15 track and field

January 15softball

Choose at least three of the best qualified individuals to act as the

examining committee for the sport. (After two years, if a board
wishes to continue affiliation in a sport, it will be required to have at
least three National officials in the particular sport.)
Basketball and Volleyball Ratings

To initiate ratings in basketball, an affiliated board must have
three National officials, and a provisional board must have three
officials with at least an Associate rating.
To initiate ratings in volleyball, an affiliated hoard must have one
National official, and a provisional board must have one official with
at least an Associate rating
Emblem and Uniform

The emblem for National officials in all sports consists of a shield.
Other emblems are available for Local, Associate, and Intramural
officials.

The official uniform for basketball, volleyball, and .rack and

field is a navy blue and white tailored shirt or navy blue and white
Jersey worn with either a navy blue tailored skirt, culotte, or kilt,
and appropriate rubber-soled shoes, and socks. A navy blue blazer
may complete the uniform if desired. Officials who receive fees for
officiating arc required to Wear the official shirt.
The official shirt and white shorts or tailored skirt constitute the
uniform lor National swimming officials.
The official shirt and navy blue or white tailored skirt constitute
the uniform for National tennis of ficials.
For softball, the umpires shall wear uniforms which are navy
blue in color.
See respective Guides for rating procedures.
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The official shirts and emblems are available from The lianold

Company, Sebago Lake, Maine 04075. The company can also

provide approved blazers. When ordering, send dress size and check
or money order for correct amount. Anyone may order the official
shirt. A current rating card must accompany an individual's order for
an emblem; however, it is not necessary to send a rating card when
ordering a shirt,

An affiliated board may wish to have a supply of shirts or

emblems for distribution to newly rated officials. A quantity order
may be placed only by the affiliated hoard chairman. It is not
necessary that the chairman enclose her own rating card, but full
payment must accompany the order
Prices. Shirt 55.00; knit Jersey, 58.00; doeskin blazer, 528.00:
National and Junior National emblems, 51.75; Local, Associate, and
Intramural emblems, Si.
Shipping Charge: 754 per order.
HOW TO ESTABLISH A BOARD OF OFFICIALS
I

Establish the need for an affiliated board by contacting women

in the area who have current ratings or who are interested
standardizing and raising the level of officiating badminton,
basketball, gymnastics, softball, swimming, tennis. track and
field, or volleyball in that area.
2

Write to the Officiating Services Area Secretary, listed in the
Officiating Services Area section of this Gu.de, for a sample
copy of an authorized eonstitutio" for officials' boards and the
Policies and Practices Handbook and application for becoming
an affiliated board.

3. At a designated meeting of interested women, present plans for
forming a hoard.
a.
Choose a name which will permit expansion of function as
need may arise; do not limit title to one sport.
b,
c.

From the group, elect a chairman, chairman-elect, secre-

tary, and treasurer.
Form an examining committee of at least four members. If

any member has been rated elsewhere. her experience

should be helpful; such a rating is not necessary, however,
except in basketball and volleyball, (See 4 below.) It is
suggested that members of the examining committee be
examined and obtain ratings from other affiliated boards

e

whenever possible.
d

Make plans for drawing up a constitution according to the
sample copy received from the Officiating Services Area
Plan to devote some time to the study of the rules and to
practice officiating. If possible, secure the assistance of some
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rated official in each sport for which the Board anticipates
giving ratings.

4. Send to the Officiating Services Area Secretary the completed
application form, two copies of the local constitution, and a
check for S5 annual dues (made payable to the Officiating
Services Area). If basketball ratings are to be given, an affiliated

board must send a

list

of three National officials, and a

provisional board must send a list of three officials with at least
an Associate rating. If volleyball ratings are to be given, an

affiliated board must send the name of one National official,
and a provisional board must send the name of one official with
at last an Associate rating. A list of four interested women must

be sent if the board wishes to give rating in sports other than
basketball or volleyball. If a board wishes continued affiliation
in any sport, at the end of two years, an affiliated bard will be
required to have at least three National officials, a provisional
board will be required to have at least three officials with at
least an Associate rating. Approval of the application will come
from the Officiating Services Area Chairman who will request

that examination packets be sent to your Affiliated Board
Chairman for all sports in which your Board r authorized to
give ratings. The process of accepting an application for
affiliation of a new Board and of requesting that the proper
examination packets be sent ordinarily takes several weeks.
Prospective Boards, therefore, should file for affiliation at least
a month before they wish to hold rating sessions.
5. Administer Form A of the National Theoretical Examination.
To cover the operating expenses, charge a small fee payable at

the time of taking the written examination. Form B of the

National Theoretical Examination may be administered to those
who did not pass Form A.
6. Conduct practice sessions in rating officials. All persons on the
examining committee who have not previously rated officials

should have a minimum of three practice sessions prior to

actually Wing. Secure the assistance of a rated official in these
practice sessions if at all possible.

7. Give practical examinations to individuals who pass the written
exam mat ion. These should be conducted by three members of
the examining committee.

8. Request appropriate rating cards from the OSA Secretary for
distribution to those who pass the theoretical and practical
examination.

9. Send lists of approved officials to schools and other organizations in the area. This Ponce should indicate the maximum fees
for officiating in accordance with the OSA policy and should
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give the name, address, rating, and telephone number of each
official.

10. Keep accurate lists of all persons receiving ratings. Forward
these lists to the chairmen of the Examinations and Ratings
Committees in those sports in which your Board was authorized
to give ratings.
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SOURCES OF INFORMATION AND MATERIAL
Source

Information Needed

Board Policy

Officiating Services Area Chairman

Policies and practices handbook . . Officiating Services Area Secretary
DGWS rules interpreter for each
Rules interpretation

sport. Secure the name from
the current Guide
port.

of the

Expansion and affiliation

Offic ating Services Area Secre-

Dues

Offitaating Services Area Trea-

t

surer
Officiating standards for each sport Chairman of the Principles and
Techniques of Officiating
Committee
Past Chairman of the Officiating
National Honorary rating
Services Area
Materials Needed

Rating cards
Ext+mma lion matt 0
DGWS Guides

Uniforms and emblems

Source

Officiating Services Area Seeretary
Examinations and Ratings Chairman for the sport in which
examinations are desired
DGWS- AAIIPLR, 1201 Sixteenth St., N.W Washington.
D.C. 20036

The Ilanold Company, Sebago
Lake, Maine 04075

Officiating Services Area officers are listed under Officiating I.xecutive
Board in this CuLde.
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VOLLEYBALL STUDY QUESTIONS
1971

1973

Revised by the VOLLEYBALL EXAMINATIONS
AND RATING COMMITTEE
PART I

Directions

Indicate the official's decision in the following situation, using

the key letters in the space provided in front of each question. There
is only one best answer to each question. Assume that no conditions
exist other than those stated in the question.
R . . repeat the se.ve
Key: P . . point
TO. . team time-out
SO . . . side-out
L . . . . legal, or play continues
Questions
2.

Team A serves the ball before the referee indicates readiness for play.
learn A serves. The ball hits the ceiling 25 feet above the
ymirt.

3

The RF player of the serving team blocks a spike, then
sends the ball over the net on the second contact. The
call is not returned.

4

A player serves the ball from a distance of eight feet

5

behind the endline.
A player on the receiving team leaves court to volley the

6

7.

8

ball. The returned ball passes directly over the net

marker and lands on the opponents' side line.
RB player of the serving team, in spiking the ball,
takes off behind, but lands in front of the spiking line.
The ball is not returned.
During play at the net, a blocker on the receiving team
touches the net and a Spiker on the serving team lands
on the center
While the server is serving the ball, I he RF of the serving

team steps off the court so she will not be hit by the
ball.
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9

in lining up to receive the serve, the CB stands ahead of

the LE and RE, but behind the CF. The served ball

is

10

returned to the floor of the serving team.
During a game the receiving team has had two time-outs
and consumes 20 seconds in completing a substitution.

11

A player persists in making distracting remarks to

a

the ball hard into the net, causing the net to touch

a

member of the opposing team every time that girl serves.
On the first contact for the receiving team, a player hits

12.

player on the serving team.
13.

On the serve, a player on the serving team persistently
raises her hands in front of the eyes of her opposing
forward.

14._

A forward on the serving team is supported by a teammate in order to keep her balance as she contacts the
ball.

The RB on the receiving team runs forward to play the
ball: the ball hits her shoulder and rebounds forward.
The RI' hits the ball to the floor in the server's court.

15.

PART II

Directions

Read the questions carefully. Select the one item which best

answers the question.

Questions:
16.
Which of the following is the correct procedure for the referee
when the serving team commits a foul?
A. Call and give signal for foul, award side-out.
B. Blow whistle: call and give signal for foul, award side-out.
C. Blow whistle, award side-out.
D. Give signal for foul: award side-out.
17.

Which of the tollowing is the responsibility of the umpire'.'
A. Announce score during time-out if a score board is not
visible.

B. Watch the receiving team for illegal positioning at the time
of the serve.
C. Watch the serving team for illegal positioning at the time of
t he serve.

D. 'I oss coin to deter nine choice of court or first serve.
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18.

19.

Where should the umpire position herself?

A. On a stand on the side of the court opposite the referee so
her eyes are two to three feet above the net.
B. On the floor close to the net or the side of the serving team
and on the opposite side of the court from the referee.
C. On a stand close to the net on the side of the receiving team
and on the opposite side of the court from the referee.
D. On the floor close to the net on the sick u: the receiving
team and across the court from the referee.
The serving area behind the end line is three feet wide. What is
the correct procedure?
A. The serve must be made within this three-foot area.

B. The server may enter the court to a dept t of three feet as
she serves.

C. The server may enter the court to a depth of six feet as she
serves.

D. The server must start behind the end line, but may enter
the court on the follow-through.

20.

When may the captain of Team A request time-out for

substitution?
A. Anytime the ball is dead.
B. When the ball is dead and Team A has possession of it.

C. When the ball is dead or in play on Team A's side of the

21.

net.
D. Anytime
When is it necessary to declare a game defaulted?

A. A team fails to list all team members and substitutes in the
score book one minute prior to game time.

B. A team fails to be in proper serving order when official
blows her whistle for the second game.
C. A team has numbers only on tae back of their uniforms.

D. A team has seven players on the court when the official
22.

blows her whistle for the second game.
Where should the linesmen station themselves?
A. Behind each end line, at opposite sides of the court.
B. Opposite the end lines, on same side of court as umpire.
C. Opposite the end lines, on same side of court as referee.

D. In opposite corners of court, in line with and across court
from server.

23.

If the special provision regarding substitution for an injured
player has been employed when may a player who has been
removed because of injury return to play?
A. She may return on the next dead ball.
B. She may return at any time.
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14,

C. She may not return until the beginning of the next game of
the same match.
D. She may not return for the remainder of the match.
After Team A has started serving, it is discovered that the last

member of Team B to serve was serving out of turn. What
procedure should the referee follow?

A. Foul called on Team B and a point awarded to Team A.
B. Points scored by player serving out of turn are cancelled
and game continues with Team A serving.

C. Points scored by Team B remain, the serving order is corrected, and the game continues with Team A serving.
D. Points scored by Team B remain and the serving order will
25.

26.

27.

stand as altered when Team B receives the ball for serve.
Which official may recognize substitutes?
A. Referee
B. Umpire
C. Scorer
I/ Either the referee or umpire
What is the signal for player out of position?
A. Hand on hip, on same side of oody; indicate offending team.
B. Hand on hip, on opposite side of body.
C. No signal; verbal call only.
D. No signal, verbal call while indicating offending team.

Playing time expires while the ball is in play. What procedure
should officials follow?
A. Play continues until ball is dead, timer sounds horn; referee
awards point or side-out and calls "Game."

B. Play continues until ball is dead, referee awards point or
side out, timer sounds horn.

C'. Tinier sounds horn n»mediately. referee calls "Game,"
referee checks score.

D. Timer sounds horn immediately, referee calls Elm -out,
28.

referee checks score.
The ball is in play when a player on the serving team Is' nured.
What is the correct procedure?
A. Call time-out immediately, the receiving team puts the ball
Into play.

B. Call tne-out immediately; the ,rerving team puts the ball
into play.

C. Wait until the ball is dead to call time-out, the receiving
team puts the ball into play.
1). Wait until the ball is dead to call time-out, the wilting team
puts the ball into play.
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29.

Which choice does the captain winning the toss have')
A. Choice of first serve.
B. Choice of own court.
C. Either choice of first serve or choice of own court.
D. Both choice of first serve and choice of own court.

30.

In which of the following ,atuations should the official sound
the whistle?
A. The center forward steps on the center line.
B. Two opposing forwards touch the net simultaneously Mule
playing the ball.

C. Two players from Team A and one from Team B hit the
31.

ball above the net simultaneously.
D. The right back steps on the line just after serving.
Which of the following is an illegal play?

A. The CB blocks the ball, then sets to the LF who sends the

32.

33.

ball over the net.
B. The LB takes off to spike a ball while 12 feet from the net.
C. The CF blocks the ball, then sets to LF who sends the ball
over the net.
D. The LF, after spiking the ball, follows through across, but
does not contact the net.
After the ball has been served, the 12F moves to the center of
the court to act as setter for her team's offensive play. What is
the official's decision?
A. Point or side-out
B. Legal play
C. Player is warned for player out of position.
D. Player is warned, serve is repeated.
Which of the following is an illegal serve?

A. Server stands five feet behind the end fine, within the
serving area lines, as she contacts the ball.

B. Server throws the ball up, swings at and completely misses
the ball.

C. Server steps on the end line on her follow-through after
contacting the ball.

D. Server stands behind the end line, at the center of the
court, as she contacts the ball.

34.

During a time-out for Team B, their coach enters the playing
court to confer with players. Team B is the serving team. What
is the referee's decision?
A. Side-out is declared.

B. The coach is warned to stay off the floor except between
games.
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35.

C. 'team B losses the game by disqualification.
1) Procedure is legal.
The receiving team returns the serve causing the ball to touch a
net ;Harker. It lands on the floor within the serving team's
court. What is the referee's decision?
A. Point, ball touched net.
B. Point, ball out of bounds.
C. :-Ade-out.

1). Replay the point.

ANSWERS AND RULE REFERENCES

Question

Answer
R

...

R

I,

3

P

4

L

5

SO

6

P

7, 13c;
1, 4, 5, 9
2. 7, 12a: 4, 2d
8, 3d
8, 3b, 8, 3f

P

I

SO

4, lc
4. 2c( 1),(3),(4)

10

P

7, 18d; 8, od

'1

P

9. Id

12

L

8, 3b

13

SO

9. le

14

SO

15

SO

16

B

8, 2h
7. 9; 5, 3
6. 2a (12): 8: Techniques of
Officiating, Signals

17

B

6, 2b (2): 6, 2a (14); 6, 2a
(3), 6, 2a (1)

18

1)

6. 2b(1)

8
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6, 2a (10) (11)

I

SO
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19

B

20

A

I, 4
4, 3a

21

C

5, 5:8, 6f; 6, 2c (3),4, 2

22 11

I)

6, 2e(I)

23
24

1)

C

4, 3f
7, 8c

25

D

4, 3b; 6, 2a (8), 6, 2b (7)

26

B

Techniques of Officiating,

27

B

28

B

6, 2d (6)
7, 18b

Signals

2%

C

7,3

30

B

8, 3b; 7, II

31

A

7, 1 3c; 8, 3c ( I), 8, 4b

32

B

4,2d

33

D

34

D

35

C

8, 1 f; I, 4
9, 3
7, 12b, 7, 12e

Inquiries concerning volleyball study questions or examina-

tions should be addressed tc the chairman of the Volleyball
Examinations and Ratings Committee, Nancy B. Stubbs,
Department of Physical Edocation for Women, University of
Tennessee, Knoxville, Tennessee 37916
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Techniques of Officiating Volleyball
Revised by the PRINCIPLES AND TECHNIQUES
OF OFFICIATING COMMITTEE

The following principles and techniques of officiating volleyball
should be observed by all officials,
POSITION OF OFFICIALS

The referee should station herself at one end of the net in a

position that will give her an equally clear view of both courts. This
position should allow the official to see two or three feet above the
net.

Location and height are important; proper position allows the

official to follow the play elr.,sely on both sides of the net., Standards
may be ,onstructed or improvised through use of a chair on a table.
The umpire should station herself at the end of the net opposite the
referee at floor level, slightly to the receiving side of court. She may
move along the side line to watch for overlap, and should move close

to the net when the ball is in play to see net and center line violations.

Equipment

1. The official should keen a whistle on a cord around her neck.
2. She should have a current rulebook at hand for reference.
3. She should wear appropriate clothing. The official uniform is
suitable in most situations. it an official's stand is used, however, it may be advisable for the official to wear slacks, dep-nd-

mg upon local custom and upon seating arrangements at the
game.

CONTROLLING PLAY

The official should hold the whistle near her mouth in the hand
nearer the receiving team's side of the court. The arm nearer the
serving team's side is used for signals. When side out is called, the
official should transfer the whistle to the other hand in order to
eliminate confusion in determining the serving team.

In certain situations, use of the whistle is unneceFsai I. Game
conditions determine wheth, 'he voice and arm signal', are sufficient or whether a whistle is also essential. All visual sigrals should
communicate as much information as possible.
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The official should blow the whistle (when necessary), announce
the violation, and give the signal in the following situations:
1. Illegal serve
a. When the ball is not given immediate impetus upon contact.
(Signal illegal hit.)
b. When the ball contacts the net. (Signal net foul.)

c. When some part of the ball fails to pass over or withal the
markers on the net. (Signal out of bounds).
d. When the ball strikes an ob.;?ct or lands outside the playing
court. (Signal repla, or out (.I' bounds.)

e. When the ball strikes an object over the playing court.

(Signal replay or out of bounds.)
f. When the server fails to be behind the end line and within
the 10-foot service area. (Signal line foul.)
g. When a foot fau.t is made. (Signal line foul.)
2. Illegal play of the ball

a. When the ball is not returned within the opponents' court.
(Signal out of bounds.)

*b. When the ball is not returned over or within the net
markers. (Signal out of bounds and point to tape marker.)
c. When the ball is not contacted with a legal hit. (Signal
illegal hit.1

d. When the ball is played more than once (consecutive has)
by any one player except as provided for in the rules on
blocking. (Signal more than one hit.)
e. When the ball is contacted by a fourth player. (Signal more
than three hits.)
f. When the ball is contacted by any part of the body below
the waist. (Signal body foul.)
g. When the ball is contacted by one player while supported
by another player or object. (No visual signal.)
h. When the ball is caught or touched by a player, either on or

off the court, before it touches the floor or ether out-ofbounds object. (Signal gold.)

3legal play at net

a. When the ball is held or pushed against the net. (Signal
illegal hit.)

b. When the net is touched by any part of the body. No foul
shall be called if the ball is driven into the net with such
force that the net contacts a player on the opposing team.
(Signal net foul.)

c, When the Mayor reaches over the net to play the ball in an
illegal manner. (Signal reaching over net.)
*An asterisk denotes a change in officiating ted piques.
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d. When the player reaches under the net in an illegal manner.
(Signal net foul.)
e. When there is a center line violation. (Signal line foul.)

4. Ball played from an illegal position (Signal player out of
position.)

a. When any player fails to be in correct position during
intact at the serve.
b. When a back line player goes to the net in an attempt to
block the ball by placing one or both of her hands above
the net.

c. When a back court player takes off from in front of the
spiking line and spikes the ball.
5. Player enters game illegally. (No visual signal.)
a. When a player fails to follow correct substitution
procedure.
b. When player enters the game for the third time.
c. When player re-enters game after being disqualified.

6. Game delayed. (The official shall blow the whistle, if neces-

sary, and announce the violation no visual signal is given.)
a. When excessive time is consumed before the ball is served.

b. When excessive tiny' is used in recovering the ball from
out-of-bounds.
c. When there is persistent slowness in rotation of position.

d. When a team takes more than the two allotted time-out
periods.

e. When a team which has had two time-outs uses more than
15 seconds to complete a substitution.
f. When a team fails to be ready to play at the beginning of
each game.

*g. When any act, in the judgment of the official, is done in a
manner to deliberately delay the game.
7. Repeating play. (Signal replay.)

a. When players on opposing sides commit a foul simultaneously.

b. When a foul is committed by a player at the net in the same

play which an opponent also commits a foul, even if the
fouls do not occur at the same instant.

c. When a player serves before the referee signals for readiness
to play prior to each serve.
d. When the official sounds the whistle by mistake or there is
outside interference in the play action.

e. When the ball strikes the ceiling or apparatus less than 26
feet in height or when it strikes an obstruction or wall
within 6 feet of the sides of the court if local ground rules
have provided for this.
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*8. Time out. (Signal time-out.)
a. When a coach or player requests time-out.
b. When the :corer or 'imer notifies the official.
c. When an injury occurs.
d. When any unforeseen problem occurs.
The referee, after determining that both teams are ready to play,

shall blow her whistle, if necessary, and signal the Right Back to

begin service. (Signal begins service.)
Arm signals should interpret the events of the game and should be

held long enough for players, coaches, scorers, timers, linesmen and

spectators to see. It is recommended that the official blow the

whistle (if necessary), signal, and announce the foul or violation,
then declare point or side -tha with an arm signal accompanying the
verbal announcement, since this is a natural sequence of events.
However, the reverse order of announcement, signal, and the declaraion of point or side-out following is acceptable. All signals can be

demonstrated with the use of one hand, except replay. For the

replay signal, the official's nonsignal hand should maintain contact
with the whistle as the arms are crossed.
Sign'als (as illustrated on back cover)

I. Point. Raise the arm sideward, parallel to the floor, and point
the hand toward the team that has scored. For the team on the
referee's right, use the right arm; for the team on the left, use
the left arm.
2. Side-out. Raise the arm sideward, fingers extended toward the
team that has been serving. Keeping the arm parallel to the
floor, bring the arm across the front of the body in a semicircle, finishing with the fingers pointing toward the team that
will receive the ball for service. (If local situations are such

that the referee is situated at the net so that a horizontal
semicircle cannot be described, make the semicircle in a

vertical rather than a horizontal plane.)
3. Tune-out. Raise both arms sideward to shoulder height, fingers

extended. Indicate the team requesting time-out by keeping

the arm sideward with fingers extended in the direction of that
team; drop the other arm to the side of the body. If a time-out

is to be charged to an official, extend both arms sideward,
then point toward self with either hand.

4. Ball contacted more than three times. Raise arm vertically

with four fingers extended.
5. More than one consecutwe hit. Raise arm vertically overhead

with two fingers extended. (See Rule exception, Net Play,
Rule 7, Section 13.)
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*6. Stepping over center line. Point open hand toward center line
and then indicate the team of the offendirg player.
*7. Contact with net. Using the signal hand, touch the net near the
top on the side nearer the offending team, and indicate the
team of the offending player.
*8. Reaching over the net. Place the signal hand, palm down, on
top of the net and then indicate the team of the offending
player.

9. Illegal hit. Raise the signal hand in front of the body, palm
forward, elbow bent. Move the hand forward in a slight arc as
in a pushing motion.

* 10. Replay. Cross both arms in front of the body, hands to the
opposite shoulder.
11. Body foul. Touch the hip on the opposite side of the body.
* 12. Ball landing close to the boundary line. Raise the signal hand,
thumb up, over the shoulder to indieuie out. Hold signal hand
palm down, fingers extended, to indicate in.
*13. Out-of-Position. Place hand on hip, on same side of body, and
indicate team of offending players.
*14. Begin Service. With the signal hand, beckon to the Right Back
with a sweeping motion.
THE ART OF OFFICIATING
1. Be alert, Give decisions quickly and aceurztcly,
2. Maintain a pleasant attitude toward both teams,
3. Display a sense of humor appropriate to the situation.
4. Enforce rules without partiality and with consistency throughout the entire match.
5. Be quietly efficient. Be firm, considerate, and courteous
without calling attention to yourself.

6. Immediately identify infractions of the rules correctly by
name and arm signal.

7. Be consistent in distinguishing between legal and illegal ballhandling.

'8. Learn to distinguish back line players by checking player

positions preceding the service and following the play.
9. Make the verbal announcement without an accusing manner or
tone of voice.
10. Practice sharp tonal inflection to avoid becoming monotonous.
11. Accept constructive criticism gracefully.
12. Make an effort to meet coaches, captains, and teams before
the game to establish a friendly atmosphere.

Preliminaries for the Game
1. Arrive at the game 15 to 20 minutes ahead of time,
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2. Introduce yourself to those who are in charge
of the game.
Inquire about local ground rules involving boundary
overhead obstructions. Make ground rules if there lines and
are none
and if the clearance above the floor is less than
26 feet, or if
there is less than 6 feet of unobstructed
space surrounding the
court.
To mark the service area there should be
two 6-inch lines
beginning 8 inches behind the end line. One shall
be an extension of the sideline and the other shall be 10
feet
from
the right
side line. The spikii,g, line: should be 10 feet
from and parallel
to the net.
4. If both offic al' have
equal ratings, consult the captains to
determine if there is a preference as to which official
starts the
first and tlure pines.
*S. If one official has a higher rating, she shall
as the referee
for the entire match; the official with the serve
lower
umpire.

rating shall

6. Check the playing area to see that the net
is the proper height
and that it as taut as possible.
7. Inspect the ball to see that it is a spherical
leather ball
and is properly inflated. (A rubber-casedmolded
ball is acceptable
outdoors.)

*8, See that both teams have clearly visible
numbers trout and
back.
9. Meet with the captains to decide which
team will furnish the
official scorer and which team will furnish
the official
10. Cheek to see that
there is a scoreboard
to teams and
spectators and that someone is assigned tovisible
operate it.

I 1. Meet the imesmen and review their duties,
which are the
following:
a. ('all balls landing near the Imes or passing over the
the tape markers.

net near

*b. Assist umpire and scorers in seeing that players follow
the
serving order according to the lineup.
c. Assist the referee, when requested, in making
decisions
related to foot faults in serving.
4d. Assist the officials in seeing that players are
in proper
position at the service according to the lineup received
from
the scorers.
4e. llold the game ball during time-out for rest
on her count has the serve.

which the teal))

linesmen shall have whistles with distinctive tones.
They shall be
located on opposite corners of the
court, out 01 the
in line with the server, and able to move so that each way of play but
may deafly see
one end line and one Side fine, and the net tape walkers.
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*12. See that the ,corers are on the referee's side of the court, out
of the way of play. Review the official scoring procedures, the
substitute lute, and the signals used by officials. Instruct the
scorers to notify the referee on the first dead ball atter the
occturence of the following:
a. A team fails to follow proper serving and rotation order.
b. A game has been completed on the basis of !,cole.
C.

Light points have been scored by one team in the third
game of the match.

d. An incoming player has faded to report to the scorer. has
entered the game a third time, 01 is illegally substituted m
any other way.
c. A team has taken a third tune-out.
I. There is a disagreement concerning the score.
The scorers should provide the umpire and linesmen with

an official lineup of each team. Names and numbers of the
substitutes are to be entered in the scorebook atter time-out
has been called by the official. They shall have a horn to be
us, !d to signal the referee. The official scorer shall keep the
of float record, score the match, and signal the eleree as
necessary. The assistant scorer shall check on the official
scorer. Only the official scorer need sign the scorebook at the
end of the match.

13. 1he team which does not provide the offer /' 'corer must

provide the official tinier, who shall operate the-official tuning
device and the timers' horn. The tuning device shad be clearly
visible to both] tunekeepets. The official timer shall
a. Take a position on the same side of the court as the referee.
b. Start official timing device when server contacts ball.

c. Stop official timing device when ball is dead or when the
referee or umpire blows whistle to indicate time-out.
d. Sound horn at expiration of time-out.
e. Sound horn at expiration of playing time. If the ball 1- In
the air at the expiration of playing time. the timekeeper
shall not sound the horn until the ball is dead and point or
stdc-out is declared.
f.

Inform the referee when four minutes of actual playing

g.

time have elapsed in the third game of a match.
Sign scorebook at end of match.

*The assistant timekeeper shall be responsible for the device
used to measure time-out and the three-minute period between
games. Only the official timer need sign the scorebook at the
end of the match.
14. Discuss briefly with the umpire her specific duties in assisting
by making decisions on players who cross the center line,
DGWS VOLLEYBALL GUIDE
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(15)

Make decisions on points not specifically covered in
the rules.

(16)
b.

Carry out responsibilities as the official in charge of

the game.
'I here will be one umpire who shall
*( I)

*(2)

(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)

Take a position on the floor close to the net on the

side of the receiving team and on the opposite side of
the court from the referee.
Watch the receiving team for illegal positioning at the
time of the serve.
Call violations that cannot be seen by referee.
Call violations occurring on her side of court.

When necessary, blow the whistle to stop play and
announce a decision.
Folt,lw the roferep's arm

for point or tide -out.

'touch the net, etc., or by doing any thing else requested by the
reteree.

The umpire shall take the position o n the floor, on the
opposite side of the court from the ref.Jee. In addition, she
shall

*a. Change sides of the net as sidet)it is call, .1.
b. Call violations that cannot be se,o by the referee.
*c. Call out-of-position violations.
d. Call 'violations occurring on her side of the court.
*e. Concentrate on play at the net.
*f. Watch the receiving team for overlapping of players at the
time of service.
g. Blow the whistle, it necessary, to stop play ant. a -mounce
the decision.
In. Repeat referee's arm signals for point and side-oco.
i. Recognize substitutes and call tnneout for subst talons.
*j. Check the scorebook during tone-outs for rest and see if
scorer has any questions.

k. Sign scorebook at end of match.

15. Introduce the captains. Toss a coin to determine choice of
court and first serve. The winner of the toss his s the first
choice

16. Give team members an opportunity to ask questions on rule
interpretations, local boundaries, ground rules, ., d other
matters before the game is started.

17. Encourage players to call their own fouls, particularly in cases
Involving difficult decisions.
18. Sec tnat the teams, captains, linesmen, scorers, and tin. rs are
ready before starting the game. The following is the leconimended procedure:
a. Announce the names of the teams involved.
b. Tell which team has the first serve.
c.

Call, "Captains ready? Linesmen ready? Scorers ready?

Timers ready?"
d. Toss the ball to the first server and say. "Time -in v ith the

service."
19. The referee is also responsible for the following:
*a. Placing the free hand on the top net cable during the service
in order to "feel" an illegal serve.
gb. Deciding when teams are ready for each service.
*c. Watching the serving team for overlap at the time of service.
*d. At the request of the captain, coach or incoming substitute,
calling tnne-out for substitution.

e. Making decisions on violations of the rules from the time
the game begins until the scorebook is signed. The decisions
TECHNIQUES OF OFFICIATING VOLLEYBALL
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(a)A team does not follow the proper serving and

rotation order,
(b)A game has been completed on the basis of score.
(c)ight points have been scored by one team in the
third game of a match.
(()ne captain, coach, or incoming substitute
requests time-out for substitution.
(e)A player substitutes illegally.
(f) A team takes more than two time-outs for rest.
(g)There is disagreement concerning the score.
(7)
Sign scorebook at end of match.
d. Timekeepers. There shall be two timekeepers, one furnished
by each team. One of the timekeepers shall be official and

shall operate II.e official timing device and timer's horn
throughout
the mate h, The team which
II.
7

-

+

rh)f

fie

shall relate to acts on or off the court during playing time,
time-out, or between games.
f.
g.

At the request of a captain or coach, announcing the score

during time-out.
Making decisions on points not specifically covered in the
rules.

h. Carrying out al' responsibilities as official in charge of the
game.

*i.

Make the final decision in case of opposing calls by officials.

PROCEDURES AT THE END OF THE GAME
* 1. The referee's whistle should recognize the timekeeper's horn at

the end of each game, and the referee should call, "Tune-out,
officials." If the game is actually completed, announce,
"Game."

2. The referee should check the scorebook at the end of each
game.

*3. The referee should announce the score after it has been
checked if it does not agree with the visible sLoieboard.

4. The referee and umpire should answer questions by scorekeepers and timekeepers and provide necessary instructions at
the end of each game.
5. The referee and umpire should ask both captains if members of
their teams have any questions on decisions or rules at the end
of each game.

6. The referee,
sign the sco
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mpire, official timer, and official scorer should
ook at the end of the match.
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PREFACE TO RULES SECTION

The major changes made in the 1971-1973 DGWS Volleyball
Rules are in line with the program of bringing the DGWS and
USVBA rules closer together begun by the 1967-1969 DGWS

Volleyball Committee. Other changes have been made to help clarify
already established rules, to provide for more specific responsibilities
of the officials, and to encourage more continuous play.

The significant changes arc indicated by an asterisk (*) in the
main body of the ides.
SUMMARY OF MAJOR CHANGES IN RULES

Rule 1, Section 5

The spiking line has been included. This will allow a hack row
player to spike, although she will be at a disadvantage because she
must be 10 feet back from the net. Permitting back line spiking will
eliminate the problem of determining if a hit from deep court was,
in fact, a spike and will focus the attention of officials and players
on a reduced area.
Rule 1, Section 6

A visible scoreboard is now considered necessary equipment for

an official game.

Rule 4, Section 2
Players must have a clearly visible'number on the front and back
of their playing uniforms, or the game will be defaulted. This rule is
needed to help the officials determine which players arc serving out
of turn, positioning illegally, and playing illegally at the net.
Rule 6, Section 2a (2) and (3)

The referee is placed at a height which allows her to view the

game from two to three feet above the net. I his will give her a better

chance to see spiking and blocking violations. She also has the

responsibility of watching for illegal positioning by the serving team
at the tune of the serve.
Rule 6, Section 2s (9)
I he requirement of a whistle or hand signal to indicate r tidiness

to serve now appears in the rules. The Option to officiate the game
by voice and hand signals is pei milted m situations where the whistle
is unnecessary. This rule prevents the "quick serve."
PREFACE TO RULES SECTION
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Rule 6, Section 2b (I) and (2)

The umpire is stationed on the floor where she is free to move
along the sideline to determine illegal overlapping of players and can
move close to the net to be in a good position to see center line and
net violations. She is also given the additional responsibility of

watching for illegal positioning on the receiving team at the time of
the serve.

Rule 6, Section 2c (5)

The linesmen assist the referee by signaling "out" when the ball
crosses the net outside of the tape markers. The linesman is often in
a better position than other officials to see this violation.
Rule 7, Section 13c
If only one player is attempting to block and in so doing contacts

the ball, she is permitted to contact it a second time. This should
allow for more continuous play. Permitting a second contact on a
one-player block avoids forcing a multiple block, if it unnecessary,
and allows for increased versatility in planning defense, The same
interpretation will then govern ,ill double contacts in blocking situations.
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EXPERIMENTAL RULES
1971-73

See opinionnaire below.
Experimental Rule I

la cases where the ceiling is not the regulation height, a ball

striking the ceiling or apparatus over the court may remain in play
providing it is played again by the offending team be:'ore it contacts
an opponent, the opponents' playing area, or the out-of-bounds. area.
Rationale.
This suggests a ground rule to provide for playing the
ball off of low ceilings and apparatus. This rule is
included to facilitate continuous play. Balls waich
strike low ceilings or apparatus are often still playtHe

by the offending team and a repeat of play may

unduly slow the game. The rule prevents a team from

rebounding the ball from the ceiling or other overhead objects into the opponents' court.
Experimental Rule 2
Player(s) in the act of blocking may reach across the net but may

not contact the ball over the opponents' court until the opponent

has hit the ball to return it.
Rationale

Blocking over the top of the net on a ball which is
being returned helps counteract the possible greater
advantage which the spike has over the blocker. This
rule should aid in officiating, since it is often difficult

to determine if a ()locker has reached over the net
btlore contact or has merely followed through over
the net.

OPINIONNAIRE

The DMVS Volleyball Committee needs yam opinion regarding
the Ex perimental Rules lor 1971-1973.
1. how many games or classes were levoted to Playing with the expeimiental rules
2. In which types of organisations were the experimental rules used'?
(('heck apptopruite categories.)
Physical education class
Varsity
lutrannuals
Informal recreation
I xtrainurals
Oiganized leagues
EXPERIMENTAL RULES
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3. What was the grade level of the participants. (Check appropriate
categories)

4, What was the reaction of the participants?
Experimental Rule I. Playing the ball off of low ceiling or
apparatus without rebounding the ball into the opponent's court.

Experimental Rule 2. Blocking over the top of the net after the
ball has been hit to return it over the net.

5. As a coach, physical educator, or official, what is your reaction to
the experimental rules?
Rule I

Rule 2

6. Did you encounter any difficulties using the experimental tides?
If so, what specifically"

7. Would you accept or reject the expenmental rules" -Name
Business Address
148
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If you wish to write a letter to accompany this opinionnaire, or if
you wish to reply in further detail, please do so.
Return by November 1, 1972 to:
Lynne P. iliggins
Illinois State University
Normal, Illinois 61761

i
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OFFICIAL VOLLEYBALL PULES
FOR GIRLS AM 40MEN
Rule I. Playing Area

I. COURT. The playing surface shall be a rectangular court 60
feet long and 30 feet wide, including outer edge of lines, free
having a height of 26 feet or more
from obstructions
which is free frou. ,,I)aratus or other obstructions or projections, a height of .3 feet or more is recommended. In situations where there is not 26 feet of clearance above the floor
and where objects or apparatus project into that space over the
court, local ground rules must be made providing that a ball
striking such hazards shall not je called as a foul play but that
the point shall be replayed.
*2. BOUNDARY LINES. The court shall be bounded by lines two
inches in width. Lines shall be at least six feet from walls or
any obstructions, or ground rules must be established. These

lines on the short sides of the court shall be termed the endImes, those on the long side, the sidelines.

3. CENTER LINE. There sha!! be a center line, two inches in
width, parallel to and equidistant from the endlines.
4. SERVING AREAS. The serving areas shall be a minimum of
six feet in depth back of the cndhnes and within 10 feet of the
extensions of the right sidelines. Two lines, six inches long by
two inches wide, shall be drawn beginning eight inches behind
and perpendicular to the endhne to designate the serving area;
one of these lines will be on the extension of the right sideline
and the other will be 10 feet to the left of this If space belund
the endline is less than 6 feet, the serving area shall extend into
and be marked on the court at the necessary distan,:,e to allow
for the minimum depth.
*5. SPIKING LINE. There shall b a spiking line two inches in
width, 10 feet from the center line, paralkt to and equidistant
from the endlines.
*6. VISIBLE SCOREBOARD. a visible scoring 'It vice shall be
part of the equipment for an official game. 1 ne scoreboard
shall be in a position which is visible to the teams and spectators.

Rule 2. Net

The net shall be three feet wide overall and 32 feet in length
when stretched. It shall be made of a four-inch square mesh of black
150
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or dark brown No. 30 thread. TLe net shall be bound top, ends, and

bottom with

1/4-inch

manilla rop:. A double thickness of white

canvas, two inches wide, shall be sewn to the top of the net, through
which shall be run a wire cable 1/4-inch in diameter. The net shall be

tightly stretched by the four corners between walls or uprights
wluch are entirely outside the court, and it shall cross the court
midway between the endlines and parallel to them. The cable shall
be drawn tightly. The top of the net shall be level and measure 7
feet 41/4 inches to the ground.

A vertical tape marker shall be placed on the net at a point

directly above each sideline. The marker shall be two inches in width
and shall extend from the top to the bottom of the net.
*Rule 3. Ball
The bah shall be spherical and have a molded Ieathei cover that is

uniform in color. It shall measure from 26 to 27 inches in circumference, weigh from seven to nine ounces, and be inflated with five
to seven pounds of air pressure. For outdoor use, a rubber-cased ball
is acceptable, providing it meets all specifications of the leather ball.
'Rule 4. Teams

I. NUMBER OF PLAYERS. In all official matches, teams shall
be composed of six players. A team may not begin with fewer
than six players. V for any reason a team is reduced to fewer
than six players, t' .. game shall be defaulted.

*2. POSITIONS OF PLAYERS. The positions shall be known by
names, as indicated in the court diagram on page 151. (i.e., left
forward, center forward, right forward, left back, center back,
and right back). Each player must have clearly visible numbers

on the front and back of her playing uniform. Should a team
fail to 1. re proper numbers, the game will be defaulted.
a. The right back player of the serving team shall be the first
server of the game, thereafter, the player rotating from the
right forward to the right back shall be the server.
b. The server shall serve within the serving area and not touch
the lines bounding this area or the floor outside of this area

at the instant the ball is contacted on the serve. A part of
the server's body may be in the air over or beyond these
lines.

*c. At instant of contact on the serve, all players (other than
the server) shall be in serving order within their own court
boundaries. Poi determining serving order:
(I )Each forward line player must be ahead of her respective

back line player; overlapping :nay not occur (front to
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back) between the LB and LF, the CB and CF, or the
RB and RF.

(2)The forward line must be in correct rotation order and
the back line must be in correct rotation order. Overlapping may not occur (side to side) between the CF and
RF or LF, or the CB and RB or LB.
(3)A11 other overlapping is legal.

(4)To be in legal position, a player's feet must be clearly
behind or clearly beside the feet of a player with whom
overlapping is illegal.

d. After the ball is contacted on the serve, the players may
move from their respective positions.

3. SUBSTITUTION. The following conditions govern the substitution of players:
a. The coach czpiain, or incoming substitute may make a
request for substitution from the referee or the umpire only
when the ball is dead.

b. The substitute must report to the scorer, giving her name,
number, and the number of the player for whom she is
substituting. The substitute shall remain outside of the
court until she is recognized by either the referee or the

umpire. If a player fails to report to the scorer,. she is

considered legally substituted after the penalty of point or
side-out has been awarded.

c. The incoming player must take the position and place in
the serving order of the player for whom she is substituting.
No change shall be made in the order of rotation.

d. A player who re-enters the game shall be in her original
position in relation to her teammates and must retam her
original serving number, except as stated in f. of this
section.

e. A player shall not enter the game for the third tune.
*f.

Starting the game counts as an entry.
Substitutions may be made at any time in case of injury. If

through injury a player is unable to continue and all substitutes have entered the game, the injured player may be
replaced by any player who was not in the game at the time
of the injury:
(1)Provided she has not already entered the game twice.
(2)Regardless of the fact she may have played in the same
game in a different rotation order.

The injured player, who is replaced under the special

provisions ( I) and (2) may not re-enter during the remainder of the match.
OFFICIAL VOLLEYBALL RULES FOR GIRLS AND WOMEN
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g. In case of an

illegal

substitution for any reason, the

offending player shall be replaced by a legal player and the
team penalized by the awarding of a Joint or side-out.
Rule 5. Definition of Terms

I. ACTUAL PLAYING TIME. Time which elapses from the
contact on service to the point at which the ball is dead. The
accumulation of eight minutes of actual playing time con-

stitutes a ganio
2. BLOCKING. . defensive play in which the player(s) attempts
to intercept the ball close to the net at the position where the

opponent attempts to return the ball across the net.
3. BODY FOUL. Ball touches any part of player below the waist.
4. DEAD BALL. Ball that is temporarily out of play.
*5. DEFAULTED GAME. Occurs when a team !lac fewer than six
players, when a player or players do not have visible numbers,
front and back, of when a team refuses to play after receiving
instructions to do so. The score of a defaulted game is 2-0.

6. FOOT FAULT. Server steps on or over the end line at the
moment she contacts the ball.
7. ILLEGAL IIIT. Ball visibly comes to rest momentarily on any
part of the body above and including the waist.
8. LEGAL IIIT. Ball that is given immediate impetus with any
part of the body above and including the waist.
9. LEGAL SERVE. Putting ball into play over the net into the
opponents' court by a player positioned within the serving
area.
10. MATCH. Contest between two teams in which the team first

winning two games is declared the winner.
11. OPPONENTS' COURT. Playing area occupied by a team's
opponents.
12. OUT OF BOUNDS. Any surface or object outside the court
except a player in the act of playing the ball.
13. OWN COURT. Playing area occupied by one's own team.
14. POINT. Scoring unit awarded to serving team for an infringement of a rule by the receiving team.
15. ROTATION. Act of shifting positions in a clockwise direction
as shown in the court diagram on page 151.
16. SERVING ORDER. Sequence of service of a team's players
wluch coincides with the official method of rotation.
17. SIDE-OUT. Decision following the infringement of a rule by

the serving team at which time service is awarded to the

opposing team.
18. TERM OF SERVICE. Server continues to serve until side-out
is called.
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19, SPIKED BALL. A ball (other than a served ball) hit forcibly at

a downward angle from a height greater than the top of the
net.

20. TIME-OUT. Temporary susp. sion of play for the purpose of
rest, substitution, or injury.
21. VIOLATION. Infringement of the rules that is sometimes
referred to as a foul.
Rule 6. Officials and Their Duties

1. OFFICIALS. The officials shall be a referee, an umpire, two
timekeepers, two scorers, and two or four linesmen.
2. DUTII.S.
a. There will be one referee who shall
( I) Toss a coin to determine choice of court or first
serve.

*(2)
*(3)

(4)
(5)
(6)
(7)
(8)
*(9)

*(10)

Take a position at one end of the net at a height
which permits her to view the game from two to
three feet above the net.
Watch the serving team for illegal positioning at the
time of the serve.
Decide whether a ball is in play or dead.

Decide whether a point or side-out has been made
and indicate decision with arm signal and verbal an-

nouncement.
I nipose penalties for all violations of the rules.
Blow the whistle for time-out.
Recognize substitutes and call time-out for substitution.

Decide whether both teams are ready to play or
whet her sofficient time has elapsed so that they

should be in position.

Control the play by blowing the whistle and/or

signaling to indicate readiness to play prior to each
serve.

*(1 I)

*(12)

(13)

*(14)

Order the play repeated should the serve occur before
any in-"cation is given to the server.
Call fouls and blow the whistle if necessary when a
foul has been made.

Make decisions on violations of the rules from the
time the game begins until the s,:orebook is signed.
The decisions shall include acts on or off the court

during playing time, time-out, or between games.
Cheek the score and if it is not in agreement with the

visible scoreboard, announce the score at the end of
each game.
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(2)

Clearly see one endline and one sideline.

*(3)

Adjust her position during play to have always the

(4)

clearest possible view of the line on which a violation
is likely to occur.
Signal good or out, using signak, recommended for

*(5)

(6)

umpire and referee, whenever the ball strikes the

floor near these lines.
Signal "out" when the ball crosses the net completely
outside of the tape marker.

Assist the scorer in seeing that players follow the
serving order according to the line-up received from

(7)
(8)
*(9)

the scorers.
Assist the referee, when requested, in making
decisions related to faults in serving.
Sound the whistle, if necessary, to stop play to give a
decision related to her responsibilities.

hold the game ball during time-out for rest when the
team on her court has the serve.

3. DECISIONS

*a. Matters of fact. Decisions of the officials as to matters of
fact are final. In case of opposing calls by the officials, the
referee has the right to make the final decision.

b. Interpretatin. The captain must question a decision in-

volving interpretation of a rule at once, if a protest is to be
filed later.

c. Protests. When a Ir .tion pertaining to interpretation of
the rules has not been settled but is to be carried to higher
authority for decision, exact details of the game satiation,
including all players and their positions at the time of

protest, with a clear description of the situation in
question, shall be put into writing immediately. The game

shall proceed as directed by the referee, who shall, at the
end of the game, make a report of the protest to the rules
interpreter.

Rule 7. Playing the Game
I. THE GAME: A game N completed when ta) one team scores a

total of 15 points or (b) eight minutes of actual playing time
have elapsed. The winning team must have at least a two-point
advantage. If a team is not two points ahead when 15 points
have been scored, or after eight minutes of actual playing tune,
play continues until one team is two points ahead.
2. SCORImG. One point shall be awarded to the serving team for
the infringement of any rule by the Neel\ mg team.
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3. CAPTAIN'S CHOICE. A coin shall be tossed for the two
captains. The winner of the toss may choose to take either the
first service during the first game, or her choice of own court;
the loser then takes whatever choice is left. At the beginning

of subsequent games, the team that received first

in the

previous game shall have first serve in the following game.

4. BALL PUT IN PLAY. At the start of each game, the .ball shall
be put in play by the player in the right back position from
within the serving area of her own court.
5. SERVING ORDER. The serving order must be followed by
both teams. All six players must be included in any serving
order.
a. Each player has one term of service each tune the proper
serving order is repeated.
b. Service shall alternate as side-out is called.

c. Whenever a service is interrupted by time-out or exchange
of courts in the third game, and not ended by side-out, the

player is not considered to have completed tier term of

service.

6. ROTATION. Rotation does not occur until the first server
from both teams has completed her first term of service.
Thereafter. the team receiving the ball for service shall immediately rotate positions as indicated in the diagram on page
151.

7. LEGAL SERVE. The server may
a. Hit the ball directly off the holding hand.
b. Hit the ball after tossing it from the holding hand.
c. Int the ball with one or both hands, opened or closed.
d. Hit the ball with the arm(s).
8. SERVING OUT OF TURN.
a.

If a player serves out of turn, side-out shall be called as
soon as the mistake is discovered, and any points made on
the service before the error was discovered shall be cancelled. The serving order shall be corrected immediately.
b. If the mistake in serving order occurs and is not discovered
until after the opponents have gained the ball for service,
but before they have begun to serve, the game shall be
stopped, and all points made by the improper server shall
be cancelled. The serving ..der shall be corrected immediately.

c. If the mistake in serving order occurs but is not discovered
until after the opponents have served, there shall be no loss
of points. On the first dead ball. the serving order t.hall be
corrected immediately.
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9. PLAYING TIIE BALL. The ball must be given immediate
impetus at contact. A player may not hit the ball twice in
succession except as stated in I 3c of this section. In playing
the ball, a player may use any part of the body above and
including the waist.
10. THREE CONTACTS BY TEAM. The ball may be contacted a
total of three times by a team before it is sent over the net.
I I. SIMULTANEOUS CONTACT. If two or more players of the
same team contact the ball simultaneously, it is considered one

play, and players involved may participate in the next play.

This next play should be counted an additional contact.
12. BALL CROSSING TIIE NET.

a. Some part of the ball must pass over either one of the
markers on the net or within the two markers.
b. If the ball touches the net on the return, it must touch the
net on or between the markers and go over into the opponents' court.
c. A ball, except a service, striking the net and going over is
st.11 in play.

d. The ball may be played when any part of it has crossed the
top of the net. It is not essential for the entire ball to be on
a player's side of the net before it is played.
13. NET PLAY.

a. A ball other than a service may be recovered from the net
provided the player avoids :mining the net.
b. If two or more players from opposing teams contact the
ball

simultaneously above the net, any of the players

involved are eligible to participate in the next play which
shall be considered the first of three contacts allowed to the
*c.

team.
If one or more player(s) is attempting to block and is contacted by the ball, this player is eligible to participate in the
next play, which shall be considered the second contact for
that team.

14. BALL TOUCHING BOUNDARY LINE. A ball touching a
boundary line is good.
15. DEAD BALL. The ball is dead
a. After an official's decision which temporarily suspends play
due to an infringement of a rule.
b. When the ball strikes the floor within the boundary lines of
the playing court.

c. When the ball strikes the floor or an object outside the
playing court.
d. At any time deemed necessary by the referee or umpire.
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16. EXCHANGE OF COURTS. At the end of each game of the
same match, teams shall exchange courts. In the case of a third
game being played, teams shall exchange courts after one team
has scored eight points, or the first time the ball is dead after
four minutes of play, whichever occurs first. The order of
rotation shall not be altered with this exchange of courts.
17. CHANGING POSITIONS. At the beginning of a new game, the

players may be rearranged in their positions. The scorers,
umpires and linesmen shall be notified of change in positions
of players and serving order.

18. TIME -OUT.

a. Time-out may be called by either the referee or the umpire.
b. Time-out shall not be called when the ball is in play except
in the case of an injury to a player. When this occurs the
play must be repeated.
e. Time-out for rest may be requested by the coach or team
captain at any time the ball is dead. ThLs time-out shall not
exceed one minute. During this time-out period, the players
may leave the court in order to confer with their coaches at
or near their benches. Only two such time-out periods are
permitted each team during a game without penalty.
d. Substitution. A maximum of 15 seconds shall be allowed
for a substitution. When both teams wish to substitute, a

maximum of 15 seconds shall be allowed each team. If

either team consumes more than 15 seconds in the process,
a time -out shall be charged to that team.
e. Injury. Time-out for injury shall not exceed five minutes
and this time-out shall be charged to the officials.
19. TIME BETWEEN GAME. The rest period between games of a
match shall be three minutes.
*20. DEFAULTED GAME. In the case of a team losing by default
on the first game of the match, that team shall be allowed the
eight minutes of actual playing time of the game plus the three

minutes between games before they must be ready for the

subsequent game. If the defaulted game occurs because a team

has been reduced to less than six players, the tune between
pines shall be three minutes. A second default for the same
team would result in a defaulted match.
Rule 8, Point,. Side-out, and Double Foul

POINT. If any player on the receiving team commits any of the
following acts, one point shall be scored for the serving team.

OUT. If any player of the serving team _c nunits any of the
oSIDE-

following acts, it shall be a side-out.
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1. SERVES THE BALL ILLEGALLY
a. Fails to give ball immediate Impetus upon contact.
b. Causes ball to contact the net.
c.

Fails to cause some part of the ball to pass over either one
of the markers on the net or within the two markers.
d. Causes ball to strike an object or land outside the playing
court.
e. Causes ball to strike an object directly over the court unless
local ground rules alter this.
1. Fails to be within own serving area.
g. Commits a foot fault.
2. PLAYS THE BALL ILLEGALLY
a. Fails to return the ball within opponents' court.
b. Fails to cause some part of the ball to pass over either one
of the markers on the net or within the two markers.
c. Hits the ball illegally.

d. Plays the ball more than once in succession, except as

stated in Rule 7, Sections I 1 and 13b and c.
e. Becomes the fourth player on her team to contact the ball,
except as stated under Rule 7, Sections 11 and 13b.
f. Commits a body foul.
g. Catches or touches the ball, either on or off the court, and

calls it out.
IL Plays the ball while supported by any player or object.
3. PLAYS ILLEGALLY AT NET
a. llolds or pushes the ball against the net.
b. Touches the net with any part of the body while the baths
in play. If the ball is driven into the net with such force it
causes the net to contact a player on the opposing team, no

foul shall be called, and the ball shall continue to be
play.

in

*c. Reaches over the net.
(1) If a player reaches over the net on a follow-through, a
foul shall not be called.
(2) If a player, in an attempt to block, reaches over the
net on a follow-through, whether or not she touches
the ball, a foul shall not be called, provided some part

of the ball has crossed the net on the blocker's side
(3)

before the follow-through occurs.

lf, during an attempt lo block a ball, the ball is hit
against the net with such force that it t, fuses the net

to move under the fingers or hands of the blocker, no
fouls shall be called.

*d. Back line player leaves the floor from in front of the 10
foot spiking line in executing a :rake.
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e. Reaches under the net.
(1) Touches the ball or a player of the opposing team
when the ball is in play on the opponents' side of the
net,
(2) Interferes with the play of the
opposing tea'.i by
entering opponents' court.

f. Touches the floor on the opposite side of the center line
when the ball is in play. If a player touches the opponents'
court in completing a play, it shall be called a foul, even if
she does not touch the floor until after the ball has hit the
floor.
4. PLAYS IN AN ILLEGAL POSITION
a. Fads to be in correct serving order when the ball is served.
*b. Back line player goes tc the net
to block the ball.
5. ENTERS 'HIE GAME ILLEGALLY
a. Fails to follow the
correct procedure for a substitute entering the game.
b. Enters the game a third time.
c. Re-enters the game after being disqualified.
6. DELAYS TILE GAME
a. Persistently consumes excess tune before ser g 'he ball.
b. Consumes excess

time in recovering the b

bou nds.

fr' :a out-of-

c. Persistently rotates positions slowly.
d. Team takes more than two allotted time-out pt.riods for
test.

e. Team takes time beyond the limit of 15 seconds to complete a substitution after that team has had two time outs.
f. Team fails o be ready to play without delay at the beginning of each game.
*g. Any act which results in deliberate delay of the game.
DOUBLE FOUL. A double foul shall be called when players
on
opposing sides commit a foul simultaneously.
A foul committed by a player in the same play at the net
which an opponent also commits a foul shall be considered in
double foul, even if the fouls do not occur at the same instant. a
In cast., of a double foul, the play shall be repeated.
Rule 9. Conduct of Players, Substitutes, Coaches

1. The referee shall have power to warn, declare side-out or
point, cr to disqualify for the game or match any player who:
a. Addresses officials persistently in regard to decision,.
b. Makes derogatory remarks about or to officials.
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DGWS SPECIAL PUBLICATIONS
DGWS Research Report. Women in Sports. 1971
, . (243-06920) $3.00
Forward Riding Manual for Teachers.
. . .
.
2.00
(243-07342)
GAA Manual. 1966.
1.50
(243-07730)
Handbook for Teaching Basketball Officiating. 1969. (243-08038)
1.00
Manual for Teaching Western Riding. .
,
3.0C
(243-25106)
Philosophy and Standards for Girls and Women's
Sports. 1970.
,
1.50
. (243-07988)
"Polly" Cartoons. Revised 1963
(243-07846) .1.b()
Procedures for Women's Intercollegiate Athletic Events.
,

1970

.

.

.

Selected Aquatics Articles. 1971

.

.

(243- 07348)
(243117V11,1

1.00
1 :',.

c. Commits acts which are
derogatory to officials or which
tend to influence
their decisions.
d. Makes personal or
derogatory remarks about or to
ponents.
opc, Intentionally
obstructs
f. Commits any other act opponents' view of the server.
2. The referee shall have which is unsportsmanlike.
power to warn or declare side-out
point if any coach, official,
or
with a team
substitute, or spectator connected
commits any of the
following:
a. Deliberately
b. Addresses coaches from outside the court.
officials persistently in regard to
c. Makes derogatory
decisions.
remarks about or to officials.
d. Commits acts which
are derogatory to officials
tend to inflta.nce
or which
their decisions.
e. Makes personal or
derogatory
ponents.
remarks about or to opf. Commits any other gross
3. The coach has the privilege violation of sportsmanship.
of going on the court
time-out.
during any
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VOLLEYI3ALL SCORESHEET
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METHOD OF SCORING VOLLEYBALL

entered in their order
Serving Order. The names of players shall bebe identified by number
can
of service for the first game. Players
term of service are indicated by
or position. Points won during ashall represent the official record
tallying (/ / / /). These tallies
Record a zero (0) when a
for determining the winner of the game.Draw
a diagonal line (I)
term
of
service.
player finishes her
officially
removed and an X
through any point which has been
made
an
error.
The serving orier
scorer has
over the point if the
game.
the
beginning
of
the
next
may be changed at
diagonally for each point
Running Score. Cross off the squares
scored.
out tally
Substitutes. In the column headed Times in Game cross

substitute's
from the game. Enter the order
when player is removed
of the
provided,
giving
her
the
serving
name in the space Record whether it is the first or second time

player she replaced.
write 2. Cross out
she has entered the game. If a player re-enters,
that she may not play in
again,
indicating
the 2 if she is removed
a substitition be made
that game again. When it is necessary that 4,
Sec. 3f, draw a line
provision
stated
in
Rule
under the special
that she may not
through the injured player's name, indicating(Ind.) in the Points
Write
the
abbreviation
re-enter the match.
to re-enter the incoming subcolumn. If no space is available
above
the injured player's name.
stitute's name, write her name

than for a subTime-Out. When a team takes time-out (other If a second timestitution), cross off the (I) following Time-Out.

out is taken, cross off the (2).
etc., should be tilled out
Blanks. First Serve, Court, Game Won By,
with the appropriate information.
checks the scorehook
Officials. At the end of each game, the referee visible to all. At the
if
it
is
not
clearly
and announces the score
referee, the umpire, the official scoreend of t he match, thetimekeeper
sign the seorebook.
keeper, and the official
Offtetat Volleyball (75 cents eat It) may be obtained
NOTE: Scotebooks for
1201 Stteenth St., N. W.,
Girls
and Women's Sports,
from the Dwtsion for
Washington, D.C. 20036.
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OFFICIAL RULES FOR
CORECREATION VOLLEYBALL
In playing corecreation volleyball, IX;W: rules
should be
followed with the following exceptions:
Rule 2. Net height:
For high schools, the official net height is 7 feet 41/4 inches.

For junior high schools and younger players, the official net
height is seven feet.

For college and adult players, the official net height is eight feet.
Rule 4. The team shall consist of three girls and three boys who shall
be placed in alternate positions on the floor.

Rule 7. When a ball is played by more than one player on a team,
both a boy and girl must play It.

INTERPRETATIONS

Inquiries on interpretations of rules should be addressed to
the volleyball committee member in charge of interpretations,
JoAnne Thorpe, Southern Illinois Univ., Carbondale, Illinois

62901.

In writing, please include the number of the rule and the

section io which your inquiry refers.
The committee welcomes your comments and suggestions
for changes and clarification of the rules, and particularly your
reactions to the experimental rules. See page 000. Send these

to the chairman for 1971-1973, Lynne P. Higgins, Illinois
State University, Normal, Illinois 61761.
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SUGGESTED MODIFICATIONS OF

OFFICIAL VOLLEYBALL RULES
FOR ELEMENTARY OR JUNIOR HIGH PLAYERS

The following modifications of the Official Volleyball Rules are
presented by the volleyball committee. The modifications are suggestions for changing the official rules to make the game more enjoyable for younger players. The committee urges all official rules be
used except for the modifications suggested here. While modifications are designed to enable young players to enjoy the game, they
arc not to discourage the development of good skills and strategy.
Rule I, Section 1.

PLAYING AREA. The court size may be reduced lo a

minimum of 25 feet by 50 feet.
Rule I, Section 4.
SERVING AREAS. The distance for the serving line :nay be
reduced to no less than 29 feet depending on the size and
strength of the players.
Rule 2

NET. The net may be reduced to no less than six feet.

depending on the height of the players.
Suggestions for officiating: In general, all rules apply except that
some laxity may be allowed in calling illegal hits. In cases where
the ball has been hit illegally, calls should be more lenient,
provided a team does not gain a scoring a :vantage by using the
Illegal hit.
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RULES INTERPRETATIONS
QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS
1.

If there is 12 feet of space behind the endline.
a girl stand
10 feet behind the endline to serve the ball? (Rmay
LIU I, SEC. 4)
Yes. The serving area is bounded
on the right and left, and by
the endline in front of the player, but no
maximum depth is
designated.

If there is not six feet of clearance behind the
but more than six feet on the other, should court on one end
the serving area be
marked in the court the same distance on both
sides? (RULE I,
SE('. 4),
No. The sc.,iing area shall be marked into the
court only on the
side that has less than six feet of clearance to the
wall.
3. Must a team default an entire match for failure to be
identified
by numbers
2.

on their playing uniforms?

(RULE 4, SEC. 2:
RULE 5, SEC. 5, RULE 7, SEC. 20)
No. 'I hey have the eight
minutes of actual playing time. plus
three minutes between games to get numbers and be readythe
to
play the next game,

4. May the CI' be overlapping the RI3 when the
ball is served?
( RULE 4, SEC. 2c)
Yes. The ('F must not be overlapping tier
respective back line
player, in this case the ('13,
the LE and R

or the other players in her own line.

5. Is it Icgal for the RB to put her hands on the
waist of the RE
while waiting for the
serve? (RULE 4, SEC. 2c (4)

Yes. The feet are the criteria by which illegal )
positioning is
judpd and if the feet of the hack line player are clearly
behind
the feet of the forward tine player, the position of
the hands,
head, or other parts of the body have no hearing
on overlapping.

6. A team has only one girl who is an outstanding
passer. Can she
be used consistently as a setter regardless of whether
not she
is in the tront or back line? ( RULE 4, SEC. 2d. RULEorS.
SEC.
41) and c)

Yes. Immediately aft CI contact of the serve she
may move fiom
her respective position to set, however, she
may not block or
spike from in front of the spiking line when she
moves from the
back to the forward line.

7. A player is disqualified from the
game for unsportsmanlike
conduct. V:ho iS considered a legal player that may replace her?
(RUE!. 4. SEC. 3(1 and e)

RULES INTERPRETATIONS QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS
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Any player whose name was on the list of players and substitutes at the beginning of the game and who has not already
previously substituted for any

entered the game or been
other player.

8. A back row player moves in front of the spiking line, stands
with both feet on the floor, and hits the ball forcibly with a
spiking aria action. Is this legal? (RULE 5. SEC. 19; RULE 8,
SEC, 4c)

Yes, provided the ball is not deflected at a downward angle

from above the height of the net.

9. Should a coach turn in the serving order incorrectly to the

the error is discovered. can
scorer and the game begins before
the coach then correct her error? (RULE 6, SEC. 2c (3) and (5) )
The serving order received from the coach before the game
begins will be the official order. In the case where the error is
not discovered until after the game starts, players must correct
their positions to correspond with the order listed on the scoresheet and must be penalized under Rule 8, Section 4a or Rule 7,
Section 8.

10. After the ball has been in play for several volleys, it lands near a
boundary line. The linesman signals "in- and the umpire signals
"out." How is this difference in calls resolved? (RULE 6, SEC.
3)

The referee has the final decision as to which call is correct or
she may declare a replay.

11. During I'layer 6's serve, it is discovered that Player 3 has not
served. What is the correct procedure? (RULE 7. ::EC. 8a and c)
Player 6 is serving out of turn. All points made by her are
cancelled. Points made by Players 4 and 5 stand. side-out is
declaied, and the team corrects its serving order; Player 5
becomes the right back player. When that team regains the

serve, the team rotates and Player 6 serves.
12. Player 4 of the Red team finishes her term of service and the
Green team serves. During the Green player's term of service it
is discovered that Player 3 of the Red team did not serve. What
is the correct procedure? (RULE 7. SEC. 8c) its serving order
On the first dead ball, the Red team corrects

with Player 3 assuming the right back position and Player 4
assuming the right forward position. When the team regains the
ball for service, Player 4 will serve. There is no los of points.

13. Must the serve be received with a bounce pass? (RULE 7, SEC.
9)
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No. The ball must be given immediate impetus at
the rule does not specify which skill should be used. contact but
The bounce
pass is an effective method of
a hard served ball
and will result in legal contactcounteracting
more oft" than when an overhand pass is used.

14. The Green team serves. In returning the serve. the
Red team
makes the following plays: Players ;.nd 2 hit the ball
simultaneously but with one contact; Players
3 and 4 hit the
simultaneously with but one contact and send it over the ball
net.
What is the official's decision? (RULE 7. SEC. II)
1

Legal play. The Red team has played the ball only
twice.

15. A player on the Blue team blocks a spike which goes straight
into the air over her own court. No other player is close

sets it to her teammate. Is this legal? (RULE 7, SEC. 13e) so she
Yes. This is a legal play and is considered the team's
second hit.

16. It a team uses more than a minute for time-out for
shall they be penalized? (RULE 7. SEC. 18c, RULE rest, how
8. SEC. 6d)
If the team has only used one if its allotted time-outs,
a second
time-out must be declared. if a team has used both time-outs,
the time is allowed and point

or side-out is declared.
17. Player A serves and the ball hits an overhead
obstruction. Does
the timekeeper stop
the

watch upon contact

with 111.
obstruction or upon the official's signal for point or side-out'?
(RULE 6, SEC. 2d (3); RULE 8, le)
The watch is stopped immediately upon ball
contact with the
obstruction because this

constitutes a dead ball.

18. What happens when two players from opposing
teams contact
the ball sunoltaneously over the top of the net and
allow the
ball to rest momentarily between their hands? (RULI.
8, SE('
2c. DOUBL1 FOUL)
Double foul occurs and the play is repeated.

19. A player receives the serve by letting the ball rebound
off of
(low(' fists. Is this a double hit? RULI 8, SIC. 2d)
If both fists contact the ball simultaneously it r, not a double
hit.

20. A player on the Blue team Oaying the CB position
into
the air and hits the bail at a downward a,igle. As she;limps
lands, her
right foot is in front of the spiking line. The ball goes across the
net and lands on the opponents' court Is this legal? (RULE 8,
SEC. 4c)
Yes, if the takeoff on the jump was behind the spiking line.
RULES INTERPRETATIONS QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS
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11. Is repeatedly bouncing the ball prior to service illegal? (RULE 8,
SEC. 6a)

Yes, if a player persists in bouncing the ball and if the official
decides that tins action is delaying the game, side-out must be
declared, flow(' er he official may choose to warn a player if,
in her judgm' nt, bouncing the bail is not a deliberate at tempt to
delay the game.

22. When the ground rule on low cJihngs is that the ball shall be
replayed if it contacts the ceiling, can anything be done to
prevent a team from deliberately sending the ball to the ceiling
in an effort to cause a replay? (RULE 8, SEC. 6g; RULE 9.
SEC. ' i)
The official "es the power to call point tr.:Ade-out for any cause

which it her opinion results in deliberate delay of the game or
unsportsmanlike tactics.
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INDEX TO RULES

Rule

Addressing Officials .

.

Section

9

Ball

Catching
Crossing net

8

"),.!

7

12a, d

Dead

5

4

7

15

Description
Held against net . . .
Land on boundary .
Playing the
Pressure
Recovery from net . .
Simultaneous contact
Team contacts . . .
"(ouches net
Touches boundar) .

3

8

3a

7
7
3

14

7

I 3a

7

II

7

10

9

7

1/1),e

7

14

2

1ollow through

5
8

3c

Over net

8

I,ap. 2

Second contact

7

13b, e

Blocking
Definition

Body Foul
Definition
Occurs
Boundary Lines
Ball 1 ouching .
Description
Player touching

3

.

.

.

Captain's Choice

.

.

7

9

7

14

4

2cf

7

3

1

3

8

3c

Center Line
Description
Violation

Changing ( ourt

.....
.

7

16

. . .

7

3

6

1d

.

Choice of Serve .

.

Clock
INDEX TO RULES

.

Rule Section
Coach
Entering court . . . 9
3
Fronrsidelines . . . . 9
2a
Request Substitution 4
3
Contacting the Ball
Simultaneous
. . .
1
11
Simultaneous above
net
7
131)
Court
Description
Eschange of
7
15
1

1

Ileight of

I

I

Dead Ball
Definition

5
7

4
15

Delay of Game

8

6

Defaulted Game
Definition
Reasons for
Score of
Time allowed

5

5

4

I. 2
20
20

When

Disqualification

7
7
. . . .

Double Foul
Defined
Result of
Double Ili(

I

8

1.xchange of Court. .

.

Equipment
Playing area

7

9

7

16

1

Net

Ball ......

9

2
. . .

3

bads to Report to
Scorer

First Server

ib

4

2a
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Rule

6

5

Foot Fault

See Violation

Foul

7

, ....

Time between . .
When terminated .
Winner

Ground Rules

I:Apt:mental .

17

7

3.4

7
7

.
.

I

7

Stamm! of
.

19
I
I

7
7

8

3

Play at
Reaches under . .

7
8
8

13
3d
3

.

I

8

5

llit

5

7

7

9
3

Serve

8
8
8
8

Substitution

8

5

4

3f

Play at Net
Play of Ball
Position

Injury
Substitution for
Time-out for

Number on Shirts .

.

.

4

2

I

1

Obstructions

Over net
Player

1

Own Court
I 8b, c

Legal Serve

Length of Game

7

I

I

1

1

4

6

-)e.

Low Ceilings

I

I

Match

5

10

Multiple I.oul

8

Net
Ball touches
Markers
Description

1

OutOf-Bounds
Definition

4

9

Linesmen

4

Opponents Court.

2

5

Serving area

.

Umpire

Legal flit

Limited Space
Height

.

Decisions
Duties
Linesmen
Referee
Scorers
Timekeepers

1

1

. .

Number of Players

Officials

Illegal
Entry
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Illegal play at

Violation

Game

Completed
Playing the
.
New

Rule Section

Section

8
7

2

1b

12

6

3a

6
6

-)e.

6

2a
2c

6
6
6

2d
21)

5

11

5
8

12

lc
2c

4
5

Players

Interchange
Number of
Out-oI-bounds
Positions
Supported

4

13

2c, d

4

I

5

12
2

4
8

2h

Playing Time

5

Point
w
Awarded
ancelnie

7

2

8
7

8

Definition

5

14

7

17

1

Positions
Changed
On serve

4

Protests

6

3c

Recovery From Net . .

7

13a

2c
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Rule Section
Re-Entry

4

3d, e

Referee

6

2

7

16
15

Rotation
After change of court

Definition

5

Ate thod of
When occurs

4
7

6

7

18c

7
7

51)

9

Illegal

5
8

Interrupted

7

5c

Legal

7

7

Pom Lion

4

it

Serve

After tune-out
Alternate
Choice of
Definition

3
1

Rule

Section

Illegal

8

5

Injury

4
4

3g

Re -Entry

4

3d
3b

Reporting
Reque.ting
Time-out for
Time. in game
Tape Marker

3f

4
4

3a

7

4

18d
3c

7

12

7

I()

.

Team

Contacts of ball

. .

Interchange
Number of players
Positions

Term of Service

.

4

4

.

lc. d
1

4

. .

5

18

Time

Serving
Area
Ucf instion

5

4
16

Between games
Playing

7

5

I

Serving

7

Starting clock

6

5c
2i1 (2)

Time In

Limited space for
Order

4

Out of turn .

. . . .

7

. .

4

8
2c
2c

Timekeeper.
Time-Out
Called by

6

6

7

18a

5

20

le

Definition
flow many
Injury
I ngth of

7
7

18c
18e

7
7

18c
18c

7
7

18e

Serve atter

Substitution

7

When called
Toss of Coin

6

I (niche. Imc

.

4

Scorer

Scoring
8
See .core.heet and method
Screening

9

Side-Out

Definition

5

Occurs

8

Simultaneous Contacts

17

13b

Spiked Ball

Definition

5

19

Back court

8

4

Spiking Line
Starting Play

Substitution
Condition.

INDEX TO RULES

4
7

4

Requesting
Rest

7

Touch of
Boundary line
Center line

ndlthe
Net

4

3

Opponent. cowl

.

I 8c
18d
186

23 ('

4

N.

8

3e

4

21)

8
8

3e

31)

175

Rule Section
Umpire

6

2b

Uniforms

4

2

Unsportsmanlike
Conduct
Violation
Ball Handling . .

176

9
. .

7

Rule

Center line
Definition
Foot fault
Net
Winner

8
5
5

Section
3c
21

6

8

3b

7

I

9
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